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MEMORANDUM 

TO: LEGALIZATION SUPPORT NETWORK 

FM: PETER A. SCHEY, DIRECTOR, NCIR, INC. 

RE: 1. 11-17-87 Amendments to Legalization Regulations 
(Advance Parole; "Known to the Government"; 
Nonimmigrant Reentries) 

2. IRCA Amendments in Continuing Appropriations 
Resolution 

3. Improper Expulsions of Legalization-eligible Aliens 
4. Apprehended SAWs Who Did Not File Before 1-7-87 
5. Denials Because U.S. Citizen Children Received 

Public Assistance 
6. Denials Because of Lack of Documentation 

DT: JANUARY 2, 1988 

This memorandum describes various developments in the 
legalization program, focusing on national policies which 
jeopardize legalization eligibility (i.e. "problem" cases), 
and the types of complex cases on which we can provide you 
with technical assistance and/or are the subject of class 
action litigation. Please review this memorandum carefully 
and call us if you have any questions or cases on which 
assistance is needed. 

1. TECHNICAL AMENDMENTS TO FINAL INS REGULATIONS  

On November 17, 1987, the INS issued an "interim rule" 
in the Federal Register amending various provisions of its 
final legalization regulations. Copies of these final 
regulations may be obtained at any law library. They are 
reproduced in the Federal Register, Volume 52, pages 43843-
43846 (11/17/87). If you do not have these regulations, and 
do not have access to a law library, please send us a letter 
requesting a copy of the regulations and we will mail them 
to you. 

(1) Advance parole: 

As you know, the final INS regulations of May 1, 1987, 
disqualify any person from the legalization program under  
IRCA section 245A if the person departed and returned to the 
U.S. after May 1, 1987 without first having obtained INS  
"advance parole." INS telexes to District Offices state 
that advance parole is not to be given except in emergency 
cases (i.e. family illness, death, etc.). 

The November 17, 1987 technical amendments provide as 
follows: 
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"An alien who after appearing for a scheduled interview 
to obtain an immigrant visa at a Consulate or Embassy 
in Canada or Mexico but who subsequently is not issued 
an immigrant visa and who is paroled back into the 
United States, pursuant to the stateside criteria  
program,  shall be regarded as having been granted 
advance parole by the Service." 

See 8 C.F.R. section 245a.1(c)(1) (November 17, 1987) 
(emphasis added). This change is limited by its terms to 
people who departed for a visa interview, whose visas were 
denied, and who were legally readmitted to the U.S. under 
the INS stateside criteria program. 

It remains the INS policy that advance parole will not 
be granted to allow a person to attend a visa interview 
abroad. We believe that INS' policy of limiting the  
granting of advance parole to_Reolle with family emergencies  
is unlawful. 	IRCA specifically allows for "brief, casual, 
and innocent" absences between November 6, 1986 and the time 
a legalization application is filed. See IRCA section 
245A(a)(3)(B). 	Nothing in the statute remotely limits 
absences to family emergencies. 

Once the legalization applicant has been granted 
temporary resident status, IRCA allows for two types of 
absences from the country: [1] "brief and casual trips 
abroad as reflect an intention . . . to adjust to lawful 
permanent resident status . . . and [2] brief temporary 
trips abroad occasioned by a family obligation involving an 
occurrence such as the illness or death of a close relative 
or other family need." See IRCA section 245A(b)(3)(A). 
Under this language the INS cannot limit advance parole to 
aliens granted temporary resident status who need to travel 
because of a family emergency. The first portion of section 
245A(b)(3)(A) clearly allows for "brief and casual trips 
abroad" which manifest an intention on the part of the alien 
to return to the U.S. to pursue their permanent resident 
status. 

Obtaining Advance Parole: 

Cover letter: Submit a cover letter with every request 
for advance parole. In the letter request a written  
decision from the INS if it intends to deny the application, 
and ask that it provide the reasons for any denial. Also 
indicate the date by which a decision is needed in order to 
accomplish the purpose of the travel. 

Application: Regardless of INS policy, in order to 
fully exercise an applicant or potential applicant's right 
to travel, as granted in IRCA, the person should prepare a 
written application for advance parole. There is seemingly 
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little consistency between INS Districts regarding what type 
of form is used. Make sure you obtain whatever form the 
District Office uses in the area of the applicant's 
residence. Complete the application and retain a copy. 

Declaration of Applicant: The applicant for advance 
parole should also complete a sworn declaration regarding 
his/her eligibility for legalization, reason for travel, and 
anticipated length of absence. Declarations do not need to 
be notorized. At the end of the declaration include the 
words: "I declare under penalty of perjury that the 
foregoing facts are true and correct," date and sign it. 

Supporting Documents if Available: If available, 
submit copies of documents which show the purpose of the 
travel. If a person needs to travel to attend a visa 
interview, simply attach a copy of the Consulate or Embassy 
appointment letter. 

INS Interview: The applicant for advance parole is 
usually required to attend an INS interview. We know that 
in one District the applicant is informed at the 
commencement of the interview that anything s/he says can 
and will be used against him/her, etc. (a basic "Miranda" 
warning). Such "warnings" are entirely illegal. IRCA 
specifically mandates that information obtained through the 
legalization process cannot be used by the INS or any other 
federal agency for any enforcement purposes (unless fraud 
exists in the application). It should be made clear to 
applicants -- and the INS -- that the information provided 
by an applicant for advance parole cannot be used for any 
purposes other than deciding the advance parole application. 

If you are aware of cases in which a legalization-
eligible person has been denied advance parole to  
leave the United States for a visa interview, or  
for any other innocent reason, you may contact us  
for assistance. If a large group of persons is 
affected by the inability to travel, a district 
court class action might be filed challenging INS' 
restrictive advance parole policy. 

2. "Known to the Government": 

The legalization program requires that a person lived 
in the United States "in unlawful status" since January 1, 
1982. In the case of a person who entered the United States 
as a non-immigrant prior to January 1, 1982, the person must 
establish that his/her "period of authorized stay" expired 
before January 1, 1982, or that "the alien's unlawful status  
was known to the government"  on or before January 1, 1982. 
IRCA section 245A(a)(2)(B). 
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INS' interpretation of the phrase "known to the  
government"  has been extremely restrictive and probably 
illegal. The May 1, 1987, INS final regulations provide that 
an applicant's unlawful status will only be considered 
"known to the government" -- as required by statute -- if it 
was known "to the Immigration and Naturalization Service . . 
. and such information was stored or otherwise recorded in  
the official Service alien file . . ." See 8 C.F.R. section 
245a.1(d) (emphasis added). The language of IRCA does not 
support INS' interpretation of the law. Congress only 
required that to qualify for legalization the applicant's 
"unlawful status" must have been "known to the government" 
by January 1, 1982; it did not require that the person's 
unlawful status be known to the INS, nor did it require that 
the information about the person's unlawful status made its 
way into the "Service alien file." 

The November 17, 1987 technical amendments slightly 
improve INS' position on the "known to the government" 
issue. The new regulation provides that in the following 
limited situations the applicant's unlawful status will be 
considered "known to the government" as of January 1, 1982: 

"[A] nonimmigrant who entered the United States 
for duration of status . . . who completed a full 
course of study . . . and whose time period if any 
to depart the U  S 	expired prior to January 
1, 1982 and who has remained in the United States 
. 	. 	. 

An alien who establishes that he or she is a 
member of the class in the Silva v. Levi lawsuit . 
• 	• 

An alien who filed an asylum application prior to 
January 1, 1982 and whose application was 
subsequently denied . . ." 

See 8 C.F.R. section 245a.2(b)(12)(13)(14). Also, it is now 
possible for a student to establish unlawful presence since 
January 1, 1982 by showing that his/her "school forwarded to 
the [INS] a report that clearly indicated the applicant had 
violated his or her nonimmigrant student status prior to 
January 1, 1982." See 8 C.F.R. section 245a.1(d)(4) 
(November 17, 1987). 

Problem "Known to the Government" Cases: Applicants 
who (wrongfully) continue to face problems in qualifying for 
legalization include: 

(1) Persons who entered the U.S. as nonimmigrants 
prior to January 1, 1982, obtained no-work social security 
cards, i.e. accounts coded "not authorized to work," and 
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thereafter worked and had earnings reported on their social 
security number. 

(2) Persons who entered the U.S. as nonimmigrants 
prior to January 1, 1982, and worked and had earnings 
reported to Social Security or the IRS on a false social 
security number. 

(3) Persons who violated the terms of their student 
status and their schools brought this to the attention of 
the INS but maintained no records of such reporting or the 
records have since been lost or destroyed. 

(4) Persons whose unlawful status became known to some 
government agency other than the INS prior to January 1, 
1982. 

Submitting the Application: 

If the applicant obtained a no-work (identification) 
social security number after coming to the U.S., and then 
worked and had earnings reported before January 1, 1982, 
file the legalization application with supporting documents 
such as copies of social security card, copies of check 
stubs, employer records, declaration from employer, 
declaration from applicant, etc. 

If the applicant worked prior to January 1, 1982, and 
had earnings reported to Social Security or the IRS on a 
false social security number, attach a declaration stating 
that the social security number was false and further attach 
any documentation showing that the person was employed and 
that earnings were reported to Social Security or the IRS. 

If the applicant violated the terms of his/her student 
visa by dropping out of school or failing to enroll in a 
full course of study prior to January 1, 1982, obtain a 
sworn declaration from the school stating that it was the 
practice of the school to advise INS of such violations of 
status and explaining why copies of the reports are not now 
available. Also attach any documents showing that the 
applicant in fact violated the terms of his/her student visa 
(work records, paycheck stubs, etc.). 

If you are aware of cases in which a legalization-
eligible person falls within any of the categories  
discussed above, you may contact us for  
assistance.  We are currently preparing a possible 
class action lawsuit on the "known to the 
government" issue. 

3. Documented Reentries Between 1-1-82 and 11-6-86: 
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In LULAC v. INS we challenged the final INS regulation 
which provided that a person could not qualify for 
legalization if, between January 1, 1982 and November 6, 
1986, the person ever departed the U.S. and returned using 
an 1-94 reentry permit. 	(For a detailed discussion of this 
lawsuit see Legalization Support Network memorandum of 
November 9, 1987). 

The November 17, 1987 INS technical amendments modify 
the challenged policy and, for the first time, permit such 
aliens to qualify for legalization. The new regulation 
however provides that any alien who departed and returned to 
the U.S. "as a nonimmigrant" between January 1, 1982 and 
November 6, 1986 "must [apply for and] receive a waiver of  
the excludable charge 212(a)(19) as an alien who entered the 
United States by fraud." See 8 C.F.R. section ' 
245a.2(b)(10). 

As discussed in detail in the Legalization Support 
Network memorandum of November 9, 1987, this regulation is 
not supported by the statutory language of IRCA and 
therefore is unlawful. 

We believe that an alien who (1) properly obtained a 
non-immigrant visa prior to January 1, 1982 (i.e. did not 
intend to overstay at the time the visa was obtained) and 
came to the U.S., and (2) subsequently departed the U.S. and 
returned with an 1-94 reentry permit (not a new non-
immigrant visa issued after January 1, 1982), is not 
required to file for a waiver. 

If you are aware of any cases in which such an  
applicant (1) has filed a waiver and received a  
denial, or (2 has not yet filed a waiver 
application and would prefer not to because of the  
cost involved, please contact us for assistance. 
This issue is the subject of on-going litigation  
in the LULAC v. INS case.  

2. CONGRESS MAKES CHANGES IN IRCA IN CONTINUING  
APPROPRIATIONS RESOLUTION (H.J. RES. 395) 

On December 21, 1987, the Congress enacted and the 
President signed into law House Joint Resolution 395 making 
further appropriations for the fiscal year 1988. In this 
appropriations bill significant changes were made to the 
Special Agricultural Worker ("SAW") provisions of IRCA. 
(See attachments.) The issues which Congress addressed are 
also the subject of a class action case we are litigating 
with California Rural Legal Assistance -- Catholic Social  
Services v. Meese -- regarding, in part, the treatment of 
SAW applicants by the INS (see Legalization Support Network 
memoranda of May 12, 1987 and November 8, 1987). 
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House Joint Resolution 395 amends INA section 210(d) by 
adding the following new paragraphs: 

"(3)(A) During the [SAW] application period. . . the 
INS may grant temporary admission to the United States,  
work authorization, and provide an 'employment  
authorized' endorsement or other appropriate work  
permit to any alien who presents a preliminary  
application for adjustment of status under subsection 
(a) at a designated port of entry on the southern land 
border. An alien who does not enter through a port of  
entry is subject to deportation and removal as  
otherwise provided in the INA. 

(B) During the [SAW] application period . . . any  
alien who has filed an application for adjustment of  
status within the United States as provided in Section  
210(b)(1)(A) . . . is subject to paragraph (2) of this  
subsection [granting aliens who file 'non-frivolous'  
applications the right to stays of deportation and work  
authorization]. 

(C) A preliminary application is defined as a fully 
completed and signed application with fee and 
photographs which contains specific information 
concerning the performance of qualifying employment in 
the United States and the documentary evidence which 
the applicant intends to submit as proof of such 
employment. The applicant must be otherwise admissible 
to the United States and must establish to the 
satisfaction of the examining officer during an 
interview that his or her claim to eligibility for 
special agricultural worker status is credible." 

See House Joint Resolution 395, Section 211 (emphasis 
added). 

The language of Joint Resolution 395 is somewhat vague, 
however it seems to contemplate the following: SAW-eligible 
aliens may now obtain lawful entry into the United States at 
a port of entry by presenting a "preliminary" SAW 
application. Potential SAW applicants apprehended 
attempting to enter the United States without inspection may 
be deported. However, SAW applicants or potential 
applicants who enter illegally and are not apprehended, and 
who later file non-frivolous SAW applications in the U.S., 
are entitled to stays of deportation and employment 
authorization. The new statutory language does away with 
INS' June 26, 1987 last-date-of-reentry rule for SAWs, which 
we challenged in CSS v. Meese. 

The Conference Report accompanying Joint Resolution 395 
provides some additional information regarding Congressional 
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concern with INS' implementation of the SAW program. The 
Conference report provides as follows: 

"The Conferees intend that the INS inform SAW-eligible  
aliens apprehended along the border of their potential  
eligibility for the SAW program and of the opportunity 
to obtain legal entry through a designated port of 
entry. 

The Conferees understand that paragraph (B) eliminates  
the June 26, 1987 entry date after which SAW -eligible  
aliens are unable to apply for SAW status in the United  
States. The Conferees intend that applicants for SAW 
status inside the United States must present a non- 
frivolous application defined in 8 C.F.R. Section 
210.1(j). 

The Conferees further understand that aliens who have  
filed a non-frivolous application, as defined in 8  
C.F.R. Section 210.1(j), will receive protection from  
deportation. The Conferees, however, are very 
concerned that aliens apprehended by INS who are SAW 
eligible but have not yet applied for SAW status have 
an opportunity to avail themselves of the stay of 
deportation. In particular, the Conferees are 
concerned about SAW-eligible aliens who have contacted 
qualified designated entities to initiate their 
application process but have not yet filed an 
applcation. In response to these concerns, the INS has  
agreed that apprehending officers will inform  
apprehended aliens who may be SAW-eligible that they  
may obtain protection from deportation. The Conferees 
intend that the Service take into consideration the 
location of apprehension in determining the likelihood 
of an alien to abscond. The Conferees further intend  
that apprehended aliens who may be SAW-eligible who are  
not likely to abscond be released by the INS on their  
own recognizance thus providing them an opportunity to 
acquire the documents and information necessary to file 
an application. 

The Conferees intend that the INS inform apprehended  
aliens who may be SAW-eligible of the steps necessary  
to obtain protection from deportation and to apply for  
SAW status in the United States and outside the United 
States through a designated port of entry. The 
Conferees suggest that the information be provided in 
written form." 

See Congressional Record - House H12531 (December 21, 1987) 
Temphasis added). If you have any questions regarding these 
changes to the SAW program, please contact us. 
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3. IMPROPER EXPULSIONS OF LEGALIZATION-ELIGIBLE ALIENS  

In the Catholic Social Services v. Meese  lawsuit, we 
not only challenge the May 1, 1987 last-date-of-reentry rule 
for 245A applicants, we also challenge INS' failure to 
advise apprehended aliens of their legalization rights and 
the improper expulsion (under voluntary departure or 
deportation orders) of legalization-eligible aliens. 

If you are aware of any cases in which the INS has  
improperly expelled (under voluntary departure or  
deportation orders) a legalization -eligible alien,  
please contact us with the information. 

4. APPREHENDED SAW APPLICANTS WHO DID NOT FILE  
APPLICATIONS BEFORE JULY 1, 1987  

We have completed a complaint which will be filed in 
federal court in the next few weeks challenging the INS 
regulation which requires that SAW aliens, apprehended 
before commencement of the SAW application period, file 
their legalization applications before July 1, 1987. This 
regulation is not supported by the statutory language of 
IRCA. 

If you are aware of any cases in which a potential  
SAW applicant was apprehended by the INS prior to  
the SAW a?plication period, June 1, 1987, and who  
did not file a SAW application before July 1,  
1987, please contact us for assistance. 

5. APPLICATIONS DENIED BECAUSE THE APPLICANT'S  
U.S. CITIZEN CHILDREN RECEIVED PUBLIC ASSISTANCE  

The final INS legalization regulations allow for the 
denial of an application based upon the applicant's U.S. 
citizen children's receipt of public assistance. We are 
working with other groups to prepare a legal challenge to 
this regulation. 

If you are aware of any cases in which a  
legalization application has been denied based  
upon the applicant's U.S. citizen children's  
receipt of public assistance, please contact us  
for assistance. 

6. DENIALS OF LEGALIZATION FOR LACK OF DOCUMENTATION 

As you know, the INS has failed to issue national 
instructions or guidelines regarding the standard for 
approving a legalization application. The result is that 
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applying for legalization is somewhat like "going to Los 
Vegas." In one Legalization Office an application might be 
approved, while in another office an identical application, 
supported with the same quality and quantity of documents, 
is denied. 

We wish to explore the possibility of federal court  
litigation regarding the lack of a national standard for the  
approval of legalization applications, and to assist in the  
preparation of appeals. 

If you are aware of any case(s) in which a legalization 
application was arbitrarily denied because of lack of 
supporting documents, please contact us to discuss the 
case(s). 

* * * * * * * * * * 



From the Committee on Armed Services: 
SAM NUNN 
JOHN GLENN, 

From the Committee on Banking, Housing, 
and Urban Affairs: 

WILLIAM PROXMIRE, 
ALAN CRANSTON. 
PAUL SARBANES. 

From the Committee on Commerce. Sci-
ence, and Transportation: 

FRITZ HOLLINGS, 
DANIEL K. INOUYE, 
WENDELL H. FORD, 
JACK DANFORTH. 

From the Committee on Energy and Natu-
ral Resources: 

J. BENNETT JOHNSTON. 
DALE BUMPERS, 
WENDELL FORD, 
JOHN MELCHER, 
JEFF BINGAULAN, 
TIM 1A'IRTH, 
DON NICKLES, 

From the Committee on Environment and 
Public Works: 

QUENTIN N. BURDICK, 
GEORGE MITCHELL, 
MAX BAUCUS, 
JOHN BREAUX, 
ROBERT T. STAFFORD. 
JOHN H. CHAFES, 
DAVE DURENBERGER. 

From the Committee on Finance: 
LLOYD BENTSEN, 
SPARK M. MATSUNAGA, 
DANIEL PATRICK 

MOYNIHAN, 

MAX BAUCUS, 
DAVID L. BOREN, 
BILL BRADLEY, 
GEORGE MITCHELL, 
BOB PACKWOOD, 
JOHN C. DANFORTH. 
JOHN H. CHAFEE, 
JOHN HEINZ, 

From the Committee on Governmental Af-
fairs: 

JOHN GLENN, 

LA WTON CHILES. 
JIM SASSER, 
DAVID PRYOR, 
TED STEVENS, 

(except I do not 
concur with the 
budget reduction 
allocations pursu-
ant to the Summit 
agreement) 

WARREN B. RUDMAN, 
From the Committee on Labor and Human 
Resources: 

TED KENNEDY, 

CLAIBORNE PELL, 
PAUL SIMON. 
ORRIN HATCH. 
ROBERT T. STAFFORD. 
DAN QUAYLE, 

From the Committee on Veterans' Affairs: 
ALAN CRANSTON. 

SPARK M. MATSUNAGA, 
FRANK H. MURKOWSKI. 

Managers on the Part of the Senate. 

CONFERENCE ENORT (H. Rept. 100-498) 

The Committee of Conference on the dis-
agreeing votes of the two Houses on the 
amendments of the Senate to the joint reso-
lution tH.J. Res. 395) "making further con• 
tinuinr appropriations for the fiscal year 
ending September 30, 1988. and for other 
Purposes, -  having met, after full and free 
conference, have agreed to recommend and 
do recommend to their respective Houses as 
follows: 

That the Senate recede from its amend-
ments numbered 16, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56. 58. 59,  

60, 61, 62, 63. 64, 65. 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 
73 74 75, 76. 77, 78 83, 84, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90. 
91, 92 93, 94, 96. 97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 
103 104, 105, 106, 107. 108, 109, and 110. 

That the House recede from its disagree-
ment to the amendments of the Senate 
numbered 19, 20. 21. 22, 23, 24, 25, 26. 27, 28. 
29. 30. 31. 32, 33. 34, 35. 36, 37, 38, 39. 40. 41, 
42. 43, 45, 46. 47, 48, 50, 79, 82. 85, and 95. 
and agree to the same. 

Amendment numbered 1: 
That the House recede from its disagree-

ment to the amendment of the Senate num-
bered 1, and agree to the same with an 
amendment, as follows: 

Restore the matter stricken by said 
amendment, amended to read as follows: 

SEC 1. Because the spending levels includ-
ed in this Resolution achieve the deficit re-
duction targets of the Economic Summit, se-
questration is no longer necessary. There-
fore: 

(al Upon the enactment of this Resolution 
the orders issued by the President on Octo-
ber 20. 1987, and November 20, 1987. pursu-
ant to section 252 of the Balanced Budget 
and Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985, 
as amended, are hereby rescinded. 

tbl Any action taken to implement the 
orders referred to in subsection (al shall be 
reversed, and any sequesterable resource 
that has been reduced or sequestered by such 
orders is hereby restored, revived, or released 
and shall be available to the same extent 
and for the same purpose as if the orders 
had not been issued. 

And the Senate agree to the same. 
Amendment numbered 2: 
That the House recede from its disagree-

ment to the amendment of the Senate num-
bered 2, and agree to the same with an 
amendment. as follows: 

In lieu of the matter stricken and inserted 
by said amendment, insert the following: 

cal Such amounts as may be necessary for 
programs, projects or activities provided for 
in the Departments of Commerce, Justice, 
and State, the Judiciary, and Related Agen-
cies Appropriations Act, 1988 at a rate of op-
erations and to the extent and in the 
manner provided for, the provisions of such 
Act to be effective as if it had been enacted 
into law as the regular appropriations Act, 
as follows: 

AN ACT 

Making appropriations for the Depart-
ments of Commerce, Justice, and State, the 
Judiciary, and related agencies for the fiscal 
Year ending September 30. 1988, and for 
other purposes. 

TITLE I-DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For expenses necessary for the general ad-
ministration of the Department of Com-
merce, including not to exceed $2,000 for of-
ficial entertainment. $39.204.000: Provided. 
That S250.000 for establishing a clearing-
house on State and local initiatives on pro-
ductivity, technology and innovation shall 
be available subject to enactment of author. 
izing legislation. 

BUREAU Of THE CENSUS 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For expenses necessary for collecting. com-
piling, analyzing, preparing, and publishing 
statistics. provided for by law, $94.835.000. 

PERIODIC CENSUSES AND PROGRAMS 

For expenses necessary to collect and pub-
lish statistics for periodic censuses and pro-
grams provided for by lair, S346,444.000. 

USE 	 December 21, 1987 
ECONOAIIC AND STATISTICAL A NALYSIV 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For necessary expenses, as 
authorized by law, of economic and statistical analysis 

programs, $32,079,000. 

n'O.NOMIC DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTPArIUN 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ASSISTANCE PRO(.:PAMS 

For economic development assistance 
tta provided by the Public Works and Economic 

Development Act of 1965, as amended, and !"1
4. 

 Public Law 91-304, and such laws that
e  y7  

in effect immediately. before September 3a . 
 1982, $132,028,000 of which: 

to $3,000,000 is for a grant to the Intl. 
lute for Technology Development, Jackson, 
Mississippi; 

lb) $2,500,000 is for a grant to the Unirer-
sity of Bridgeport, in BricfgePort. Connecti-
cut, to assist in the construction and instris- 2..- 
ntentation of the Connecticut Technology .• 
Institute; 

fel $1.000,000 is for a grant to the city of' - 
Worcester. Massachusetts. and the Worcester.  ., 
Business Development Corporation to assts( 
in the construction of a biotechnology re-
search park in Worcester, Massachusetti 
Provided, That notwithstanding any omen_  
provision of law or regulation, includin414 . 
title I of the Public Works and Economis.- 
Development Act of 1965, as amendet(e . 

 except the following provisions; section 711: 
of said Act, the Secretary of Commerce Ls: 
hereby directed to obligate said funds as 44 
direct grant without any further require-ii 
merit or delay upon enactment of this legis:.!‘ 
lotion, and . 

tdI $250,000 shall be obligated for thj 
Center for International Trade Development 
at Oklahoma State University: • .1.; 
Provided, That during fiscal year 1988 total: ,! 
commitments to guarantee loans shall not ' 
exceed $150,000,000 of contingent 
for loan principat Provided further. That,' 
none of the funds appropriated or otherwise' 
made available under this heading may be," 
used directly or indirectly for attorneys' or. . 

consultants' fees in connection with securc:. 
ing grants and contracts made by the Eco: 
nontic Development Administraticm 

FINANCIAL AND TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

'RESCISSION) 

Of available funds under this head. 
$1,541,067 are rescinded. 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

For necessary expenses of administenng 
the economic development assistance Pro -
grams as provided for by law, $24.742.00 0: 

Provided, That the full time permanent Pa-ri -
lions for the Economic Development Admin-
istration shall not be fewer than 160 and 
that the number of Deputy Assistant Secre-
tary positions shall not be greater than four: 
Provided further, That these funds may be 
used to monitor projects approved pursurnt 
to title I of the Public Works Emploument 
Act of 1976, as amended, title II of the Treile 
Act of 1974, as amended, and the Communi -

ty Emergency Drought Relief Act of 1977. 
Notwithstanding any other provision ot this 

Act or any other law, funds appropriated in 

this paragraph shall be used to fill arid 
maintain forty-nine permanent positions 
designated as Economic Development R eP-
resentalives out of the total number of Per -

manent positions funded in the Sala nrs and 

Expenses account of the Economic DereloP-

silent Administration for fiscal year 19SL 
and such positions shall be maintained II 
the various States within the approved orea-

nizational structure in place on December L 

1987, and when possible, with those empl,,•, 
ecs who filled those positions on that date. 
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operations" and "undercover operation" be used by the INS to offset the costs of the 
means any undercover investigative oper- special agricultural worker legalization pro-
ation of the Federal Bureau of Investigation gram until the INS implements the program 
or the Drug Enforcement Administration consistent with the statutory mandate as 
(other than a foreign counterintelligence un- follows:  
dercover investigative operation/— 	 "(A) During the application period as de- 

af in which— 	 fined in section 210(a)71)(A) of the INA the 
(II the gross receipts (excluding interest INS may grant temporary admission to the 

earned) exceed $50,000, or 
(II) expenditures (other than expenditures United

-Mles, work authorization, and pro- 
vide an "employment authorized' endorse- 

for salaries of employees) exceed $150,006, 'nett or other appropriate work permit to 
and 	 ➢

lii) which is exempt from section 3302 or 
an alien 	•reliminary app/i- 

9102 of title 31 of the United States Code, 
cation for adjuslmentofstatusuer sub- 

except that clauses (i) and lii) shall not section (a) at a designated port  of entry on 

apply with respect to the report 
required the southern land border. An agin  who does 

under subparagraph (B) of such paragraph. no -t._ •rgiichi Port ofentryis subject 

Sec. 205. None of the funds appropriated to devortation an d sorento  otherwise 
provided in the INA. 

or made available by this Act shall be used 
prior to October 1. 1988, to issue or imple- 	"(B) During the application period as de- 
mean

t any final rule in the nilenzaking pro- fined in section 210(a)(B)(l)(B) of the INA 

ceeding commenced August 8, 1986 (51 Fed. any alient who has filed an application for 
Rea, 28576-28589). adjustment of status within the United 

SEC. 206. None of the funds appropriated States as provided in Section 210(b)(1)1A1 

by this title shall be available to pay for an pursuant to the provision of 8 CFR section 

abortion, except where  the life of the  mother  210.1(j) is subject to paragraph (2) of this 

would be endangered tf the fetus were car- subsection. 
ried to term or in the case of rape: Provided, 	(C) A preliminary application is defined 

That should this prohibition be declared un- as a fully completed and signed application 

constitutional by a court of competent juris- with fee and photographs which contains 

diction, this section shall be null and void specific information concerning the per- 

SEC. 207. None of the funds appropriated formance of qualifying employment in the 

under this title shall be used to require any United States and 
the documentary tin-

person to perform, or facilitate in any way dence which the applicant intends to submit 

the performance of, any abortion- 	 as proof of such employment. The applicant 

SEC. 208. Nothing in the preceding section must be otherwise admissible to the United 

shall remove the obligation of the director of States and must establish to the satisfaction 

the Bureau of Prisons to provide escort 
sere- of the examining officer during an interview 

ices necessary for a female inmate to receive that his or her claim to eligibility for special 

such service outside the Federal facility: agriculture worker status is credible.". 

Provided, That nothing in this section in 	This title may be cited as the "Department 

any way diminishes the effect of section 207 of Justice Appropriation Act, 1988". 
intended to address the philosophical beliefs 	TITLE III—DEPARTMENT OF STATE 

of individual employees of the Bureau of 
Prisons. 	

ADMINIS77tATION OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

SEC. 209. Notwithstanding subsections (c) 	
SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

and (d) of section 223 of the Juvenile Justice Notwithstanding sections 110 and 122 of 
and Delinquency Prevention Act of 1974 (42 H.R. 1777 (the Foreign Relations Authoriza-
U.S.C. 5633), the Administrator of the Office tion Act, fiscal years 1988 and 1989) for nec-

of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Pleven- essary expenses of the Department of State 

lion may not— and the Foreign Service, not otherwise pro- 

(1) terminate any State's eligibility for vided for, including obligations of the 

funding under subpart 1 of part B of title II United States abroad pursuant to treaties, 

of such Act, or 	 international agreements, and binational 

(2) determine that the State's plan fails to contracts (including obligations assumed in 

meet the requirements of such section, 	Germany on or after June 5, 1945), expenses 

for fiscal year 1988 because of the failure of authorized by section 9 of the Act of August 

such State to comply with the requirements 31, 1964, as amended (31 U.S.C. 3721), and 

of section 223(a)(14) of such Act before such section 2 of the State Department Basic A u-

fiscal year. 	 thorities Act of 1956, as amended (22 U.S.C. 
Sac. 210. (a) Section 524(c)(1) of title 28 of 26691: telecommunications; expenses neces-

the United Stales Code is amended by delet- sary to provide maximum physical security 
ing "and" at the end of subparagraph (F), by in Government-owned and leased properties 

striking out the period at the end of (G) and and vehicles abroad, including not to exceed 

inserting in lieu thereof': and" and, by in- 37,000,000 for counterterrorism research and 
serting the following new subparagraph.' development: permanent representation to 

"(H) after all reimbursements and pro- certain international organizations in 

gram-related expenses have been met at the which the United States participates pursu-

end of each fiscal year, the Attorney General ant to treaties, conventions, or specific Acts 

may transfer deposits from the Assets For of Congress: acquisition by exchange or pur- 

j) If a corporation or business entity es-
tablished or acquired as part of an under- 
cover operation under subparagraph (B) of 
paragraph (1) with a net value of over 

, 00.000 is to be liquidated, sold, or otherwise 
- stispos°4  of, the Federal Bureau of Investiga- 

	

.• 	• Drug Enforcement Administra- 
-: 	 ch in advance as the Director or 
the ,strator, or the designee of the Di- 

•4,,pctor ur the Administrator, determines is 
nacticable• shall report the circumstances 
la the Attorney General and the Comptroller 
QrneraL The proceeds of the liquidation, 
sole. or other disposition, after obligations 
ass met, shall be deposited in the Treasury 
of the United States as miscellaneous re- 
attiPts- 

14)(A) The Federal Bureau of Investigation 
ar the Drug Enforcement Administration, as 
the case may be, shall conduct a detailed fi- 
*uncial audit of each undercover investiga- 
tive operation which is closed in fiscal year 

submit the results of such audit in writ- 
Ow to the Attorney General, and 

(if) not later than 180 days after such un- 
dercover operation is closed, submit a report 
tO the Congress concerning such audit_ 

IB) The Federal Bureau of Investigation 
sad the Drug Enforcement Administration 
shall each also submit a report annually to 
Ow Congress specifying as to their respective 
undercover investigative operations— 

(i) the number, by programs, of undercover 
Itivestigative operations pending as of the 
end of the one-year period for which such 
report is submitted, 

(it) the number, by programs, of undercov-
er investigative operations commenced in 
five one-year period preceding the period for 
%nRich such report is submitted, and 

Nit) the number, by programs, of under- 
cover investigative operations closed in the 
one-year period preceding the period for 
Otich such report is submitted and, with re-
'sect to each such closed undercover oper- 
adigr results obtained. With respect to 

closed undercover operation 
*4c does any of the sensitive cireum- 
' 40,- _Pecified in the Attorney General's 
0.11,k:felines on Federal Bureau of Investiga- 
'ken Undercover Operations, such report 

 contain a detailed description of the 
Noerotion and related matters, including in- 
kfrmation pertaining to— 

A 

	

rotor of the Drug Enforcement 	 fctture Fund to the Building and Facilities 

Cv 
w•). 	ion. as the case may be, and the 	 account of the Federal prison system for the 

Je 

	

General tor, with respect to Feder- 	 construction of correctional institutions.". - 
.4ttornel, 	Investigation undercover oper- 	 (b) Amounts proposed for transfer pursu- 

e/ Bureau of 

	

if designated by the Attorney Gener- 	 and to subsection (a) shall be transferred 

	

awns.
el a m

em ber of such Review Committee), 	 only upon 'notification by the Attorney Gen- 

et 

	

a
t any action authorized by subparagraph 	 era/ to the Committees on Appropriations of 

	

00, (BI. (C), or ID) is necessary for the con- 	 the House of Representatives and the Senate 

	

i.ct of such undercover operation- If the 	 and approval under said Committees' poli- 

	

s,,,dercover operation is designed to collect 	 cies concerning the reprogramming of 

	

an intelligence or counterintelligence, 	 funds. 

	

eke certification that any action authorized 	 Sec. 211. Section 210(d) of the Immigra- 

	

pi subparagraph MI. (B), ICI, or ID) is nec- 	 tit5TFTILIngtitionality Act is amended by in- 

	

cseary jor the conduct of such undercover 	 serting the following new paragraph.-  

	

ration shall be by the Director of the Fed- 	 "(3) No application fees collected by the 

	

trod Bureau of Investigation tor, if designat- 	 Immigration and Naturalization Service 

	

4 by the Director, the Assistant Director, 	 (INS) pursuant to section 210(d) of the Im- 

tatellige-nce Division/ and the Attorney Gen- 

„ aj Ion if designated by the Attorney Gener- 

Az the Counsel for Intelligence Policy). Such 
certification shall continue in effect for the 
oration of such undercover operation, 

cithout regard to fiscal years. 
(It As soon as the proceeds from an under- 

esiver investigative operation with respect to 
adtich an action is authorized and carried 

awl under subparagraphs (C) and ID) of sub- 

section la) are no longer necessary for the 
g* n d u c t of such operation, such proceeds or 
nu balance of such proceeds remaining at 
1.4e lime shall be deposited in the Treasury 
q( the United States as miscellaneous re- 

(I) the results, 
ell/ any civil claims, and 
(III) identification of such sensitive cir- 

cumstances involved, that arose at any time 
during the course of such undercover oper- 
ation_ 

(5) For purposes of paragraph (4)— 
(A) the term "closed" refers to the earliest 

P 	in time at which— 
all criminal proceedings (other than 

appeals) are conducted, or 
covert activities are concluded, which- 

ever, occurs later, 
(B) the term "employees" means employ- 

ees, as defined in section 2105 of title 5 of 
the United States Code, of the Federal 
Bureau of Investigation, and 

(C) the terms "undercover investigative migration and Nationality Act (INA) may 
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,urnentation required with the anon- 

... 
• cation- 

ees 1.n1. -stand the interested parties have 

oco,.:ram included in the Immigration 
iterifin Act enacted last year. The Confer-

int S•asoral Agricultural Worker (SAW) 

cervee and interested members of Congress 
pr teaching agreement on a clarification of 
i  ,., ar is i ng during the implementation of 

pie Conferees commend the Immigration 

-ed that the procedures adopted by this 
tan ,..-iij tri• will be the procedures for the 
s‘aw  program for the duration of the SAW 
sopi ica tion period. The Conferees under-
igand that the INS intends to work in close 
cooperation with the qualified designated 
entities to implement these procedures. 

The Conferees understand that in para-
graph (A) INS will temporarily admit and 
Grant work authorization to aliens who • ,.  

• present a preliminary application as defined 
in paragraph (C), at designated ports of 
entry who are not otherwise inadmissable. 

, it is anticipated that INS will designate at 
Nast three ports of entry on the southern 

• land border to process these applications. 
. 

 
'(lie. Ccinferees intend that the INS  inform 

SAW-eligible aliens apprehended along  the 
border oltheir potential eligibility, for  the 
SAW  program and  of the opportunity  to 

''obttialegal l port 
7of entr y.  

_ TkeSorifet:mu‘i,  tpiers 	that t paragraph 
44,:(3) eliminates the  JurTe/r187eFitry date 

L -  after  which SAW-eligible "L`ens.are unable 
R• to apply  for SAY/ status in—W11.1nited 

e . ::States. 1:bef_onfereesinTer70-Tfiat appil- .. 	_ 
icants for SAW status inse ted ..aL 	 id 

-7; 	s anist-TOFFeeftrirttrin:Trivatoue-atiiilica- 
3 defirtecu j7211171( J ). 
Conferees further understand  that 

a- ....s who  have  filed a non-frivolous appli-
-/eatibh,""fis defined_ill_e_MKATZUWIT:Y1_ .!.1.11_ 
ceeocive protection from deportation. The 
" X'onfefeaf-iloyeever,are very conc&ifed 'that 

ens  apprehended by INg-iihrTare SAW -el-
,- • ble but have. not yet  siplid-ro-FMTV 
;bus rave an oprtunity triii,rErtifem-  
Uelyes_n.Lette_gayolpaie rgation.-rn Pafficu-
Akar. the Conferees are concerned  about 
laAW-eligible aliens who have contacted 
.atialified designated entitles to initiate their 

..,•.aPPlication process but have not yet filed an 
;',application. In response to these concerns, 

the INallacm-red ttitikalasmellenallir....Qffi- 
ters will li_________Ionnappreilen.deSLaiier16 9-110  ,,,1111y be SAW -eligittie thatJ.13ex_ Jnely .  obtain 

.;.,„Piniztiqpi rgu-ide eiation..The Conferees 
Intend that the Service take into consider-
ation the location of apprehension in deter-
mining the likelihood of an alien to ab-
'cond. The Conferees further intend that 
apprehended aliens who may be SAW-eligi-

Ile who are not likely to abscond be re-
..,•.kased by the INS on their own recognizance 

• thus Providing them an opportunity to ac-
, quire the documents and Information neces-

r.r... lazy to file an application. 
The Conferees intend that the INStnform 

. aPP_FiLe- nilecLileTris..iiiniii._SAW-eligi- tile of the 
.." ti 	rich-frbicferajlecortation and to adoplyfor SAW 

msaMi.c) obtain -Pr-otee- 

at atus-Tri- the  United  Stiies and outside the 
v.:, • Lail-ed ales_thrsiligh a_siesiciatd port of  miry lief 

 ronter-emusugge5t trial the_infor-: - _rnatton be provided in written farm. 
.t,.. 	The CoriTerees uhaerStaii -d-that In para- ,t graph (C) the INS will reinstate the admis- 

standard -  for preliminary applications i -- 
t-,, , 	1 by the Service and promulgated by 
r 	.was Issued July 31. 1987.  

•IY. the Conferees suggest that INS 
.i a formal policy statement clarif ing RS Position 

with respect to the obligations of 
A eltVIGYerS of season-al agricultural workers -du .. d • ,r.ig the SAW 'application period. The 
'1,-- ;""tivnt"0"-3  suggest that the statement 
4.-- o uld. In general, "Indicate that INS will ,..:.• 

not seek penalties from employers of undoc-
umented seasonal agricultural workers or 
for the failure to complete the 1-9 for such 
workers prior to November 30. 1908. It 
should also indicate that INS will not seek 
retroactive and/or increased liability for 
such acts occurring during the application 
period. The Conferees strongly encourage 
employers to comply with the intent of 
IRCA that employers complete the 1-9 proc-
ess. This could be a useful method to deter-
mine whether lob applicants are SAW-eligi-

-ble and to encourage them to apply for legal 
status. 

TITLE III-DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
ADMINISTRATION OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

SALARIES AND EXPENSES 

Appropriates 31,694,000.000 of which not 
to exceed $7.000.000 Ls for counter-terrorism 
research and development, waives sections 
110 and 122 of H.R. 1777 (the Foreign Rela-
tions Authorization Act. Fiscal Years 1988 
and 1989), and includes the proviso that 
none of these funds shall be available for 
the Office of Public Diplomacy for Latin 
America and the Caribbean instead of 
31,688.600,000 with such proviso as proposed 
by the House and $1,632,890.000 as proposed 
by the Senate. 

The conferees are agreed that $11,000.000 
previously appropriated for equipment for 
an alternate automated data processing fa-
cility shall be reallocated to finance regular 
Salaries and Expenses items of the Depart. 
ment of State for FY 1988. 

The conferees are agreed that $15,000,000 
of the $1.694.000,000 provided In the confer-
ence agreement is for the Department of 
State's costs of the Federal Employees Re-
tirement System. 

The conference agreement provides that 
riot to exceed 37,000,000 of the total amount 
provided for the Salaries and Expenses ac-
count is for counter-terrorism research and 
development. The conferees understand 
that the authorization for the Diplomatic 
Security Program contained in H.R. 1777 
4the Foreign Relations Authorization Act. 
Fiscal Years 1988 and 1989) provides for.the 
expenditure of funds for this pOrpose • to' 
support research at universities and nation-
al laboratories in the United States that. 
presently engage In similar research and 
have a proven track record of success in this 
field. It Is believed that such research can 
Identify and evaluate the appropriate mate-
rials. techniques, and methods that can be 
used to increase the survivability of U.S. fa-
cilities abroad, and can lower future costs of 
construction and maintenance. 

The conferees last.year requested the De-
partment of State to develop a plan for re-
imbursement of the Department's ., ex-. 

 penses incurred in providing office space, 
housing and administrative support for non-
State Department personnel overseas. The 
Department reported that such a reim-
bursement plan would be part of the De-
partment's FY 1989 budget submission. 

The conferees have been informed that a 
workable reimbursement plan is not yet 
available and will not be fully integrated 
Into the Department's FY 1939 budget re-
quest. The conferees are not satisfied with 
the lack of progress on developing this reim-
bursement plan. The Department and the 
Office of Management and Budget have had 
over a year to complete the details of this 
plan. 

The conferees expect that a full relm-
bormement plan will be submitted as part of 
the Department's FY 19:19 budget request. 
Suet) a plan should provide for reimburse-
ment of the costs of providing administra- ' 
Live support, communications systems, hous-
frig, capital costs, and related expenses to 
non-State Department personnel overseas. 

Re,rio_NEN:ATION ALLOWANCES 

Appropriates $4.500.000 as proposed by 
the Senate in.stead of $4.000,000 as proposed 
by the House and includes new language 
waiving section 15(a) of the State Depart-
ment Basic Authorities Act of 1956. 

ACQUISITION AND MAINTENANCE OF BUILDINGS 
ABROAD 

Appropriates $313,100.000 as proposed by 
the House instead of 3288.(00,000 as pro-
posed by the Senate. 

EMERGENCIES IN THE DIPLOMATIC AND 
CONSULAR Sr-RvICE 

Appropriates $4.000,000 as proposed by 
the House instead of $4.500.000 as proposed 
by the Senate. 

FAX::LENT TO THE AMERICAN INSTITCTE IN 
TAIWAN 

Appropriates $11.000,000 and waive sec-
tion 15.a) of the State Department Basic 
Authorities Act of 1958 instead of $9.379.000 
as proposed by the House and Senate. 

fisrertNaelorese ORGANIZATIONS AND 
CONFERENCES 

CONTRIBUTIONS TO INTERNATIONAL 
ORGANIZATIONS 

Appropriates $480,000.000 to remain to:ail-
able until expended notwithstanding section 
1020.1(1) through (11) of H.R. 1777 (the 
Foreign Relations Authorization Act, fiscal 
years 1988 and 1989 instead of $382.000.000 
to remain available until expended of which 
$142,000,000 would have become available 
for expenditure on October 1, 1988 as pro-
posed by the House, and $355,300.000 to 
remain available until expended as proposed 
by the Senate. 

The following table sets forth the amount 
provided for each of the various internation-
al or ganizationx . 

UNITED NATIONS AND SPECIALIZED AGENCIES 

Food and Agriculture Or- 
ganizatlon 	 ... 	$38.000,000 

International 	Atomic 
Energy Agency.—...--. 	31,000,000 

International Civil Avia- 
tion Organization—a__ 	6,407,000 

International Labor Orga- 
nizatiOn 	 26;000.000 

Intergovernmental Mari- 
time Consultative 

645.000 
International 	Telecom- 

munications Union ..... _ 	4,471.000 
United 	 144,000.000 
United Nations Industrial 

Development Organiza- 
doh 	12,022,000 

Universal Postal Union 	760,000 
World Health Organiza- 

tion 	50,037.000 
World Intellectual Proper- 

ty Organization.  	 662,000 
World Meteorological Or- 

ganization  	9,775,000 

Subtotal 	318.779,000 

INTER-AMERICAN ORGANIZATIONS 

Inter-American Indian In- 	- 
stItute 

	
104.000 

Inter-American Institute 
for Cooperation on Agri- 
culture 

	
12.626.000 

Organization of American 
States 
	

43.000,000 
Pan American Health Or- 

ganization 
	

38.000,000 
Pan American Institute of 

Geography and History 
	

331,000 
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PROVISIONAL IMPLEMENTATION OF. AMENDMENT TO SECTION 210(D) 

.0.6e1T 	I N 	•-•--;=f=ff.Mft- E-E7 -E.!re.: 
-74t: 	• 	r ' .:;;;E•AE Tc—AAEEEEE:.:.: 	z,•,---••A 	E 	• 	A, 	.• 

'7E'`E ON DECEHkER 22, 1987; THE PRESIDENT SIGNED INTO LAW A PILL 	-- 
.-EA CONTAINING AN AMENDMENT TO THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 210 OF 
..E:AA- THE INA WHICH GOVERNS THE SPECIAL AGRICULTURAL WORKERS (SAW) 

Ec" PROGRAM. 

• 	•1:•‘••-' .'1.  

. 	 - 

THE FOLLOWING PROVISIONS WERE ADDED TO SECTION 210(D> 

(1) A CREDIBLE SAW APPLICANT MAY DE ADMITTED INTO THE UNITED 
STATES AND ISSUED EMPLOYMENT AUTHORIZATION AT A DESIGNATED 
PORT OF ENTRY UPON PRESENTATION OF AN 1 - 700 EAU APPLICATION 
WITHOUT THE NORMALLY REQUIRED EVIDENCE OF THE PERFORMANCE OF 
OUYALIFYING EMPLOYMENT. (THE PORT& OF CALEXICO, OTAY MESA. 
AND LAREDO HAVE BEEN DESIGNATED TO REVEIvE SUCH APPLICANTS.): 

(2) AN ALIEN WHO DOES NOT ENTER THROUGH A PORT OF ENTRY OR IS 
OTHERWISE AMENABLE TO DEPORTATION IS SUBJECT TO DEPORTATION AND 
REMOVAL:• 

(3) ANY ALIEN WHO HAS FILED A "NONFRIVOLOUS APPLICATION" AS THAT 
TERM IS DEFINED BY THE SERVICE IS ENTITLED TO A STAY OF DEPORTATION 
AND WORK AUTHORIZATION UNTIL A FINAL DETERMINATION HAS SEEN MADE ON 
THE APPLICATION. 

ELIMINATION OF THE JUNE 26, 1967, CUT-OFF DATE 

THIS AMENDMENT EFFECTIVELY ELIMINATES THE JUNE 26, 1987 CUT-OFF DATE 
BY WHICH AN ALIEN MUST HAVE BEEN PRESENT IN THE UNITED STATES TO BE 
ELIGIBLE TO FILE A SAW APPLICATION IN THE UNITED STATES. THEREFORE, 
EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY AND UNTIL DECEMBER 1. 1988, ANY ALIEN MAY SUBMIT 
A COMPLETE APPLICATION TO LEGALIZATION OFFICE NOTWITHSTANDING THE ALIEN'S 
LAST DATE OF ENTRY WAS AUBSEQUENT TO JUNT 26, 1987. 

PRELIMINARY APPLICANT ADMISSION STANDARD AT DESIGNATED PORTS. 

EFFECTIVE IMMEDIATELY AND UNTIL DECEMBER 1, 1988, A SAW APPLICANT MAY 
BE ADMITTED TO THE UNITED STATES AT A DESIGNATED PORT FOR 90 DAYS WITH 
AUTHORIZATION T ACCEPT EMPLOYMENT IF HE OR SHEt 

(1) PRESENTS •Roor OF' IDENTITY IN THE FORM OF A VALID PASSPORT, A 
"CARTILLA" (MEXICAN MILITARY SERVICE REGISTRATION POOXLET), A FORM 13 
("FORMA TRECE" - MEXICAN LIEU PASSPORT IDENTITY DOCUMENT). OR A CERTIFIED 
COPY OF A BIRTH CERTIFICATE ACCOMPANIED BY ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE OF IDENTITY 
BEARING A PHOTOGRAPH AND /OR FINGERPRINT OF THE APPLICANT. 

(2) PRESENTS A FULLY COMPLETED AND SIGNED FORM I-700. APPLICATION WITH 
FEE AND PHOTOGRAPHS. THE APPLICATION MUST CONTAIN SPECIFIC INFORMATION 
CONCERNING THE PERFORMANCE OF QUALIFYING EMPLOYMENT IN THE UNITED STATES 
AND IDENTIFY THE DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE THE APPLICANT INTENDS TO SUBMIT 
TO A LEGALIZATION DA- F*10E WITHIN 90 DAYS AS PROOF OF SUCH EMPLOYMENT. • 



(3) IS OTHERWISE ADMISSIBLE TO THE UNITED STATES UNDER THE PROVISIONS 
OF SECTION 210.3(E). APPLICANTS WHO ARE EXCUDABLE FROM THE UNITED 
STATES UNDER A GROUND OF EXCLUSION WHICH MAY BE WAIVED IN ACCORDANCE 
WITH THE PROVISIONS OF 8 CFR 210.3(E)(2) SHALL NOT BE DEEMED TO MEET 
THE PRELIMINARY ADMISSION STANDARD UNLESS THEY SUBMIT AN APPLICATION 
FOR WAIVER OF GROUND OF EXCLUDABILITY ON FORM I-690 AND SUCH APPLICATION 
IS APPORVED AT THE PORT OF ENTRY. EXAMINING OFFICERS WILL DETERMINE AT 
THE INTERVIEW WHETHER A PHYSICAL EXAMINATION IS NEEDED TO DETERMINE 
WHETHER AN APPLICANT IS EXCLUDABLE ON MEDICAL GROUNDS. 

(4) ESTABLISHES TO THE SATISFACTION OF THE EXAMINING OFFICER DURING AN 
INTERVIEW THAT HIS OR HER CLAIM TO ELIGIBILITY FOR SPECIAL AGRICULTURAL 
WORKKER STATUS IS CREDIBLE. 

AN APPLICANT WHO DOES NOT SATIFY THESE REQUIREMENTS SHALL BE REFUSED 
ADMISSION TO THE UNITED STATES. 

ADMISSIONS PROCEDURE 

FOLLOWING THE STANDARD LOOKOUT SYSTEM CHECKS AT ENTRY, THE IMMIGRATION 
OFFICER' WILL REVIEW THE 1-700 APPLICATION AND INTERVIEW THE APPLICANT 
UNDER OATH BEFORE THE FEE 18 TAKEN. IF-THE OFFICER IS SATISFIED THAT 
THE APPLICANT HAS A CREDIBLE CLAIM TO SAW STATUS AND IS.OTHERWISE 
'ADMISSIBLE, THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES SHALL PE IMPLEMENTED IN THE ORDER 

(A) .  STAPLE ONE OF THE ALIEN'S PHOTOS ON TH LOWER FEFT SIDE INSIDE THE 
A-FILE JACKET SUPPLIED BY•THE 

(B) PLACE THE ADMISSION STAMP IN THE UPPER LEFT HAND CORNER ON PAGE 1 
OF THE 1 -700 APPLICATION, WRITING IN THE "99" CLASS OF ADMISSION AND 
AUTHORIZED.PERIOD OF ADMISSION (90 PAYS), 

(C) REMOVE TWO OF THE SIX BARCODES AND THEIR BACKINGS FROM THE ,INSDE 
OF THE A•..FILE JACKET. REMOVE THE BACKING FROM ONE OF THE TWO BARCODES 
AND STICK IT ON THE ORIGINAL 1-700 APPLICATION IN THE UPPER RIGHT HAND 
BLOCK ON THE LINE "FILE NO. (THIS APPLICANT) A-. 

(D) STAMP THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IN BOTH ENGLISH AND SPANISH ON THE 
REVERSE OF PAGE 3 OF THE 1.000 APPLICAT/ON1 
"YOU HAVE BEEN ADMITTED TO THE UNITED STATES AND GRANTED EMPLOYMENT , 
AUTHORIZATION FOR A PERIOD OF 10 DAYS. YOU MUST SUBMIT A COMPLETE 
APPLICATION PACKAGE INCLUDING THE REQUIRED REPORT OF MEDICAL EXAMINATION, 
FINGERPRINT CARD, AND DOCUMENTATION OF ELIGIBILITY TO ANY LEGALIZATION 
OFFICE IN THE UNTED STATES DURING THIS 90—DAY PER/OD. FAILURE TO DO 80 
MAY RESULT IN DENIAL OF YOUR APPLICATION FOR LACK OF PROSECUTION. 
BT 
#0042 

• 
"'Lc: 	••••  
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RUEHBT/OIC USINS AMEMBASSY BANGKOK 
RUEHTH/OIC USINS AMEMBASSY ATHENS 
RUFHFT/OIC USINS AMCONSUL FRANKFURT 
RUEHGU/OIC USINS AMCONSUL GUADALAJARA 
RULHHK/OIC USING AMCONSUL HONG KONG 
RUMVC/OIC USINS AMEMBASSY MANILA 
RUEHME/DIDIR USINS AMEMBASSY MEXICO CITY 
RUEHmE/OC/ USINS AMEMBASSY MEXICO CITY 
RUEHMEM/OIC AMCONSUL MONTERREY 
RUEHNE/OIC USINS AMEMBASSY NEW DELHI 
RUFHRO/OIC USINI AMEMBASSY ROME 
RUEHGP/OIC USINI AMEMPASSY SINGAPORE 
RUFHVI/OIC USINS AMEMBASSY VIENNA 
RUEHZP/OIC USINS AMEMBASSY PANAMA CITY 
RUHGXPA/OIC USINS PO PDX Z AGANA GUAM 96910 
ZEN/ALL INS BORDER PATROL SECTOR HQTRS CONUS 
ZEN/ALL INS FILES CONTROL OFFICES CONUS 
ZEN/ALL INS REGIONAL OFFICES CONUS 
ZEN/OIC INS LOS ANGELES INTL ARPRT Lot; ANGELES CA 

. ZEN/OIC INS JFK INTL ARPRT NEW YORK NY 
• ZEN/OIC INS SAN FRANCISCO INTL ARPRT SAN FRANCISCO CA 
'ZEN/DIRECTOR ODTF GLYNCO CA 
ZEN/ALL REGIONAL PROCESSING FACILITIES 
ACCT DJJIDC 
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UNCLAS SECTION 02 OF 02-USINS WASHDC 0042 

TE21.7-1.- auf. 

YOU ARE NOT AUTHORIZED TO WORK OR REMAIN IM THE UNITED STATES BEYOND 
THE 90-DAY PERIOD. IF YOU NEED TO DEPART THE UNITED STATES DURING THE 
90-DAY PERIOD AND. WISH TO RETURN, YOU MUST OBTAIN PERMISSION FROM THE 
IMMIGRATION AND NATURALIZATION SERVICE PRIOR TO YOUR DEPARTURE. DO NO 
MAKE ANY CHANGES ON THIS APPLICATION . IF THE INFORMATION ON THE 
APPLICATION IS DIFFERENT FROM THAT ON YOUR SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION, 
YOU WILL BE ABLE TO EXPLAIN THE DIFFERENCES DURING YOUR INTERVIEW 
BEFORE AN IMMIGRATION OFFICER." 

(E) COLLECT THE 1165 FEE, PREPARE A STANDARD FEE RECEIPT, FORM G-211, 
ANNOTATED WITH THE A-NUMBER AND FEE STAMP THE 1-700 APPLICATION THE 
FEES MUST BE SUBMITTED IN UNITED STATES CURRENCY. APPLICATION FEES SHALL 
NOT BE COLLECTED UNITL THE EXAMINING IMMIGRATION OFFICER HAS DETERMINED 
THAT THE APPLICANT HAS SUBMITTED A “PRELIMINARY" APPLICATION AND IS 
ADMISSIBLE TO THE UNITED STATES INCLUDING, IF REQUIRED, APPROVAL OF FORM 1 -690, APPLICATION FOR WAIVER OF GROUNDS OF EXCLUDABILITY. 



(F) MAKE ONE COPY OF THE 1 -700 APPLICATION, INCLUDING THE REVERSE OF 
PAGE 3 WITH THE STAMP DESCRIBED AT (t) ABOVE. 

(C) HAVE THE ALIEN SIGN AND DATED BOTH THE ORIGINAL ANC COPY OF THE 
1-700 APPLICATION (AN ORIGINAL SIGNATURE ON EACH IS REQUIRED), 

(H) STAPLE THE COPY OF THE 1-700 APPLICATION ON THE RIGHT SIDE INSIDE 
THE A-FILE JACKET, 

(/) STAPLE THE SECOND BARCODE, WITHOUT REMOVING THE BACKING, OR DEFACING 
THE BARCODE. TO THE UPPER LEFT HAND CORNER OF THE ORIGINAL 1-700 
APPLICATION (WHEN THE ALIEN SUBSEQUENTLY PRESENTS THE ORIGINAL 1-700 TO 
THE LO, THE LO WILL REMOVE THE STAPLED BARCODE AND STICK IT ON THE 
WORKFOLDEP THEY WILL CREATE), 

(J) EXECUTE BOTHE PORTIONS OF A REGULAR 1-94 ADMITTING THE SAW AS AN 
"S9" NONIMMIGRANT FOR 90 DAYS. PLACE THE EMPLOYMENT AUTHORIZATION STAMP 
ON BOTH PORTIONS OF THE 1-94 BELOW THE ADMISSION STAMP, 

(K) ON A DAISLY BASIS BATCH THE ARRIVAL 49" I..14S SEPARATELY AND SEND 
THEM TO ACS/NIIS, FOX 150. LONDON, KY, 40741. MAILING SHALL BE ACCOMPLISH1 
ON AN 'VERN/GMT DELIVERY BASIS. 

(L) STAPLE THE ALIEN'S RECEIPT AND DEPARTUARE PORTION I94 TO THE 
THE ORIGINAL I700 APPLICATION AND GIVE IT TO THE ALIEN, INSTRUCTING 
HIM OR HER TO FILE A COMPLETE APPLICATION AT ANY LO WITHIN 90 DAYS. 

(M) ON A DAILY BASIS, EACH OF THE THREE PORTS OF ENTRY MUST RECORD 
THE TOTAL NUMBER OF SAWS ADMITTED/REFUSED THE PREVIOUS DAY UNDER THE 
PRELIMINARY APPLICATION STANDARD AND PHONE THIS INFORMATION INTO THE 
ROLEGS , WHO WILL THEN PHONE THE STATISTICS INTO COLEG (DIANN CORY, 
633 3309). 	 • 
BT 
.0043 



NATIONAL CENTER FOR IMMIGRANTS' RIGHTS, Inc. 
256 S. OCCIDENTAL BOULEVARD 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90057 
(213) 388-8693/388-8091 

MEMORANDUM 

To: 	Farmworkers' advocates 

From: 	Peter A. Schey, Carlos Holguin 

Re: 	Documentary requirements for SAW applicants 

Date: 	December 15, 1987 

The National Center for Immigrants' Rights, Inc., California 
Rural Legal Assistance and the United Farmworkers of 
America, AFL-CIO, recently filed a federal class action 
lawsuit challenging INS practices affecting applicants for 
legalization as Special Agricultural Workers ("SAW"). 
United Farmworkers of America, AFL-CIO, et al., v.  
Immigration and Naturalization Service, et al., Civ. No. 87- 
1064-LKK (E.D. Cal.). 

Among the challenged practices is the INS's insistance that 
"non-frivolous" SAW applications be supported by third-party 
evidence establishing the applicant's residence and minimum 
employment in agriculture. Under current policy, an 
application is deemed "frivolous" even if supported by the 
applicant's sworn affidavit, unless the applicant submits 
corroborating evidence from employers or other third parties 

The INS will not issue a SAW applicant a work permit or stay 
of deportation unless his or her application is found "non-
frivolous." Many farmworkers have reported problems in 
securing the cooperation of employers in documenting their 
work histories. The lawsuit also challenges--- 

(1) the INS's failure require employers to produce the 
employment records the INS demands of "non-frivolous" 
applications; 

(2) the INS's practice to order agricultural employers to 
verify the immigration status of employees before such 
sanctions may be legally imposed; and 

(3) the INS's discriminating in evidentiary requirements and 
application procedures depending on whether SAW applicants 
are present within the United States or seek legalization 
from outside the country. 

(over) 



Plaintiffs are now seeking a preliminary injunction 
requiring the INS to grant work authorization and stay the 
deportation of SAW applicants even though their applications 
are unsupported by third-party evidence of employment or 
residence. 

If you are aware of any cases in which a SAW application has 
been rejected, recommended for denial, or denied, or the 
applicant has not been granted employment authgoirzation and 
a stay of deportation because the applicant could not obtain 
evidence of his/her 90-days of agricultural employment, 
please contact Carlos Holguin at NCIR, Inc. (213) 388-8693, 
and send copies of relevant documents to: 

Farmworker Litigation Project 
NCIR, Inc. 
256 S. Occidental Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90057 



NATIONAL CENTER FOR IMMIGRANTS' RIGHTS, Inc. 
256 S. OCCIDENTAL BOULEVARD 
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90057 
(2131 388-8693 388-8091 

MEMORANDUM 

From: 	Carlos Holguin 

To: 	Immigrant and refugee children's advocates 

Re: 	Improved jail conditions for juveniles 

Date: 	December 9, 1987 

In July 1987 plaintiffs in the class action lawsuit, Flores,  
et al., v. Meese, et al., No. CV 85-4544-RJK (C.D. Ca.), won 
a partial summary judgment expanding the categories of 
adults to whom minors shall be released by the INS to 
include aunts, ubcles, brothers, sisters, and "accompanying" 
adults at the of the minor's apprehension. 

On December 9, 1987, the court approved settlement of part 
of the lawsuit regarding the conditions under which minors 
are detained. Among other things, the lawsuit sought to 
require the INS to provide juvenile detainees with 
educational instruction and reading materials, reasonable 
visitation rights, and recreational opportunities. The suit 
also demanded that the INS cease commingling detained 
children with unrelated adults. 

Beginning June 1, 1988, the INS will be required to house 
all juveniles detained for more than 72 hours in facilities 
meeting or exceeding nationally accepted juvenile detention 
standards. 

Many of the specific standards facilities will be required 
to meet were published in the Federal Register on April 29, 
1987, 52 Fed.Reg. 15569-15573. Additional standards are set 
out in the settlement agreement and the INS document, "Alien 
Minors Shelter Care Program - Description and Requirements 
(April 28, 1987)," copies of which are available from NCIR, 
Inc. 

Still pending are plaintiffs' claims that (1) children are 
strip searched without adequate cause and (2) are unlawfully 
refused release on bond to adults clearly qualified to care 
for them and ensure their presence at future INS 
proceedings. If you know of any such cases, please contact 
us for assistance. 

For further information, contact Carlos Holguin at NCIR, 
Inc. 



Flowering 
Profits 
California growers, 
who raise 65% of the 
nation's cut flowers, 
hayed lot riding on 
the Valentine's 
holiday. The top five 
cut-flower-growing 
states: 

Percentage of 
State 	 cut-flower market 	• Includes fresh, cut flowers, 

flowering houseplants, green 
California 	65% 	plants and bedding and garden 

Florida 	 6 	plants. 
Colorado 	 4 	Source: American Floral 

Hawaii 	 3 	 Endowment Consumer Tracking 
Study, September 1996-August 

New Jersey 	 3 	, 1997 	• 

Holiday Flower/Plant Sales* 

Christmas/Hanukkah 
28% 

Mother's 
Day 
25% 

Thanksgiving 
3% 

Other 6% 

Valentine's Day 17% 

Easter/ 
Passover 
21% 

FRIENDS OF THE IMMIGRANT WORKER 
Amigos de los Trabajadores Inmigrantes 

Osvaldo L Venzor 
	

Tony Romero 
7530 Jerez Ct. #15 
	

211 Church Ave, Ste. B 
Carlsbad, CA, 92009 
	

Chula Vista, CA 91910 
(760) 942-1931 
	

(619) 422-7112 
Fax (619) 264-8050 
	

Fax (619) 422-6858 

NEWS LETTER  

THE IMMIGRANT WORKERS ARE 

WORKING IN THE FLOWER FIELDS.. 

CALIFORNIA NEEDS THE IMMIGRANT 
WORKERS 	 

WHO ELSE WILL WORK IN THE 
FIELDS 	  

Thanks to Harvey & Francis White, Charlotte Mitchell, Nancy & Larry Morgan, 
Michael & Socorro Smith, Kathleen & Thomas Lamary, H.E. Mildner, Kathleen 
Stiven, Dr. Hassan & Blanca El-Ghoroury (Dallas), Joey & Chris Baatta (Long 
beach), Margarito & Olga Venzor (El Paso, Texas),D.Dwight Worden, Patricia 
G. Drummond Marjorie Howard Jones, Jack, Patricia, Carmen Dalton, Rachel 
Chester, Betty Springer, James D.& Marion K. Sanderson, Dr. Ursula Alltag, 

Annie Lemoux 	 that send their contributions for us to continue 
helping 

We also want to thank Grace Kessler and the Co-Workers of Mother Teresa 
that provided us with chickens we included in the Christmas Bags—Over 50 
families were recipients of Christmas Bags with canned goods, pasta, bread 
and chicken 	  

We also assisted several families with money donations 	  

Mil gracias to the Friends of the Immigrant Workers 	  

FACTS  --Mexicans from TJ spend more than three billion a year in San Diego 

Only 10% of the 4,862 inmates in San Diego Jails are undocumented.. 

Helping The Poorest of the Poor 



(2) 

Armed !NS agents 
outnumber the FBI 

WASHINGTON — Thanks to 
the growing national concern over 
immigration, the nation now has 
more immigration officers author-
bted to carry a gun and make ar-
rests than it has FBI agents. 

Led by a 31 percent increase at 
the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service, the number of armed fed-
dial agentS with arrest power rose 
tcr74 500 by mid-1996, the Justice 

Department reported yesterday. 
'That was about 6 percent higher 

4iin in 1993, the last time the Bu-
reau of Justice Statistics conducted 
such a survey. Sixteen federal 
agencies have more than 500 
armed agents with arrest power; 

12,403 armed INS agen4 
 dirk for the Border Patrol; the 

BI's agent force1010,389. 
-fi t 	kssociated Prey  

Rich get richer 
while the poor ... 

WASHINGTON — The gap 
between rich and poor has 
widened in nearly every state 
since the 1970s, says a report 
made public Tuesday by the 
Center for Budget and Policy 
Priorities, a liberal research 
group. 

In 44 states, the richest 20 
percent of families got richer 
while the poorest 20 percent 
got poorer between the late 
1970s and the mid-1990s, said 
the report. The report is based 
on data about families from 
the Census Bureau. 

Illegal immigrants deni0 benefit 
By Amy Bayer 
COPLEY NEWS SERVICE 

WASHINGTON — President 
Clinton has signed into law a bill to 
deny illegal immigrants federal 
housing money after an Oceanside 
woman was paid $12,000 to move 
to a new apartment. 

The new law was prompted by 
the case of Olivia Solorio, an unem-
ployed illegal immigrant from Mex-
ico, who received $12,000 in tax-
free relocation assistance when of-
ficials converted her old apartment 
complex into a home for AIDS pa-
tients. 

Solorio received the payment be-
cause, as an illegal immigrant, she 
did, not qualify for federal rental 
assistance as did some of the other 
residents forced to move from the 
South Tremont Street apartment 
complex. 

"We will never stop people from 
crossing our borders if we don't 
eliminate the' incentives, and 
$12,000 is like a personal invitation 
to jump the fence," said Rep. Ron 
Packard, R-Oceanside, who spon-
sored the legislation. 

Packard questioned federal hous-
ing officials, noting that the Person-
al Responsibility Act prohibits most 
federal assistance to illegal immi-
grants. 

However, citing similar cases in 
San Jose and Freehold, NJ., the  

congressman complained that the 
"loophole" in another law, the Uni-
form Relocation Act, could have 
cost taxpayers "millions of dollars." 

In San Jose, for example, he said, 
displaced illegal immigrant resi-
dents used the federal housing 
money to buy homes in Mexico. 

Packard also sought to have Sold-
rio deported, noting in a February 
1996 letter to the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service that officials 
now know her name, address and 
status. 

"What more does the INS need to 
identify this person as an illegal 
immigrant who should be removed 
from this country?" Packard wrote. 

Rudy Murrillo, spokesman for 
the INS in San Diego, said he is 
prohibited from discussing individu-
al cases. However, it is believed 
that deportation proceedings are 
under way against Solorio. 

The 50-year-old mother of 10, 
who came to San Diego County , in 
1994, was not asked to return the 
money. 

Kay Parker, chairwoman of the 
Oceanside Housing Commission, 
sought to shed light on the large 
payment to Solorio at the beginning 
of this year by asking that a status 
report on the relocations be placed 
on a commission agenda. 

Emphasizing that she was speak-
ing as an individual and not for the  

commission, Parker said yesterday, 
"We did a service there. 

"It's an example of good govern-
ment responding to an issue that 
needed to be addressed." 

But, she said, it took a story in 
The San Diego Union-Tribune 
about the payment to attract the 
'congressman's attention.. 

The new law amends the Uni-
form Relocation Act, which com-
pensates those dislocated by feder-
al highway or building projects. The 
'program, administered by the De-
partment of Housing and Urban De-
velooment. did not previously take 
immigration status into account, 
granting benefits to "any person" 
forced to move. 

Under new language, illegal resi-
dents could collect only if a forced 
move caused "exceptional and ex-
tremely unusual hardship." - 

The legislation passed the House 
in July and was approved by the 
_Senate earlier this month, in both 
cases without opposition. The pres-
ident signed the bill Friday. 

Packard said Washington needs 
to "get tough on taxpayer handouts" 
to illegal immigrants. 



FRIENDS OF THE IMMIGRANT WORKER 
Amigos de los Trabajadores himigrantes 

7530 Jerez Ct. #15 
Carlsbad, CA 92009 

Tel: (760) 942-1931 Fax: (619) 264-8050 
Helping dot peertst the poser 

Osvaldo L Venzor 
czonthro Director 

Immigrpts 
built our 
country 

It has become a popular sport 
for politicians to bash immi-
grants. In the recent election 
campaigns, candidates running 
for president, governor, Congress 
or state and local offices have 
used this illogical populist per- 
ception. 	

. ' 

America was settled and built 
by immigrants We are all here 
because either we or our ances-
tors immigrated to these shores, 
some legally or some even ille-
gally. There is evidence that the 

native Americans were once im-
migrants. 

Has America gained or lost 
from new arrivals? Certainly we 
would not have country with-
out them. Bui more than that, 
they contributed immensely in 
doing the work in science, art, 
politics and every endeavor in 
which we engage. •4  

These immigrants helped 
build the railroads, 'mills, facto-
ries, and worked in various occu-
pations.  I 

More recently, many came 
here with marketable skills and 
immediately fit into our high 
tech industries while others, 
such as the poor Hispanics, come 
here to work in our agricultural 
fields, frequently doing work at 
minimum wage that we are un- willing to perform. "" 	' 

The argument being used is 
that immigrants take jobs away 
from us. The fact is that many of 
them have created jobs and oth- 
ers provided a work force we 
desperately needed. 

PERRY M. BENSON 
Escondido 
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grpartmrnt 	ustirr 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
	

INS 
FRIDAY, MARCH 18, 1988 	 202-633-2648 

Attorney General Edwin Meese III and Commissioner Alan C. 

Nelson of the Immigration and Naturalization Service announced 

today , two changes in the legalization program of the Immigration 

Reform and Control Act of 1986. 

The changes, the Attorney General said, will encourage late 

applicants to file for legalization and give every eligible alien 

ample opportunity to take advantage of the chance to gain legal 

residence in the United States. 

"It's a sensible approach both for the INS and eligible 

applicants," he said. 

"It is our hope," the Attorney General said, "that on May 4 

every single person who is eligible for legalization will have 

applied." 

To this end, the Attorney General exhorted "any and all who 

have not come forward to do so in the remaining weeks of the 

program and take advantage of this excellent opportunity." 

Nelson said his agency will implement the first of the 

changes announced today, the Legalization Incentive Program for 

Qualified Designated Entities (QDE), which are groups and 

organizations that process applications for the INS. On April 4, 

the second change, a Simplified Filing Policy ;  will be 

instituted, he said. 

(MORE) 
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Under the Simplified Filing Policy, applicants will be given 

the option of filing a completed application and fee, but will 

not be required to produce the more time-consuming supportive 

documentation or medical information for at least 60 days. 

Nelson said that applicants would be scheduled for an 

interview after July 5, with employment authorization granted 

through the date of the interview. At that time, documentation 

would be required. 

"The application can be completed in less than 30 minutes," 

Nelson said. 'Without the requirement of immediate documen-

tation, there is no reason for any qualified applicant not to 

file by the May 4 deadline." 

"This approach meets the clear intent of Congress, which 

imposed the May 4 deadline, while providing the applicant with 

additional time to obtain documentation," Nelson said. 'It also 

gives INS additional time for processing an anticipated increase 

in filings during the last month of the program.' 

The other change, the Legalization Incentive Program, will 

enable the QDEs to devote more of their energies to locating 

aliens eligible for legalization by giving them their fee for 

each applicant after they have directed an applicant to an INS 

legalization office, Nelson said. In the past, an agency 

collected its fee only after it completed the entire form for an 

applicant, a process that took an average of three hours. 

(MORE) 
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"The objective of the incentive bonus is to relieve the 

QDEs of this burden and allow them more time to locate aliens 

eligible for legalization," Nelson said. 

In addition, he said, all 50 states will be designated as 

QDEs, which will give state agencies an opportunity to identify 

legalization applicants, direct them to INS and collect the 

referral fee. 

"These steps, along with others INS has taken, such as 

extending the hours of legalization offices, will provide ample 

opportunity for all eligible aliens to apply for this generous 

benefit by the May 4 deadline," the commissioner said. 

88-094 



e an Baca 
Presidente CCR 

petuosaigIee,_  

CCR 
Committee on Chicano Rights, Inc 

Abril 20, 1988 

Sr. Licenciado Miguel De La Madrid 
Presidente De La Republica Mexicana 
Los Pinos, Tacubaya, D.F. 	Mexico 

Senor Presidente: 

Por medio de la presente El Comite Pro-Derechos Chicanos, CCR, 
respetuosamente solicita la intervencion del Gobierno Federal Mexicano 
para que se Ileve a cabo una investigacion minuciosa y completa en 
el asesinato del periodista Baja Californiano, Hector Felix Miranda 
de TijOana B.C. Mexico. 

Debido a que el CCR es una organizacion sobre derechos, estamos 
profundamente indignados por el cobarde acto de homicidio del Senor 
Miranda, lo mismo que de otros periodistas mexicanos. No obstante,es-
tamos mas preocupados con la recrudescencia de asaltos criminales con-
tra uno de los principios fundamentales democraticos mas sagrados 	 
la libertad de la Prensa en Mexico. 

Nuestra organizacion, al instar la dicha investigacion lo hacemos 
sin nlvidarnos de la dignidad de su cargo corno LliMto rilandatario y con 
respeto hecemos hincadie en que hasta hoy aparentemente su gobierno se 
ha encontrado imposibilitado para proteger al paladin y la VO7 del 
pueblo, el periodista mexicano. Decimos esto, Senor Presidente, porque 
hasta hoy no se ha visto Ilevar a los criminales y asesinos responsables 
por atropellos y hnmicidios contra los 	periodistas de 	su nacion ante 
un tribunal de justicia. 

No siendo asi, al final las consequencias podian ser el fin de la 
Libertad de Prensa en Mexico para el pueblo mexicano. 

Esperamos que su gobierno tome este asunto con diligencia y se sirva 
de informarnos de lo sucesivo . Le estaremos muy agradecidos. 

710 East 3rd Street • National City, CA 92050 • 619-474-8195 



160 Jamul Avenue 
Chula Vista,CA 92011 
April 25,1988 

Mr. Herman Baca, 
Committee on Chicano Rights 
710 E. #rd, 
National City,CA 

Dear Mr. Baca, 

You have long been vocal and out-spoken in supporting Chicano/ 
Mexican rights and raising issues dealing with any suspected in-
justices toward the same. I wonder if you will agree with me,after 
reading the enclosed material,that a great injustice may have been 
done eight years. Indeed, that perhaps a hoax has been perpetrated 
on the Mexican government by our United States Attorneys office. 

Eight years ago you were willing, in a letter to the newspaper, 
to allow a jury to decide the guilt or innocence of Michael Edward 
Kennedy,a Federal Protective Service officer, in the death of Maria 
Lopez de Felix. As you may remember,his first two trials ended in 
hung juries. A third trial was 11-1 for conviction until (after 
only several hours deliberation just 10 days before Christmas) a 
very persuasive jury foreman swung over the hold-out.An interview 
with private investigator Robert Gilmore just a month later revealed 
the jury foreman himself had some doubts,but voted guilty anyway. 
So much for reasonable doubt. 

For the last eight years I have been reading trial transcripts, 
defense files and anything related to this case. I've talked to 
witnesses and done considerable research in the forensic field, 
working closely with Ted Schwarz,an author perhaps best known for 
his books "The Hillside Strangler" and "DeLorean".Together,we have 
uncovered many leads which were never fully explored and found many 
questions without answers.Most recently we received many thousands 
of pages of documents from the Department of Justice under the FOIPA. 
Everything we have found points to the innocence of Michael Edward 
Kennedy. 

To refresh your memory,Maria was discovered hiding in the trunk 
of a car at the SYBS approximately 1 A.M.Sunday November 25,(1979)  
{TIMES AND DATES ARE CRUCIAL) After being interrogated she was re-
leased on the second floor of the SYBS.There she encountered FPO 
Kennedy(who was just beginning his shift)who escorted her down the 
escalator and left her with Customs officer Clooney,who was the  last  
known person to see her alive.This  was approximately 2-2:30 A.M. on 
Sunday November 25. Her body was found approximately 30 hours later, 
10 A.M.  Monday November  26  in the breezeway outside the old customs 
house,and was in full rigor when the deputy coroner examined her 
between 2-3 p.m.Monday. The government alleged she had been raped 
and strangled.The strangulation is probably factual,but not who did 
it.The rape is open to dispute,the only factual evidence being that 
intercourse had taken place sometime within the preceding 48 hours. 
The coroner conducting the autopsy most consistently testified his 
belief,based on the condition of the body and all contingent factors, 
was that she had been dead 24-36 hours at the time he examined her 
on Tuesday November 27 at 8:30 A.M.  which would make it between 



Sincerely, 

Marilyn Hall-Kennedy 

midnight Sunday night and 8:30 A.M. Monday morning.Dr. Thomas 
Noguchi testified for the defense stating his opinion was within the 
same time period, but perhaps as early as 3 p.m. Sunday.It is beyond 
dispute that Kennedy was never placed at the border any time after 
11 A.M. Sunday in civilian clothes to pick up injury report forms. 

The enclosed items are particularly significent as they totally 
support the defense plea of not guilty. The 9th Circuit Court of 
Appeals,while upholding the conviction,stated : "The time of death 
became a pivotal issue in the case. If the death occurred ....within 
12-24 hours of the body's being found, it points to the innocence as 
appellant (Kennedy) was not on duty at the time." (Emphasis added) 

If you to this the tape recorded conversation between author 
Ted Scwarz and Assistant U.S.Attorney Tom Coffin,wherein Coffin 
conceded if Maria died AFTER 5:30 A.M. Sunday 25th,Kennedy could not 
have done it and a tape recorded interview between Schwarz and 
homicide detective Jim Shively(who had covered the crime scene) set 
up at SDPD wherein Shively states that based on his 20 years exper-
ience of investigating homicides his opinion was Maria had only been 
dead 8-10 hours when found, it supports Kennedy's plea of not guilty. 

In all of Schwarz's investigation everyone involved was open 
to talking about the case, even the other prime suspect,who recently  
gave me 5 hours of taped interview. The only person, also a suspect,  
who refused to talk to schwarz,saying he wanted to put that night out  
of his mind,worked the shift when Maria was most logically killed.  
He still works for GSA as an FPO wearing a badge and carrying a gun.  

The government consistently tries to stonewall and delay an 
appeal and SDPD has stopped talking to Schwarz without the ok of 
the U.S. Attorney. The old game of CYA at the expense of 2 people's 
lives-throwaway people-Maria and my son. 

Do you care ? 

For verification purposes: 

Ted Schwarz 
1220 W. 6th St;#800 
Cleveland,Ohio 44113 
1-216-566-9242/9343 



PRESIDENCIA DE LA REPUBLICA 

SECRETARIA PARTICULAR  

101.-Z/8 125  
R.*:. 266354 
Palacio Nacional, 9 de mayo de 1988. 

C. JOSE MARIA GONZALEZ AZUETA 
Secretario Particular del 
C. Gobernador Lonstitucional 
del Estedo cte 'Baja California 
Presente. 

Me permito remitirle tiara su conocir.iento, escrito recibido en 

esters oficinas el 2 de mayo del alio en curso, slue el senor 

HERMAN LACA dirigi6 al C. Presidente Constitucional de los Es-

tados Unidos Mexicanos, en el cual solicita se investigue el 

supuesto homicidio del senor 114ctor F6lix uiranda, cometido en 

esa Entidad. 

Sin otro particular me es grata reiterarle las seguridades de 

mi atenta y distinguida consideraci6n. 

SUFRAGIO EFECTIVO. NO REELECCION. 
EL,.1FE DE LA U1 -43 DieDOCUMENTACION 

dee- 

DR. 	 DES CAST LANDS 

12551 
c.c.p. SR. HERMAN LACA 

710 East 3rd Street 
National City, California 
92050 E.J.A. 

amg. 
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GOBIERNO OEL ESTADO 

DE BAJA CALIFORNIA 

SRIA. PARTICULAR 
DEL E,Ec,,ivo 

16933 

MEXICALI, B.C., A 30 DE MAYO DE 1988, 

C. LIC, RO ERTO MORALES GRA ALES. 
PROCURADOR GENERAL DE JUSTI 
CIUDA 

. POR INSTRUCCIONES DEL C. GOBERNADOR CONSTITUCIONAL DEL -

ESTADO, ME PERMITO REMITIR A USTED, PARA SU CONOCIMIENTO 

Y ATENCION CORRESPONDIENTE, OFICIO DEL C. JEFE DE LA UNI 

DAD DE DOCUMENTACION DE LA PRESIDENCIA DE LA REPUBLICA, 

ENVIANDO ESCRITO DEL SR. HERMAN BACA EN EL QUE SOLICITA 

SE INVESTIGUE EL SUPUESTO HOMICIDIO DEL.SR. HECTOR FELIX 

MIRANDA. 

JOSE MARI AZ1:TA, 

7TARLA PARTICO, 
ECUTIVO DEL ES TA 

IZSP ACHAD 

MAY 31 l'36' 

rzS PAC AD 
MEXPCALI B. C 

ATENTAMENTE 
SUFRAGIP EFECTI O. NO 
	

CC ON. 	ii 
EL SEC ETARIO P RTICU--MR DE' LjECUTI 

ANEXO. 

C.C.P. 	DR. JORGE VALDES CASTELLANOS, JEFE DE LA UNIDAD' 
DOCUMENTACION DE LA PRESIDENCIA DE LA REPOBLICA. 

C.C.P. C. HERMAN BACA, 710 EAST 3RD. ST. NATIONAL CITY, CA. 
MEXICO, D.F. 

92050. 
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By DIANNA SOLIS 
And ALFREDO CORCHADO 

Imagine the lobbying power of 12 mil-
lion people, united by a common heritage. 
Their affluence and numbers are growing. 
Clustered in big states, they draw more po-
litical and corporate courtship every 
year. 

They are Mexican-Americans — the 
lobby that Mexico has failed to develop in 
the U.S. 

Ever since the U.S. seized half its land 
mass in 1848, the Western Hemisphere's 
third-most-populous country has obses-
sively avoided any involvement in the af-
fairs of the nation in first place. Mexico 
has been painfully slow to join the lobby on 
Capitol Hill against a restrictive U.S. trade 
bill. The door is closing on Mexican immi-
gration just as the Irish promote their own 
made-to-order immigration bilis. Greek-
Americans have effectively marshaled 
Congress for continued U.S. foreign aid to 
Greece as it competes with Turicey for fi-
nancial favor. Mexico hasn't begun to in-
fluence U.S. policy with the impact with 
which Jews in the U.S. have long promoted 
Israel's interests. 

But in the past year. signs have ap-
peared that Mexico may be ready to tap 
the awesome potential of its lost sons and 
daughters. An agency within Mexico's In-
terior Ministry has developed a plan for an 
acercannento, a reconciliation or bonding. 
If it clears the obstacles—and there are 
major ones—the plan could lay a founda-
tion for a new binational political force in 
North America on such issues as immigra-
tion, trade, foreign debt and Mexico's tar-
nished image in the U.S. 

AroUsal of Support 
acercamiento plan carefully avoids 

mentioning any effort to establish overt 
-lobbying efforts in the U.S. To do on would 
violate the hard-set Mexican policy Of re-
fusing to Intervene in the sovereign affairs 
of its neighbors—a policy born of Mexico's 
long and painful history of invasion and in 
terference by outsiders. But the plan envt 
dons an arousal of Mexican-American sup 
port for Mexico both in the U.S. and In 
Mexico itself—through Mexican-American 
investments in their ancestral Mexican 
states, for instance. It also calls for in- . . • 
creased dialogue between the U.S.'s His-
panic leadership and Mexican leadership 
at the presidential level. 

"[The I diplomatic approach has be-
come self-defeating." says Mexican Adolfo 

Aguilar rinser, a senior associate at the 
Washington-based Carnegie Endowment 
for International Peace. 

The demographics are hard for Mexico 
to ignore. Mexican-Americans and Mexi-
cans living in the U.S. are the nation's 
fastest-growing ethnic group. By 2000, 
many demographers believe they will ex-
ceed blacks as the largest. Thus, the Mexi-
can acercamiento document discusses in 
detail their potential role in changing the 
"equilibrium of power" in the border 
states of California, Arizona. New Mexico 
and Texas. It takes particular note of the 
'sway held by Texas and California in the 

. Electoral College, though it makes no men-
tion of the vast numbers of U.S. Hispanics 
who aren't registered to • vote because of 
apathy, lack of citizenship or youth. Nor 
does it mention the historic !ow voter turn-
outs for general elections. - 

Mexico's plan to organize ties with Mex- 

mother emigrated from Mexico, has a ful-
filling career assisting immigrants in the 
city's poorest barrio—in-migrants who are 
vivid evidence of Mexico's inability to pro-
vide for its own. "Unlike Mexico, Israel 
doesn't have to sell itself to Jews," he 
says. "Mexico does. We were and we still 
are driven out of our own country." -- 

Resentment flared during the recent 
celebration of Mexico Independence Day in 
Chicago when eggs started flying around a 
visiting banker from Mexico. "Bunch of 
rats." grumbled a 21-year-old immigrant. 
Gloria Gamez. "They live La the best 
homes, drive the best cars and make the 
best salaries. Meanwhile, we have to leave 
the country to find opportunities here." 

. Finally, the U.S. government has never 
exactly encouraged the Mexican-American 
community to rally around, Mexico. In-
deed, not far from the State Department 
stands a firm reminder to U.S. diplomats 

- 	• 
And despite the obstacles—the years of 

pocho-bashing, an enduring suspicion of 
the Mexican government and their assimi-
lation into the cultural mainstream of the 
U.S.—many Mexican-Americans still har-
bor an unwavering love for the homeland, 
for la patitz. • . , 
:7: Their affection was visible in a dar-
kened Houston amphitheater last month. 
when Latinos celebrating Mexican Inde-
pendence Day applauded through one cul-
tural whiplash after another. Cowboy-
heeled mariachis serenaded them with the 
moody melody "La Malaguena," then 
burst into "Twist and Shout." ' 
- • Meanwhile, in Chicago. crowds six-peo-
ple deep lined 26th Street for the Mexican 
Independence Day parade as though it 
were, well. St. Patrick's Day. Tears welled 
up even in the eyes of Carlos Arango. who 
left Mexico bitterly after witnessing bloody 
deaths in the 1968 government crackdown 
of student protests during the Olympics. "I 

, 	. 
house in order," she says. "It is reaching a 
point where the paciencia"'—the patience— 

-"Is wearing thin." -: 

exico Looks for Friends Among Family 

- , 

• ,Inequities and the Institutional Revolution- 	loo has viewed as an economic "safety 	. 	.. , -- • _ 	 . 
ary Party, or PRI, which has controlled valve" for Its people, as peso devaluations .. 	 . 	, 
Mexico for nearly 60 years. - - • • ..., . 	hurt their ability to buy basic goods. In an 	Ms. Solis is a reporter in the Journal's 

Domingo "Nick" Reyes. an El Paso, increasingly global economy, Mexico is the Houston bureau; Mr. Corchado, in its Phil- 
- Texas. health-care administrator whose third-largest trading partner of the U.S. 	adelphia bureau. 

DOW _ e evised rebuke to Mayor Heory(.7inieros of , owerful,—  says Rodoifo O. de is Garza, a 

ldexico 
University of Texas professor who studies •' an• knt°1110-. Texis*

- 	

organizingE 
ys.t 	supp es. Eft of 	11 Elliott Abrams,. asastant„ 

secretary of state for inter-American 31,t• 
 Mex dying iierisapa—but not dead, for many` lairs. 	the 

 Mayorthe CIsnmaluferolli  astaY'Policutticiana  U.S. Hispanics have painful memories of 
California-' , 
	 „. 

pocho-bashing. Thirty-year-old,  
born Lydia Sanchez Bracamonte emotion- ;•1;.. ;  
ally recalls her Mexican cousins calling ' ‘ '..-1/fith a growing stake In U.S. policy, 
her lo pochita. felt less than a Mexi- . - .Mexico simply needs friends, say policy 

',can," . she says. t .Where did I belong?' I analysts on both sides of the border.. The 
Would ask my mother."b ?":4, ;:; U.S. Treasurys move last week to amello-' 

*.--.7 ,riere's hardly any guarantee that,Sfeit- rate some of Mexico's debt woes under-
Ica can enlarge cultural and economic ties scored how tied Mexico is to outside banks 
into political ones. Mexico faces a severe 'because of its 5110 billion in foreign debt. 
credibility problem with some Mexican- ' Congress has moved to stem the flow of U-

. -Americans. due to Mexico's deep economic legal immigration that impoverished Mex- 

-migrants—even former opposition leaders 
such as Mr. Arango— that make acerca- 
miento possible today. As part of a Chi- 
carm delegation to Mexico, Roman MMar-
tinez, a Texas state representative, dis- 
cussed immigration with Mexican officials 
because, be explains later, so many of his 
constituents are Mexican citizens illegally 
residing in the U.S. !".*y district would not 

, 
lave been created if not for the undocu- 

,mented." Mr. Mart neziaYs2. 
Alistorically, the drive. for an improved 

-`palltical relationship has been strongest 
with U.S. Chicanos. 'Julian Nava: former 

. 11.1.S. ambassador to Mexico anda .Clucano. 
Says he often repealed this message to 

•Ifexican officials: "Yon are missing out on 
an enormous lobbying group that will be of 
benefit to bilateral relations.", 	-• 

Mexico-born -'Antonla .Hernandez, 
' who heads the Mexican'American Legal 
„Defense and Education. Fund...for one, re 
,mains frustrated over Irfeiko's Cautious 
pace in U.S. affairs- -;ii -weff;aethe social 

z;hiequities that continue to propel Mexicans 
"They  

ican-Americans represents a sea change in that Mexico welcomes no interference. It is 
the generations of contempt harbored in a sober - looking statue of Mexico's most re-
Mexico toward them. Nationalistic Mexi- vered president, Benito Juarez, with the in-

' cans have viewed Mexican -Americans as •ac.nption. "Respect for the rights of others. 
fiend:dos, traitors who abandoned their an is peace." • • 

'-eestral land, tongue and culture. They 	. • r?-1 	 -  

'lave been derided as Pochos, 
by gringo exposure 

	mellowing the devastating ItexicotitY mole • earthquake in 1985, a high State _Depart- ,,:' 	„ • • • 	ment official issued a harsh, nationally tel- 

feel happy, pained, sad," he whispered. 
If the acercamiento plan dears the obstacles—  

. 	_ 
_Illegal 

there are major ones--it could lay a foundation for d new - 
Im 

In many ways, i
migrants 

it is first-generation im- . 	 • 
binational political force in North Amenca. 



Amnesty's Next Steps, 	 •Toward U.S. Citizenship, 
May.Be Long Ones for 	•New Hispanic Immigrants BP6T 42.4, 

Staff Reporter of 
THE WALL. STREET JOURNAL 

HOUSTON — Graciela ''Gracie" Vas-
quez, a former illegal immigrant, worries 
that her newly minted legal status may be 
fleeting. The problem is her English. 

"Some people, if no speak all English—
they don't receive residency," says the 
feisty, petite housekeeper. And that's 
wrong, she believes. "I lived here for a 
long time, honey," she explains. 

Indeed, Mrs. Vasquez and thousands of 
other newly legalized immigrants could 
slip back into illegality—and an uncertain 
future in this country—unless they start 
taking steps toward becoming citizens, es-
pecially learning basic English, within 30 
months of obtaining temporary legal 
status. 

Many may not. As the midnight 
Wednesday deadline nears to apply for the 
first step of the amnesty program, there 
are formidable hurdles still facing some 
1.3 million eligible immigrants. 

Under the historic immigration-reform 
law of 1986, procedures were established 
for the first time providing temporary-resi-
dency status for illegals who could prove 
they had lived in the U.S. since 1982. After 
18 months of temporary legal status, immi-
grants have one year to obtain permanent 
residency by passing an English language 
and U.S. civics test administered by the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service 
or showing the agency that they have 
taken sufficient classes in those subjects. 
• And even among those that meet the 

qualifications and become permanent resi-
dents, evidence is strong that many will 
never take the third and final step of be-
coming American citizens. 

It is the first time in U.S. history that 
the federal government has made lan-
guage and civics a requirement of perma-
nent residency, as well as of citizenship. 

An INS official says the agency is consid-
ering allowing immigrants who fail the 
tests a second chance. But if today's crop 
of temporary legal immigrants don't make 
the conversion to permanent status, they 
lose their legal nroteetion and become de-
portable. 
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of Hispani 
other pout 
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until the y 
Little Pla 

But pla) 	 '■.)) 
version ha 	 ts\ It? 
districts a) 	 - 	 at the Huntington 
for new E 	 1, Eduardo Ruiz, a 
overwork& 	\i XY 	 with a sixth-grade 
of proposed regulations defining guidelines the INS exams. But his wife may have dass 

if- 
onfident he'll p 

for English comprehension and what even faculty, he says. "I practice 
English at the constitutes acceptable courses in language house with her all the time," he says in 

or civics. And immigrant-rights advocates Spanish. "I tell her, 'tell me that in Eng-
and the INS, while battling each other over lish' and sometimes she can't." 
the details of the first step of the new law, 

importance 	Unlike the problems of reaching per have been slow to promote the impo
of education in the second step. 	manant residency, a key barrier to citizen- 

ship, especially for Hispanics, is self-im- "It's unfortunate but it seems as though 
the overwhelming majority, 85% ... of posed. Many Hispanic immigrants see U.S. 
temporary residency applicants, are un- citizenship as the final severing of loyalty 

to their homelands. As a result, legal im- 
aware" of the language and civics rules, migrants from Latin America have histori- says 

sD largest
omingo Rodriguez, head 

amnesty and of the na- tally had the slowest rate of application 
preparation on's citizenship for U.S. citizenship, Mr. Zomba of the La- program at the Los Angeles 
Unified School District. 

Efforts to guide the newly legalized all 
the way to citizenship are strongest in Los 
Angeles, where a third of the nation's tem- 
porary-resident applications have been 
filed. At the Los Angeles school district, 
class sizes have exnanded, waiting lists for 

)eached 18,000, and 
mg for "the biggest 
'nt in the nation's 
(peas many immi-
idult education. 
of "easy English" 

such as $1,300—are 
often shady Indus-

Rants." The INS's 
is a "recognized" 

iiminate many fly-
dence courses now 
►migrants. Accord-
in affidavit certify- 

- 	hours schooling in 
from a recognized 

tino elected officials organization says. 
Mexicans, for example, spend 14 years 

on average in the holding pattern of per-
manent residency before becoming citi-
zens. Mrs. Vasquez of Houston, for one, 
while thoroughly intent on becoming a per-
manent resident, is equally unenthusias-
tic about citizenship. "If I become a citi- ' 
zen," she explains, "I feel like I don't like 
Mexico any more." 

Mexico doesn't make it easy for people 
like Mrs. Vasquez either, because it 
doesn't recognize dual citizenship. 

The tug of the homeland, with its border 
so close, pulls hard. Aurora De Tres, a 49-
year-old Mexican-American, waited 20 
years before she finally took her citizen-
ship classes last year at Casa Aztlan, a 
community center in Chicago replete with 
murals depicting Mexican-American and 
Mexican history. 

And when she did naturalize, she cele-
brated by attending Mexican Independence 
Day festivities. As a band struck up the 
Mexican national anthem, guilt swept over 
her. "I felt bad because I was a U.S. citi-
zen," she recalls, dabbing her tears with a 
peach-colored tissue. 

On paper, at least, the amnesty pro-
visions of the immigration law could swell 
the Hispanic voting-eligible population in 
the U.S. by one million, to 14 million, by 
1994 when the newly legalized will have ful-
filled the five-year permanent residency 
requirement for citizenship. But the initial 
euphoria among some political activists 
now appears to have been excessively opti-
mistic. 

For example, in the Los Angeles area a 
voting rights movement—demanding the 
right to cast absentee votes in Mexico—is 
gathering momentum among legal Muni-
grants. And while the U.S. presidential 
race heats up, some legal residents are 
holding demonstrations and raising money 
for national elections in Mexico. 

"I have not lost my roots," says Mike 
Almaraz as he demonstrated against Mex-
ico's ruling party outside a Latino leader-
ship banquet in Ontario, Calif. 
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Herman Baca 
Director 
C.C.R. 
1837 Highland Ave. 
Nacional City, CA 92050 

Compariero Herman: 

La presente me sirve para saludarte afectuosamente a 
nombre de la CoaliciOn Nacional de Trabajadores Agri-colas. 

La presente tambien me sirve para manifestarte nuestro 
agradecimiento por el valioso apoyo que nos diste para preparar 
el documento sobre violaciones de derechos humanos en los E.U.N., 
mismo que presentamos ante la Comisi6n de Derechos Humanos de 
la ONU en Ginebra, Suiza. 

Te incluyo con esta la presentaci6n que preparamos asi 
como la resoluciOn que fue aprobada por la Comisi6n a pesar de 
la oposicion de la delegacion de los E.U.N. y sus trteres de 
Alemania. (Segiln los E.U.N., en este pats los inmigrantes ya 
tienen bastantes derechos y beneficios y no se necesita una 
convencion internacional para protegerlos). Como vez, en la 
ONU ya hay todo un proceso para tratar con la cuestion de los 
trabajadores migratorios. Sin embargo, te imaginaras la lentitud 
con que se mueven las cosas en este foro donde se mueven muchos 
intereses, principalmente los de las grandes "potencias". 

El documento que preparamos te lo envio por separado, 
debido a su voluminosidad. Dicho documento lo entregamos a la 
ComisiOn para fundamentar nuestra presentacion. 

Ma's delante tambi6n te envio algunos documentos que 
han surgido de otras audiencias de las Naciones Unidas. 

Una vez mis muchas gracias y espero que pronto nos 
puedamos reunir para segufr platicando y que nos des las ideas 
que tengas o cualquier sugerencia para continuar avanzando este 
trabajo de la coaliciOn. 



INTERNATIONAL INDIAN TREATY COUNCIL 
INFORMATION OFFICE 

1259 FOLSOM STREET SAN FRANCISCO CA 94103 
TELEPHONE: (415) 863-7733 

LOS DERECHOS DE LOS TRABAJADORES MIGRATORIOS EN 

LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE NORTEAMERICA  

Comision de Derechos Humanos de las Naciones Unidas, 
Ginebra, Suiza, 10 de marzo de 1988 

Gracias, Senor Presidente: 

El Consejo Internacional de los Tratados Indios hace esta 

intervencion en el punto 14, relacionado con los trabajadores 

migratorios, para expresar su interes en el encargo hecho al 

Grupo de Trabajo correspondiente, para la elaboraci6n de un 

convenio internacional para la proteccion de los derechos de 

todos los trabajadores migratorios y de sus familias. 

Serior Presidente, Distinguidos Miembros de la Comision: 

Nuestro interes sobre un convenio internacional como el que se 

discute en este terra, nace de la preocupacion que tenemos por 

la violacion de los derechos de estos trabajadores particular-

mente en los Estados Unidos. 

En los Estados Unidos, millares de trabajadores agricolas que 

recogen los productos de la tierra que alimentan a ese pais, 

no ganan lo suficiente para dar de comer a sus familias. En 

machos lugares, los sueldos que reciben son inferiores al 

minim° eqtablecido por ley federal. Pero este no es el tinico 

problema. Las condiciones de trabajo fnsalubres asi como el 

use irresponsible de pesticidas y de herramientas inadecuadas, 

han convertido al trabajo agricola en uno de los oficios Inas 

peligrosos. Sumidos en la pobreza, estos trabajadores no 

gozan de las necesidades mAs elementales de todo ser humano. 

Los indlgenas mixtecos que laboran en California, viven bajo 

los arboles de los ranchos en que trabajan. 
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Por muchos arios, los bajos sueldos y las pesimas condiciones de 

trabajo de los trabajadores migratorios, han determinado los 

sueldos y las condiciones de trabajo de una fuerza laboral que 

llega a los 5 millones de personas. En Arizona, los indigenas que 

trabajan o viven en las comunidades agricolas, asi como las 

mujeres, son victimas de discriminaci6n de un sistema agricola 

que se beneficia de su fuerza de trabajo y que en cambio, les 

papa con racismo y opresion. 

Para hacer las cosas aun mgs dificiles, el gobierno norteameri 

cano ha adoptado una nueva politica de inmigraci6n. 

El 6 de noviembre de 1986, el presidente Ronald Reagan firm6 la 

Ley de Reforma y Control de Inmigracion, Ley Pliblica 99-603, 

aprobada por el Congreso de los Estados Unidos. 

Esta ley ha resultado en un impresionante despliegue de fuerzas 

policiacas para vigilar una frontera ya casi militarizada. Esto 

solo viene a agudizar las tensiones y a fortalecer un clima de 

intranquilidad_y temor que ya existia en la frontera de los 

Estados Unidos y Mexico, escenario de incontables agresiones, 

de violaciones y muertes. Las violaciones de derechos humanos 

de parte de la Patrulla Fronteri .4a se han generalizado. 

Nuestra organizacd_on; Serior Presidente, cuenta con una abultada 

coleccion de documentos sobre violaciones de derechos humanos 

en la frontera, que ponemos a disposicion de la comision y de 

las partes interesadas, ante la imposibilidad de presentar, en 

tan corto tiempo, l interminable lista de abusos y sufrimientos 

de millares de seres humanos. 

Los actoi4 de la Patrulla Fronteriza no solamente estan dirigidos 

en contra de los trabajadores migratorios "ilegales", sino que 

afectan a toda la poblacion de piel morena. Ciudadanos norte-

mericanos de origen mexicano han sido detenidos y deportados. 

Igual suerte tienen los puertorriquenos de Nueva York que son 

tratados como "ilegales" cada vez que son detenidos por los 

cuerpos policiacos. En Nuevo Mexico, los indigenas navajos 

deben cargar sus actas de nacimiento o algun tipo de identifi-

cacion sino corren el riesgo de ser considerados sujetos 
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deportables de la tierra en la que Vivian muchisimos afros antes 

de que llegaran los antepasados de la actual poblacion anglo-

mericana. 

El gobierno aprob6 esta ley, segtin se argument6, para volver a 

ganar el control de la frontera por medio de regular y detener 

el flujo de trabajadores migratorios hacia los Estados Unido: 

Sin embargo, en la misma ley se incluy6 una provision que 

permite a los poderosos intereses agricolas importar mano de 

obra extranjera temporal.Por que al mismo tiempo que quieren 

detener la entrada de trabajadores migratorios "ilegales", 

incluyen la internacion legal de mano de obra agricola? La 

respuesta se encuentra en el hecho de que los trabajadores 

agricolas no tienen el derecho a organizarse en los Estados. Unidos 

EstAn excluidos de la Ley Nacional de Relaciones Laborales y no 

tienen el derecho a las negociaciones colectivas como el resto 

de los trabajadores. La Ley Pliblica 99-603 de hecho viene a 

legalizar la explotacion que actualmente existe en la agricul-

tura norteamericana. La contratacion de trabajadores migratorios 

temporales, bajo esta ley que no les dA garantias ni establece 

mecanismos para defenderse de los abusos patronales, servira 

para deteriorar atin mas las ya de por si insoportables condicio- 

nes de trabajo y para reducir aun mas los sueldos de todos los 

trabajadores agricolas. 

Senor Presidente, Distinguidos Miembros de la Comision: 

Por todo lo serialado, manifestamos nuestro interes para que 

sea elaborado un convenio internacional para la protecci6n de 

todos los trabajadores migratorios y de sus familias que 

contenga los derechos fundamentales como son el derecho a la 

organizacion que les permita mejorarse y defender sus intereses. 

Que ademas asegure la unidad familiar y la reunificacion familiar 

de los trabajadores migratorios. En fin, que le permita gozar de 

los benefIcios que hoy le niega la sociedad tal y como sucede 

en los Estados Unidos. 
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Para concluir, queremos sugerir que para fortalecer el encargo 

del Grupo de Trabajo, ademas de los estados, tambien se consulte 

a las organizaciones de los trabajadores agricolas y de los 

trabajadores migratorios, para que con su experiencia contribuyan 

a la elaboraci6n del convenio internacional. 

Muchas Gracias, Senor Presidente. 
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• 

COMISION DE DERECHOS HUMANOS 
44°  periodo de sesiones 
Tema 14 del programa 

MEDIDAS PARA MEJORAR LA SITUACION Y GARANTIZAR EL RESPETO DE LOS 
DERECHOS HUMANOS Y LA DIGNIDAD DE TODOS LOS TRABAJADORES MIGRANTES 

Argelia, Ar.-ntina, Bolivia*, Colombia, Cuba*, Egipto*, Espaf5a, 
Filipinas, Grecia*, In •  a, Ita ia, Marruecos , Mexico, 

Nicaragua, Portugal, Senegal, 	nez*, Turguia* y 
Yugoslavias proyecto de resolucion 

La Comisi6n de Derechos Humanos, 

Reafirmando la validez permanente de los principios y normas enunciados 

en los principales instrumentos relativos a la protecci6n internacional de los 

derechos humanos, particularmente la Declaraci6n Universal de Derechos 

Humanos, los Pactos Internacionales de Derechos Humanos, la Convenci6n 

Internacional sobre la Eliminaci6n de todas las Formas de Discriminacidn 

Racial y la Convenci6n sobre la eliminaci6n de todas las formas de 

discriminaci6n contra la mujer, 

Convencida de gue, no obstante la existencia de un cuerpo de principios y 

normas ya consagrados, es indispensable desplegar mayores esfuerzos para 

mejorar la situaci6n y garantizar el respeto de los derechos humanos y la 

dignidad de todos los trabajadores migrantes y de sus familias, 

* De conformidad con el pgrrafo 3 del articulo 69 del reglamento de las 
comisiones orOnicas del Consejo Econ6mico y Social. 

GE.88-11624/1483s 
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Recordando la resoluci6n 34/172 de la Asamblea General de 17 de diciembre 

de 1979, por la que la Asamblea decidi6 establecer un grupo de trabajo abierto 

a la participaci6n de todos los Estados Miembros y encargado de elaborar una 

convenciOn internacional sobre la protecci6n de los derechos de todos los 

trabajadores migrantes y de sus families, 

Recordando tambign las resoluciones de la Asamblea General 35/198 de 15 

de diciembre de 1980, 36/160 de 16 de diciembre de 1981, 37/170 de 17 de 

diciembre de 1982, 38/86 de 16 de diciembre de 1983, 39/102 de 14 de diciembre 

de 1984, 40/130 de 13 de diciembre de 1985, 41/151 de 4 de diciembre de 1986 

y 42/140 de 7 de diciembre de 1987, en todas las cuales la Asamblea tomb nota 

de los informes del Grupo de Trabajo encargado de elaborar una convenci6n 

internacional sobre la protecci6n de los derechos de todos los trabajadores 

migrantes y de sus families, y expres6 su satisfacciOn por el progreso 

sustancial y oonstante realizado por el Grupo de Trabajo, 

Teniendo presentes sus propias resoluciones 37 (XXXVII) de 12 de marzo 

de 1981, 1982/35 de 11 de marzo de 1982, 1983/45 de 9 de marzo 

de 1983, 1984/61 de 15 de marzo de 1984, 1985/52 de 14 de marzo 

de 1985, 1986/58 de 13 de marzo de 1986 y, en especial, 1987/43 de 10 de marzo 

de 1987, 

1. Celebra una vez ma's los progresos del Grupo de Trabajo en el 

desempefio de su mandato, y en especial los avances logrados en la segunda 

lecture del proyecto de convenciOn internacional sobre la protecci6n de los 

derechos de todos los trabajadores migrantes y de sus familias) 

2. Invite a todos los Estados Miembros a que sigan cooperando con el 

Grupo de Trabajo en el desempeflo de sus funciones) 

3. Expresa de nuevo la esperanza de que la Asamblea General concluirg 

la elaboraciOn de la convenciOn lo antes posible) 

4. Pide al Secretario General que informe a la Comision, en 

su 45 °  periodo de sesiones, acerca de los nuevos progresos que se hayan 

realizado a este respecto en relaci6n con el tema del programa titulado 

"Medidas para mejorar la situaci6n y garantizar el respeto de los derechos 

humanos y la dignidad de todos los trabajadores migrantes". 
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Many items covered in this newsletter are taken 
from calls received at the California Rural Legal 
Assistance Foundation (CRLAF) legalization 
hotline. The hotline is open Monday-Friday, 1 PM 
to 5 PM and staffed by Michael Muniz, a licensed 
attorney with considerable immigration experience. 
The hotline is available free of charge to any 
nonprofit direct service provider in need of 
technical assistance on particular legalization 
questions. 

1 It  Toll-Free Hotline 
1-800-543-9229 

TEMPORARY RESIDENT WINS 
UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS APPEAL 

In a decision issued on March 15, the 
California Unemployment Insui affix Appeals 
Board ruled that a claimant for unemployment 
benefits who is also a temporary resident under 
IRCA (1-1-82s or SAWs) may file a claim 
based on work performed after November 6, 
1986 regardless of his immigration status on 
that date. A number of immigrant workers 
have had their claims denied by EDD 
(Employment Development Department) 
because the Department had taken the position 
they were not "work authorized" until they 
were issued an 1-688. 

In the case appealed to the Board, In the 
Matter of Lozano,  MALDEF Attorney John 
Nockleby argued that Mr. Lozano, a Sec. 245A 
temporary resident should have his 
unemployment eligibility extend back to 
January 1, 1982—the date set by Congress for 
legalization eligibility. The Board did not 
agree, but set the benefits eligibility date as the 
day IRCA was signed into law. This is because 
IRCA provides that workers eligible for 
amnesty apprehended by INS as of that date 
were to be issued employment authorization. 
Nockleby, who says he is generally "pleased 
with the decision," does not intend to appeal. 

A Periodic Memo on Issues 
Affecting 	Special 	Agricultural 
Workers 	(SAWS) 	and 
Implementation 	of 	the 
Immigration 	Reform, 	and 	Control 
Act 	of 	1980 

California Rural Legal Assistance Foundation 

The precedent-setting decision by the 
Board confirms a recently adopted EDD policy 
to use November 6, 1986 as the effective date. 
The Department issued a memorandum to that 
effect in February but had not made it as official 
as a "field office directive" or regulation. 
Applicants for unemployment insurance should 
heed the advice we gave in Vol. 1, No. 12 of this 
NEWSLETTER when answering questions 
about citizenship and residency. The policy 
memorandum mentioned above takes note of 
suggestions made by Legal Services lawyers 
about SAW-eligible claimants: 

The policy memorandum mentioned 
above takes note of suggestions made by Legal 
Services lawyers about SAW-eligible claimants: 
Since employers of seasonal agricultural 
workers cannot be sanctioned until December 
for hiring undocumenteds, any such worker who 
was fired for not presenting work authorization 
was not fired for good cause and may therefore 
collect benefits if otherwise eligible. For more 
information on these developments, contact 
CRLA Attorney Francine Zepeda at 209/674-
5671. 

FARMWORKERS ASK COURT TO EASE 
DOCUMENTATION REQUIREMENTS 

Plaintiffs in United Farm Workers v. INS  
have moved for a preliminary injunction in federal 
court asking that INS be ordered to (1) accept 
"nonfrivolous" applications for SAW status and to 
issue work authorization and (2) issue regulations 
empowering INS to subpoena employer records 
proving past work history. The plaintiffs--UFW 
and three individuals—are also asking that the 
Service clarify its policy on 1-9 compliance for 
seasonal agricultural workers who, they maintain, 
do not need any work authorization before 
December 1, 1988. 

Plaintiffs have also requested that the court 
"certify" a class composed of SAW-eligibles 
throughout the country. A hearing is set for 9:30 
am on April 21. If you know of persons affected 
by this, call: Carlos Holguin, NCIR, Inc. at 213/ 
388-8693 or Steve Rosenbaum, CRLA at 415/864- 
3405. 	(continued on Page 2) 
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In a related development, Attorney 
Wally Ruehle of Farmworker Legal Services of 
New York, sent us a LAU (Legalization 
Appeals Unit) denial of a SAW applicant who 
lacked sufficient documentation. The 
application was accompanied by affidavits 
from his foreman and the applicant and a 
declaration from his cousin. In his March 18 
decision, the LAU Director found there was no 
"just and reasonable inference" that the 
applicant had in fact performed the necessary 
work which would shift the burden to INS to 
disprove this fact. Curiously, the Director 
relied not on court cases (some of which are 
mentioned in the congressional conference 
report accompanying the adoption of IRCA) 
but instead on the much weaker Black's Law 
Dictionary  definition of "just." Wally Ruehle 
can be reached at 716/325-3050. 

INS YIELDS SOME TURF ON SOD ISSUE 
Although there is no formal policy 

change, at least one LO has issued I-688As to 
SAW applicants whose qualifying work was in 
cultivating sod. As reported in this 
NEWSLETTER (Vol. 1, No. 11), sod workers 
and growers have sued the U.S. Dept. of 
Agriculture over the exclusion of sod from the 
list of eligible crops. Jean Agathen, one of the 
attorneys in that case, reported that a Chicago-
area Legalization Office has in fact issued 
temporary work authorization to some sod 
workers. The parties in that case, Morales v.  
Lyng, will file motions for summary judgment 
in May. The plaintiffs successfully fought the 
government's effort to transfer the case to a 
Washington, DC court and to block any 
discovery. For more information on the suit, 
call Agathen or co-counsel Vince Beckman at 
312/341-9180. 

INJURED SAW APPLICANTS MAY 
HAVE CLAIM 

A number of callers have indicated that 
they have clients who would qualify for SAW 
status but for a job-related accident or 
disability. If interested in developing these 
cases for submission to the LO or appeal of a 
denial, contact Attorney Christine Brigagliano 
by leaving a message for her at the ILRC 
Hotline: 800/451-7493. 

SAW Newsletter Staff 
Editor: Steve Rosenbaum 
Editorial Assistant: Lillian Lealios 
Contributors: Michael Muniz, Steve Rosenbaum  

MORE ON IN PRO PER APPEALS 
In our last NEWSLETTER (Vol. 1, 

No. 14) we suggested that appellants request a 
30-day extension when filing their Notice of 
Appeal. We have since learned that at a 
meeting held in February between INS 
officials and national organizations (including 
AILA, U.S. Catholic Conference and the 
ABA) it was agreed that 30-day extensions 
after receipt of the administrative record will 
be automatic. There is no need to make a 
FOIA reguest. The appellant should state 
something like: 

"I request a copy of all materials 
contained in the administrative record and any 
additional information on which my denial is 
based. I understand that the period I have to 
file a brief and submit any additional evidence 
will be extended for 30 days after I receive the 
record and any other information." 

Three days for mailing can be added to 
the appeal period to allow for first class mail. 
Therefore, an individual has 33 days in which 
to file a Notice of Appeal. It was also 
announced at the meeting that copies of 
Requests for Additional Infomation (I-72s) 
will be provided to QDEs. 

The Pro Bono Legalization Project of 
the Bar Assn. of San Francisco is producing a 
videotape to train individuals handling 
appeals. For more information, contact 
Project Director Amy Joseph at 415/764-1600 
or ILRC's Susan Lydon at 415/853-1600 after 
April 8. ILRC has also produced a hand-out 
for in pro per  appeals. For a copy, call the 
ILRC Hotline at 800/451-7493. (If in Southern 
California, call 800/451-6879). Lastly, 
ILRC's appeals manual can now be ordered 
(enclose $10. for non-profits and pro bono 
attorneys and $15. for others) by writing: IRC 
/536 Mission St., Ste. 269/S.F., CA 94105/ 
Attn: Appeals Manual. 

The California Rural Legal Assistance Foundation 
(CRLAF) is a privately funded nonprofit corporation 
which relies upon grant subscriptions and donations 
from individuals to sustain its work on behalf of this 
state's poor. SAW Newsletter will be sent free of 
charge to nonprofit organizations providing 
immigration legalization services in rural California. 
Subscriptions are available @ $30/year for 
individuals and $50/year for organizations. Contribu-
tions to CRLAF are tax deductible under Section 
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Make 
checks payable to CRLAF, 2111 Mission St., Suite 
401, San Francisco, CA 94110. 415/863-3520. To 
save time, your check is your receipt. 
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WALLY'S DEFAULTS IN COURT CASE 
Defendant Wally Aetonu, doing 

business as Wally's Immigration Service, 
failed to answer a Superior Court civil 
complaint filed against him late last year. The 
court clerk entered a default against him on 
March 2. 

Aetonu is alleged to have defrauded a 
number of immgrants throughout California 
who sought his services in obtaining green 
cards for permanent resident status.Although 
the default prevents the defendant from 
answering the complaint to deny any of the 
allegations or plead a defense in his behalf, 
plaintiffs will still have to prove their 
damages, including money paid for services 
not rendered. 

Plaintiffs' counsel report phone calls 
from all over the state from individuals who 
have claims against Wally's. If you have 
information on someone who may have a 
claim for fraud or misrepresentation, call 
Attorneys Jim Finberg at 415/434-7000 or 
Steve Rosenbaum at 415/864-3405. 

Amendments passed last year by the 
California Legislature make it easier for 
victimized immigrants to sue immigration 
consultants or notary publics who do not 
comply with the disclosures and other 
requirements under the Business & 
Professions Code. 

NCIR, INC. ANNOUNCES APPEALS 
PROJECT 

Attorneys, organizational advocates an 
appellants may receive assistance on !RCA 
appeals at no cost. Send a copy of the applicatio 
the notice of denial and documents relevant to th 
appeal to : 

National Center for Immigrants 
Rights, Inc. 
256 So. Occidental Blvd. 
Los Angeles, CA 90057 
Attn: Helen Sklar 

`AMNISTIA' COMIC BOOK ARRIVES' 

The CRLA Foundation and the Coalition 
for Immigrant Rights and Services have publishe 
"AMNISTIA" a 32 page comic book for 
distribution to potential applicants which 
discusses the requirements of both the SAWs an 
1-1-82 program. The Spanish-language comic 
book is available at no cost to QDEs and other 
non-profit direct service providers. We ask 
however that the agencies pay the costs of 
shipping the publication to their offices. To orde 
copies of "AMNISTIA" call Michael Muniz of 
the SAWs HOTLINE at 800/543-9229. 

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA HOTLINE 
CORRECTION 

ALFA AND CSS GO SOUTH 

ALFA (Alien Legalization for 
Agriculture) now has an office in Mexicali, 
Mexico. The address is Calle Agustin Melgar 
154-6. The phone number (from Mexico) is: 
65-535-040. One ALFA staffer in California, 
who visited the POE processing office at 
Calexico, reports that INS is issuing 500 "I- 

CSS (Catholic Social Services), 
Diocese of San Diego will join ALFA in 
Mexicali. Their offices will be at the Catedral 
de Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe, at the corner 
of Morelos and Reforma. This legalization 
assistance, provided jointly by the Dioceses of 
San Diego and Mexicali, will be available 
Monday through Friday from 10 to 1 and 4 to 
7. A similar operation is planned for Otay 
Mesa and Tijuana in the near future. 

In the last NEWSLETTER, we printed th 
wrong number for the new Northern  California 
Hotline operated by the Immigrant Legal 
Resource Center (ILRC) for pro Bono attorneys 
and non-profits. We apologize for any 
inconvenience this may have caused. THE 
CORRECT NUMBER IS: 800/451-7493. The 
Southern  California Hotline run by NCIR, Inc. is 
800/451-6879. 



INS OFFICIAL COMPLAINS OF FRAUD 
The  Federal Immigration Law Reporter 

(2-22-88) reported that Associate 
Commissioner Richard Norton stated that the 
SAW program is proceeding more slowly than 
the general amnesty program because there is 
evidence of "massive fraud." He said that 
because "the documentation standards are far 
less in the SAW program, we anticipated [a 
fraud problem] from day one." It appears that 
initially INS anticipated a 50% fraud rate in the 
SAW applications, but now they have revised 
that figure, claiming that 25% of SAW 
applications are fraudulent. Norton also 
commented that there is very little fraud in the 
1/1/82 legalization program. 

YOUTH DIES IN RURAL BORDER 
PATROL RAID 

Ismael Ramirez died Feb. 26 after his 
arrest during a Border Patrol raid in the Fresno 
area. "This is telling us what we can expect wh 
the amnesty period is over in May," community 
activist Isabel Vazquez told the Hispanic Link 
Weekly Report  (3-14-88). "It is time people 
became aware of the abuses the INS is 
committing." 

Assistant Fresno Border Patrol Agent-in 
Charge John Crockford said Ramirez died in a 
Fresno hospital 11 days after his arrest. He 
added that a routine investigation is underway b 
the INS Office of Professional Responsibility. 

According to Vazquez, witness Tomas 
Pena said that an INS agent caught the fleeing 
Ramirez and slammed him to the ground, causi 
his head to bleed. Six other witnesses, she said, 
have come forward since a March 2 press 
conference called attention to the case. "We wa 
the district attorney's office to investigate," 
Vazquez said. "Once we have every shred of 
evidence, we also will ask the Hispanic 
Congressional Caucus to intervene on our 
behalf." 

SAW Newsletter 
California Rural Legal Assistance Foundation 
2111 Mission St., Suite 401 
San Francisco, CA 94110 
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NEWS FROM INS 

Skeletal Applications  — 	INS announced on March 18 that it 

will begin implementation of a simplified filing procedure 

beginning April 4, 1988. Under this policy, applicants for 

the 1/1/82 program need only submit the filing fee along with 

the completed application, form 1-687. Applicants will then 

be given at least 60 days in which to furnish the complete 

documentation (see Legalization Update, Vol 2, Issue 3). INS 

has recently clarified this policy by stating that individuals 

who submit the simplified application will be issued temporary 

work authorization. INS has also stated that any 

discrepancies between information on the initial application 

and the final documentation will be judged by the "reasonable 

person" standard. In addition, LOs have been instructed to 

allow applicants to submit amended applications or amendments 

to applications at the time of the interview. [Slattery, 

INS). 

Public Charge. Foster Care  — On March 23, 1988, INS Associate 

Commissioner for Examinations, Richard Norton, issued a 

memorandum regarding the public charge effects of receiving 

foster care. This new memo changes the Service's previous 

position stated in a memo issued on November 10, 1987 (see 

Legalization Update, Vol. 1, Issue 9). Their new position is 

that receipt of foster care will not be considered "public 

cash assistance" to either the foster parent or the child. 

Their reasoning is that since no monetary payment is made to 

the child or the child's family in a foster care environment, 

the benefits should be considered in-kind assistance. Under 
the 'special rule" for determining public charge, the amnesty 

applicant can overcome this ground of exclusion by 

demonstrating a history of employment without receipt of 

public cash assistance. Children who have not yet reached 

"employable age" would thus be unable to show a consistent job 

history. In the memo, INS states that such children in foster 

care settings should nevertheless be able to satisfy the 

requirements of the special rule. Norton concludes that "a 

child who is in a foster care program and otherwise eligible 

for legalization will be considered to have met the special 

rule for public charge ... if documentary evidence of the 

judicial order placing the child in the foster care program or 

some evidence of the state's responsibility to provide foster 

care to the child is presented as part of the legalization 

application." This new policy memo is based on a legal 

opinion from the office of the General Counsel. For a copy of 

the memo or legal opinion, contact NCIR. 

April 	6, 	1988 

Legalization Incentive  — INS announced implementation of the 

'Legalization Incentive For Entities" (LIFE) program. Under 

the terms of LIFE, a ODE could simply stamp its identification 

number on blank 1-687 forms, distribute the blank forms, and 

refer potential applicants directly to the LOs. The INS would 

then pay the ODE a $15 bonus for each application filed 

bearing the nonprofit agency's ID number. The ODE need not 

fill out the application to collect the LIFE bonus. 	The INS 
Director 	of Outreach, E. B. Duarte, stated that the ODEs 

should not worry about "quality control" since the ODE is nct 

representing the applicant nor taking responsibility for the 

information on the form. 	The LIFE bonus applies only to 

applications filed under the 	§245A legalization program: it 

does not apply to SAW applicants. 	In addition, INS has 

designated all states as ODES for purposes of participating in 

the LIFE program. States are permitted to designate their 

subdivisions as subsites. [E. B. Duarte, INS]. 

Legalization for Nationals of Poland. Uganda, Ethiopia, and 

Afghanistan  — On March 17, 1988, the INS Central Office 

issued a memorandum setting forth the terms of a new 

legalization program for nationals of four specific countries. 

The memo incorporates the provisions of a law passed at the 

end of last year, §902 of the Foreign Relations Authorization 

Act (Publ. No. 100-204, enacted December 23, 1987). Under 

that section of the law, nationals from Poland, Uganda, 
Ethiopia, and Afghanistan can apply for adjustment of status 

to temporary resident under the same procedure as aliens 

applying for the 1/1/82 legalization program. To qualify for 

this form of amnesty, nationals from these specific countries 

must satisfy the following requirements: 

1) show entry into the U.S. prior to July 21, 1984, and 

continuous residence from that date through December 22, 1987; 
2) show physical presence in the U.S. (except for brief, 

casual, and innocent departures) from December 22, 1987; and 
3) if the entry was on a non-immigrant visa, show that the 

authorized period of stay expired before January 21, 1985, or 

that an application for asylum was filed prior to July 21, 
1984. 

The application period for this program began March 21, 1988 

and will end December 21, 1989. The same 1-687 form will be 

used, in addition to the other required supporting documents, 

photos, fingerprints, medical exam, and $185 filing fee. 

Although there is no confidentiality protection granted by 

statute, INS has agreed to extend those protections to persons 

applying for this program. [Terrance O'Reilly, INS]. 

A Program Sponsored by the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles 
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Western Region Modifies Jurisdictional Requirement for 1/1/82 

Applicants — The Director of Immigration Reform for the 

Western Region, William King, issued a memo March 9, 1988, 

modifying the filing requirements for 1/1/82 legalization 

applicants. Beginning March 9 and continuing through May 4, 

1988, LOs should accept 1-687 applications regardless of the 

place of residence of the applicant. [William King, INS]. 

Draft Application Form for Second Stage — The INS has issued 

a draft application form for temporary resident aliens who are 

seeking adjustment to permanent resident status. Form 1-698 

is a two-page application that asks 24 questions relating to 

basic biographical information, departures from the U.S. 

during the temporary residence period, prior arrests and 

criminal convictions, and other potential grounds of 

exclusion. Question #15 asks whether the applicant has 

'received public assistance from any source, including, but 

not limited to, the United States Government, any state, 

county, city, or municipality.' The INS has not stated when a 

final draft of the application form will be issued. This 

preliminary draft is attached as Appendix A. 

INS Accepts Corn as Qualifying Crop — On February 29, 1988, 

INS issued a memo confirming that harvesting of corn would be 

considered qualifying employment under §210 of IRCA. SAW 

applicants can count employment in the harvesting of corn as 

meeting the 90 man-day requirement. Under USDA definitions, 

corn harvested exclusively for silage would not be a 

qualifying product since only the human edible parts of fruits 

and vegetables satisfy the regulations. Greg Leo, INS 

Director for Congressional and Public Affairs, stated in a 

February 18, 1988 letter that "because a producer of corn will 

often not know the eventual use to which his product is put 

after sale,' the INS has expanded the USDA definition to 

include 'all corn, sweet and other.' For a copy of the memo 
or letter, contact NCIR. 

Bar to Exclusion for Political Opinion, Speech — Section 901 

of the Department of State Authorization Bill, enacted at the 

end of last year, substantially changes the grounds of 

exclusion located in §212(a)(27), (28), and (29) of the 

Immigration and Nationality Act. Those three provisions 

allowed the exclusion or denial of entry for aliens based on 

their political beliefs, statements, or associations. The 

Moynihan-Frank amendment removes this basis for exclusion if 

such beliefs or actions of a U.S. citizen would be protected 

by the Constitution. On December 30, 1987 and February 1, 

1988, INS sent wires informing consular offices and INS 

regional offices about the changes. A March 8, 1988 memo from 

the Associate Director of Legalization Reform for the Western 

Region reminds LOs in the Western Region not to exclude 

legalization applicants for these reasons. For a copy of the 
memos, contact NCIR. 

Expunciements — Dona Coultice, Associate Director for 

Legalization Reform in the Western Region, issued a memo on 

March 9, 1988 to the LOs and district directors in the Western 

Region regarding the effect of expungements. She instructs 

LOs to forward applications to the RPF and recommend denial of 

applications from aliens who would be ineligible due to 

criminal convictions but who have had those convictions 
expunged. 	There have still been no written memos or 
instructions from the INS Central Office on this issue. 	Last 
month the Central Office stated orally that expungements would 
be effective. For a copy of the Coultice memo and a legal 
brief by INS setting out reasons why expungements should not 

be effective in eliminating those grounds of exclusion, 
contact NCIR. 

Outreach Funds — INS announced that it has allocated $400,000 

nationwide for special outreach efforts in the final month of 

the §245A legalization program. Approximately $200,000 has 

been earmarked for the Western Region. The money will be used 

to fund specific outreach projects. ODEs and community 

organizations that have specific proposals or ideas as to how 

these funds should be spent should contact the INS district 

office for legalization or the local legalization office 

outreach person, [Dona Coultice, INS] 

SAW Regulations — The INS has issued interim final 

regulations that took effect on March 29, 1988 relating to the 

SAW program. The regulations incorporate previous agency 
memos, policies, and changes in interpretations. For example, 

the regulations confirm earlier INS statements that SAW 

applicants are permitted to travel abroad with the I-688A 

card; that there is no 30-day application deadline for SAW-

eligible aliens who were apprehended prior to June 1, 1987; 

and that SAWs may be issued their temporary resident cards (I-

688) at any LO. The regulations also explain the procedures 

for filing a preliminary application at designated ports of 

entry so that SAW-eligible aliens can enter the U.S. Three 

provisions in the amended regulations may impact adversely on 

SAWs. First, 8 CFR §210.2(f) will be changed with respect to 

notification of decisions being sent to the ODE that assisted 

the SAW applicant. The current regulation requires that notice 

be sent to the ODE; the amended regulation would delete that 

requirement. However, the INS has recently confirmed that it 

will nevertheless send copies of denials to the ODE. The 

second change is to allow the LCs greater discretionary 

authority to deny SAW applications. The current 8 CFR 

§103.1(n)(2) states that the district director can only deny 

in cases where the applicant is statutorily ineligible or 

admits fraud; the amendment removes this limitation. Thirdly, 

a new section is added restricting work authorization to SAW 

applicants who were admitted as non-immigrants and who 

currently hold certain visas allowing them to work (H and L 

visas). The INS will not grant these SAW applicants the 1- 

688A temporary work authorization until their current work 

permits expire. This last issue is the subject of pending 

litigation in AFW v. INS (see Legalization Update, Vol 2, 

Issue 1). 53 Fed. Reg. 60, p. 10062 (March 29, 1988). 



REPORTS FROM THE FIELD 

CALIFORNIA 

State COE Subsites  — For purposes of participation in INS's 

LIFE bonus program, the State of California will designate as 

ODE subsites a number of Employment Development Department 

field offices and 20 to 30 school districts containing the 

largest number of immigrants. California will also contract 

with those non-ODE organizations which are currently under 

state contracts for legalization assistance moneys. Those 

ODEs that are receiving these state funds will also get the 

$15 bonus from the INS. In addition, California has 

approximately 52 subcontracts available to organizations which 

are non-ODEs and not presently under contract with the state. 

Those organizations may apply for a subcontract by telephoning 

Tom Jevens, State of California, Department of 	Health & 
Welfare at (916) 324-7393. 	The applicants will be screened 

over the phone. The state is looking for organizations which 

have demonstrated through past performance a commitment and 

capability for providing assistance. [Richard Epstein, Special 

Asst., State Health and Welfare Agency]. 

SAWs Denied by LO  — A large number of SAW applicants in the 

Bakersfield area have been summarily denied legalization by 

the local LO. All of the applicants were former employees of 

the same farm labor contractor, and they supplemented their 

applications with documentation evidencing work history and 
the form 1-705 affidavit from the employer. That contractor 

has recently been convicted in the selling of fraudulent 

affidavits to SAW applicants. The INS has taken the position 

that all such affidavits from this crewleader are fraudulent, 

and they apparently are issuing blanket denials to SAW 

applicants who base their eligibility on work with this 

employer. [Joseph Espitia, Catholic Charities]. 

LITIGATION 

Decision in "Known to the Government' Case  — On March 31, 

1988 the court granted plaintiffs' motion for preliminary 
relief in Ayuda. Inc.  (see Legalization Update, Vol. 2, Issue 

3). That case dealt with the definition of the term "known to 

the government' for aliens who entered the U.S. prior to 

1/1/82 but whose unlawful status became known prior to that 

date. The court declared that the term "known to the 

government" included other federal agencies in addition to the 

INS. The court enjoined INS from interpreting that phrase in 

their previously narrow fashion. INS must take steps to 

promptly notify all persons impacted by the decision and it 

must adopt procedures to ease filing requirements to ensure 

that these eligible persons file by the May 4 deadline. On 

April 6 the court entered a supplemental order clarifying the 

definition of "knowledge' of unlawful status. The order 

states that as long as there is some documentation in the 

agency's files putting it on notice of the alien's unlawful 

immigration status, that will satisfy the requirement. In 

addition, the court ordered INS to publish this new ruling in 

a broader manner than the limited publicity proposed by INS. 

The case was filed as a class action on behalf of affected 

aliens residing in the Southern and Eastern INS Regions, but 

the class has not been certified yet. 

New Lawsuit on "Known to the Government"  — A second lawsuit 

was filed March 24, 1988 in federal court in Seattle 

challenging INS's interpretation of "known to the government.' 

This class action case was filed on behalf of persons who 

entered the U.S. on non-immigrant visas prior to 1/1/82 and 

who currently reside in the Northern and Western INS Regions. 

This case was filed as a companion to the Avuda, Inc  case, and 
addresses many of the same issues. This suit also seeks an 

expanded interpretation of the term "known to the government" 

to include federal agencies other than the INS. In addition 

it makes the argument that non-immigrants who failed to report 

their addresses to INS every three months, as required by a 

law in effect prior to December 30, 1981, violated the terms 

of their visas and were thus in an unlawful status prior to 

1/1/82. Since INS had sufficient records to know at that time 

whether such non-immigrants had violated these reporting 

requirements, such unlawful status should also have been known 

to the INS. Finally, the suit challenges INS's policy 

concerning students who had failed to maintain their F-1 non-

immigrant status by either changing schools or by failing to 

maintain a full course load. The INS interim regulation 

stated that such aliens would need to show through 

documentation that they were out of status prior to 1/1/82 and 

that their school so notified the INS. The lawsuit challenges 

the need to prove this with documentary evidence, which is 

usually difficult or impossible to obtain. For further 

information on this case, contact Bob Pauw at (206) 382-2519. 

Legal Assistance Project of L.A. Federation of Labor. et. al.  
v. INS et. al., C-88-379 (W.D. Wash., March 24, 1988). 

Public Charge  — A lawsuit was filed in the Southem District 

of New York on April 1, 1988 challenging INS's failure to 

adequately publish its modified standard for determining 

public charge. INS had changed its interpretation of public 

cash assistance in letters written by William Slattery and 

Alan Nelson in February and March (see Legalization Update, 

Vol. 2, Issue 3). Those letters stated that AFDC received by 

U.S. citizen children would not be considered public cash 

assistance to the legalization applicant. The New York 

lawsuit seeks an order requiring INS to publish their new 

standard and definitions in the Federal Register. The lawsuit 

also challenges INS's failure to officially amend current 

regulations defining public charge. The lawsuit is a class 

action filed on behalf of undocumented aliens residing in the 

State of New York who may be excluded for public charge 

reasons based on INS's standard as set forth in current 
regulations. 	The named plaintiffs include the City of New 

York and the State of New York. 	Plaintiffs also seek a 12- 
month extension 	of the legalization application 	deadline 
beginning from the date INS publishes amended regulations. To 



the extent any plaintiff class members have been denied 

legalization based on prior INS interpretation of public 

charge, the lawsuit seeks a reopening and readjudication of 

these applications in accordance with the lawful standard. 

For further information, contact Steve Lafredo at C.U.N.Y. Law 

School, telephone (718) 575-4373. Cesar Perales, et. al., v.  

Meese. et. al.,  88-CIV-2265 (KC.). 

Waiver for Lengthy Departures  — A lawsuit was filed March 25, 

1988 in the Eastern District of California challenging INS's 

failure to provide notice to legalization applicants regarding 

the right to file a waiver for absences in excess of the 

45/180 day rule. The statute provides for the availability of 

such waivers in instances where the applicant has remained 

outside the U.S. in excess of 45 days based on 'emergent 

reasons.' The lawsuit seeks a mandatory notice by INS 

officials to affected applicants explaining the right to file 

such a waiver. The case is a class action on behalf of 

legalization applicants residing in the INS Western Region 

whose absences exceed the 45-day limit, and who have attempted 

to apply for amnesty but whose applications have been refused 

or denied by INS. Plaintiffs' counsel are still seeking 

information on possible applicants affected by this INS 

procedure; contact Robert Rubin for further information at 

(415) 543-9444. Hemandez, et. al., v. Meese, et. al,  CV-88-
0385 (L.K.K.). 

ADMINISTRATIVE APPEALS 

Denial Notices  — INS has confirmed in writing its agreement 

to distribute the addresses and phone numbers of local pro 

bono projects. The American Immigration Lawyers Association 

(AILA) will provide 'regionalized' pro bono project listings 

for the INS's four regions. INS has agreed that each LO will 

also give out to applicants the phone number of a pro bono 

program or legal referral organization whenever they issue a 

denial. [Richard Norton, INS]. The Western RPF has already 

implemented such a procedure of including the pro bono list 

with the denial notice. 

PUBLIC BENEFITS 

Unemployment Insurance  — The California Unemployment 

Insurance Appeals Board issued an important, precedent-setting 

decision regarding eligibility of legalization-eligible aliens 

for unemployment compensation benefits. The issue before the 

agency was when to consider such aliens 'lawfully present' in 

order to count their wage credits earned prior to receiving 

lawful temporary resident status. The claimant had applied 

for legalization in May, 1987, and at that time had obtained 

temporary work authorization. The claimant's base period for 

calculating wage credits was calendar year 1986. The agency 

held that the claimant could count wage credits earned from 

November 6, 1986. The agency found that the alien was 

lawfully present for purposes of performing services as of the 

effective date of IRCA because that statute provides for a 

stay' of deportation and mandatory work authorization for 

aliens who are eligible for legalization. The agency also 

considered the fact that the claimant was a "grandfathered" 

employee and thus was "permissibly employed as of the 

effective date of IRCA." The agency rejected an argument that 

the effective date for counting wage credits should be 1/1/82, 

under the theory that IRCA retroactively adjusts temporary 

resident aliens' status back to that date. The agency said 

there was insufficient evidence to support such a finding. 

Contact NCIR for a copy of the decision in Indalecio Lozano, 

case number P-8-460, March 15, 1988. 

California Health Care  — In California aliens are eligible by 

statute for Medicaid (Medi-Cal) health benefits provided they 

are not under a final order of deportation. Regulatory 

provisions, however, are more restrictive and require that the 

applicant be either a lawful permanent resident or an alien 

permanently residing under color of law. A lawsuit was filed 

on March 21 challenging the California Department of Health 

Service's failure to conform its Medi-Cal regulations, 

policies, and procedures to the state law regarding alien 

eligibility for emergency health care. Crespin, et. al. v.  

Kizer. The suit was filed as a taxpayer action in state court 

in Alameda County. For further information, contact Lucy 

Quacinella at NCIR. 

MISCELLANEOUS 

New Apoeais Manual  — The Immigrant Legal Resource Center has 

published a manual on the appeals process for the legalization 

program, The manual includes step-by-step procedures for 

filing appeals, as well as sample forms. The cost is $10 for 

nonprofit agencies and pro bono attorneys, $25 for private 

attorneys and others. To order a manual, contact the ILRC at 

536 Mission Street, Suite 269, San Francisco, California 
94105. 
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you in advance for your attention. 
Nativo V. Lopez 

828 N. Bristol St. #105 • Santa Ana, CA 92703 • (714) 541-6007 

Union Hispana 
Periodic° Semanal del Condado de Orange 

July 8, 1988 

COMMITEE ON CHICANO RIGHTS 
1837 HIGHLAND AVE. 
NATIONAL CITY, CA. 92050 

Dear Mr. Herman Baca: 

It's with special consideration that I write you as the bearer of good news 
that the Hermandad Mexicana Nacional of Orange County will begin publishing a 20 
page weekly Spanish language tabloid-newspaper beginning July 15th. 

UNION HISPANA is the name adopted by eighty per cent of our 3,000 family 
membership. This Spanish language weekly will be considered the Voice of the 
Latino Immigrant Worker and will address the most basic issues affecting the social 
well-being of the immigrant and his family. Such issues in our view, also encom-
pass the social-cultural-art-entertainment and sport-health aspects of human deve-
lopment. A special focus will be given to local, regional, and state wide issues 
with predominant attention to the labor status and situation of the immigrant. 

We are very interested in assuring a theological-church perspective with re-
gard to the social issues of pertinence and the role of the church and believers in 
such. Legislation and policy updates of import is quite necessary both of a state 
and national character in the areas of immigration, labor, health, education, chil-
dren and youth, aged, women, the arms race, etc. 

While the circulation will initially be limited to 15,000 weekly and only dis-
tributed in Orange County, we intend for it to expand rapidly and develop separate 
editions in the other locales where the Hermandad is now organized. These include: 
San Fernando Valley, Los Angeles, New York, and Washington, D.C. 

We seek the serious collaboration of conscious and committed individuals that 
in the course of their labor have shown a grasp for, sensitivity to, and vision of 
the Mexian and Latino immigrant's reality in the United States. We would like to 
count on you as a periodic contributor-collaborator of articles and/or commentary 
to UNION HISPANA at your discretion or as called upon, your perspective vis-a-vis 
a particular theme or topic of relevance. 

While we hold to the view that a newspaper is always partisan, and in this 
case towards the progress and well-being of the immigrant worker and family, UNION 
HISPANA will maintain a broad and non-sectarian approach to the issues and invites 
the participation of a broad spectrum of thought. 

We seriously and earnestly look forward to your contributions. All articles 
should be type-written, double-spaced, no longer than 2-type written pages, titled, 
dated, and signed by the author. 

Please advise us of your disposition to contribute wi 	retu 	 Thank 
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NEW CHALLENGES FOR THE NEWLY LEGALIZED 

GAINING PERMANENT RESIDENCY AND ACCESS TO 
PUBLIC SERVICES DURING THE SECOND PHASE OF IRCA 

Tuesday, August 23, 1988, 8:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 
University Center, University of San Diego 

Alcala Park, San Diego 

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS 

California Health and Welfare Agency 
Legal Aid Society of San Diego 

National Center for Immigrants' Rights 
San Diego County Department of Health Services 

San Diego Immigration Law Coalition 



GAINING PERMANENT RESIDENCY AND ACCESS TO 

PUBLIC SERVICES DURING THE SECOND PHASE OF IRCA 

CONFERENCE AGENDA 

Time 	 Topic  

9:00 - 9:10 a.m. 

9:10 - 10:00 a.m. 

Introduction/Overview of Agenda 
Carol Hallstrom, Esq., Chair, 
San Diego immigration Law Coalition 

LEGALIZATION: PHASE 2 
Lilia Velasquez, Esq., Immigration 
Attorney 

o Overview of the Legalization Process 
o Phase 2 Application Process 
o Phase 2 Eligibility Requirements 
o Demographic Profile of New Legal 

Temporary Residents 
o Questions 

10:00 - 10:15 a.m. 	 BREAK 

10:15 - Noon 

10:15 - 11:00 a.m. 

11:00 - 11:30 a.m. 

11:30 - Noon 

TEMPORARY RESIDENTS' ELIGIBILITY FOR 
PUBLIC SERVICES 

Overview of Benefit Eligibility 
o Federal, State and Local Law 

Susan Drake, Esq., National Center 
for Immigrants' Rights 

o SLIAG Funding - Richard Epstein, 
California Health and Welfare Agency 

o Questions 

Eligibility for Health Care 
Linda Cory Allen, Esq., Legal Aid Society 
of San Diego 
o Medi-Cal 
o County Indigent Health Care 
o Questions 

Eligibility for Other Services 
Sana Loue, Esq., Legal Aid Society of 
San Diego 
o AFDC, Food Stamps and General Relief 
o Housing, Education, Job Training 
and other services 

o Questions 



Lunch (Participants may purchase lunch at 
the University Center cafeteria) 

TEMPORARY RESIDENTS AND PUBLIC CHARGE 
Susan Drake, Esq., National Center for 
Immigrants' Rights 
o When receipt of public assistance by 
temporary residents may endanger their 
chances of becoming permanent residents 

o Questions 

Noon - 1:00 p.m. 

1:00 - 1:45 p.m. 

1:45 - 2:45 p.m. 	 BARRIERS TO DELIVERY OF SERVICES 
Roundtable Discussion 

Paul Simms, Deputy Director 
Physical Health Services 
County of San Diego 

Linda Cory Allen, Esq., 
Legal Aid Society of San Diego 

Lola Hobbs, Division Chief 
Program Support Division 
Department of Social Services 

Sana Loue, Esq. 
Legal Aid Society of San Diego 

Eugenia Kuttler 
Legal Temporary Resident 

2:45 - 3:30 p.m. 	 OUTREACH TO THE NEWLY LEGALIZED POPULATION 

o INS Perspective - Dona Coultice, 
Associate Regional Director 
Legalization, Western Region 
Immigration & Naturalization Service 

o State of California Perspective -
Richard Epstein 
California Health & Welfare Agency 

o Local Perspective - Carol Hallstrom, Esq. 
Chair, San Diego Immigration Law Coalition 

3:30 - 4:00 p.m. 	 QUESTIONS 

4:00 p.m. 	 ADJOURN 
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SAN DIEGO MIGRATION LAW COALITION 

FLOW CHANT: 	S A W 	APPLICANTS 

Reviewed In Conjunction With 
Deportation Order Before 9th 
Circuit [milt of Appeals 

Client Files 1-700 at 
Legalization Office 

June 1, 1981 - Nov. 30. 1988 

30 	Days 	o f 

Service 

GROUP I: If temporary residence granted before 11/30/88, 
permanent residence granted 12/1/1989. 

If temporary residence granted after 11/30/88, 
client receives permanent residence one year from 
the date of adjustment to temporary residence. 

GROUP II: If temporary residence received before 11/30/88, 
client becomes permanent resident 12/1/90. 

If client received temporary residence after 
11/30/08, client receives permanent residence two 
years Fran date of adjustment to temporary residence. 

ALL SAWS will adjust to permanent resident status If they 
maintain status and do not become deportable. 



SAN DIEGO IMMIGRATION LAW COALITION 

IMMIGRATION REFORM AND CONTROL ACT 
LEGALIZATION PHASE TWO: ADJUSTMENT TO PERMANENT RESIDENCY 

1/1/82 APPLICANTS 

LEGALIZATION OR "AMNESTY" IS A TWO STEP PROCESS. 	EVERY PERSON 
WHO APPLIED FOR AND WAS GRANTED TEMPORARY RESIDENCE MUST NOW MEET 
THE ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR AND APPLY TO BECOME A PERMANENT 
RESIDENT WITHIN A CERTAIN PERIOD OF TIME OR LOSE THEIR LAWFUL 
STATUS AND BECOME SUBJECT TO DEPORTATION. 

OUERUIEW OF ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS 

TIMELY APPLICATION 
. Applicant is First eligibile to apply 18 months after the 
date that the application For temporary residence was Filed 
with INS. Applicant for permanent residence MUST apply 
within 12 months after First becoming eligible. 

CONTINUOUS RESIDENCE 
. The applicant MUST maintain continuous residence in the 
United States From the date that temporary residence was 
granted EXCEPT For "brief, casual and innocent" absences. 

. INS interprets "brief, casual and innocent" to mean that no 
single absence shall exceed 30 days and the aggregate of 
all absences shall not exceed 90 days [unless the applicant 
can establish that "emergent reasons" prevented a return to 
the United States within the time allowed]. 

ADMISSIBILITY AS AN IMMIGRANT 
. Applicants must show that none of the inadmissibility or 
grounds of exclusion or disqualification apply. 

. Receipt of some types of public assistance may disqualify 
an applicant From becoming a lawful permanent resident. 
In general, the applicant will need to show that he has a 
steady job or someone to support him without needing 
welfare. 

. Conviction of 1 felony or 3 misdemeanors will disqualify an 
applicant. 	Some criminal convictions may be expunged and 
remove the disqualification. 

. An applicant who was not required to undergo a blood test 
for the HIV virus as part of the medical examination For 
temporary residence must undergo the test and submit the 
results from an INS designated doctor when adjusting to 
permanent residence status. 

EVIDENCE OF BASIC CITIZENSHIP SKILLS 
. Applicants must EITHER: 

Pass 	a 	test to 	demonstrate 	a 	minimal 
understanding of English and a knowledge of 
United States history and government 

OR 
Be satisfactorily pursuing a course of study by 
enrolling in a program [recognized by the INS] 
to achieve such understanding 

. English 	and civics requirements will be 	waived 	For 
applicants under 16 or 65 years of age or older 

3 



SAN DIEGO IMMIGRATION LAW COALITION 

THE NEW IMMIGRATION LAW 

1/1/82 LEGALIZATION: The Second Step 

• IF YOUR LEGALIZATION APPLICATION IS APPROVED and you have been 
issued a Temporary Resident Card,1-688, you are now a lawful temporary resident 
of the United States. This is only the first step and your lawful status is temporary. 
The law requires that you must meet certain conditions and must apply to become 
a permanent resident within a certain period of time. If you do not, you will lose 
your lawful status and may become subject to deportation. 

• IF YOU BECAME A LAWFUL TEMPORARY RESIDENT BECAUSE YOU 
PROVED THAT YOU WERE IN THE UNITED STATES UNLAWFULLY SINCE 
BEFORE JANUARY 1, 1982, YOU MUST NOW DO CERTAIN THINGS TO 
BECOME A LAWFUL PERMANENT RESIDENT. 

• RESIDE IN THE UNITED STATES FOR 18 MONTHS after the date that the 
INS issued your fee receipt for filing your temporary resident application. At 
the end of the 18 months, you will then have the next 12 months during which 
you MUST submit an application for permanent residence. 

• DURING THE 18 MONTH WAITING PERIOD YOU: 

SHOULD NOT leave the United States for more than 30 days at any one 
time or more than 90 days in total. 

-SHOULD NOT leave the United States at all without first consulting your 
attorney or the organization that assisted you with your legalization 

application if you have had a hearing before an immigration judge. 

SHOULD NOT risk becoming disqualified for permanent residence by 
committing any criminal act or receiving public cash assistance. 

SHOULD enroll in an approved study program to begin to learn English, 
United States history and government if you do not already know 
them. 

• COMPLY WITH ALL LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES including the pay-
ment of taxes and registering with Selective Service (if eligible). 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND ADVICE ABOUT BECOMING A 
PERMANENT RESIDENT, CONTACT THE ORGANIZATION OR INDIVIDUAL 
THAT ASSISTED YOU WITH YOUR LEGALIZATION APPLICATION. FOR 

REFERRALS TO COMMUNITY ORGANIZATIONS, CALL INFO LINE: 

Oceanside 
Carlsbad 
San Marcos 
Encinitas 
Rancho Santa Fe 
Del Mar 

Vista 
Valley Center 
Escondido 
Romona 
Rancho Bernardo 

San Diego 
San Diego/Mm Mesa 
San Diego/Linda Vista 
La Jolla 
Rancho Penasoultos 
Poway 
El Caton 

425-0997 
LA Mesa 
National City 
Coronado 
Chula Vista 
Duizura 

943-0997 740-0997 549-0997 

For all other areas in S.D. County 

(800) 227-0997 

SAN DIEGO IMMI GRATION LAW COALITION 



COALICION DE SAN DIEGO EN DERECHO MIGRATORIO 

LA NUEVA LEY DE INMIGRACION 
LEGA L IZACION 1/1/82: El Segundo Paso 

• SI TU SOLICITUD DE LEGALIZACION ES APROBADA y ya recibiste tu tarjeta 
de Residente Temporal 1-688, entonces ya eres un residente legal temporal de los 
Estado Unidos. Este es solo el primer paso, y tu situaciOn legal es solo provisional. 
La ley requiere que solicites Ia residencia perinanente dentro de un period() 
especifico y que cumplas con ciertos requisitos. Si no solicitas Ia residencia per-
manente dentro del tiempo requerido, perderas tu residencia temporal legal y 
podriaseser deportado. 

• SI OBTUVISTE LA RESIDENCIA TEMPORAL POROUE COMPROBASTE QUE 
VIVISTE ILEGALMENTE EN LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DESDE ANTES DE 
ENERO 1, 1982, AHORA DEBES HACER CIERTAS COSAS PARA LOGRAR LA 
RESIDENCIA PERMANENTE. 

• DEBERAS VIVIR EN LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS POR 18 MESES a partir de Ia 
fecha en que el Servicio de Inmigracic5n y Naturalizacion te expidit5 tu recibo 
of icial por la solicitud de legalizaciOn. Al termino de los 18 meses, entonces 
tendras solamente los siguientes 12 meses para presentar POR FUERZA . tu 
solicitud para la Residencia Permanente. 

• DURANTE EL PERIODO DE ESPERA DE LOS 18 MESES DEBERAS 
CUMPLIR CON LO SIGUIENTE: 

NO SALIR de los Estados Unidos por mas de 30 dias en una sofa ocasicin, 
ni por mas de 90 dias en total. 

NO SALIR de los Estados Unidos en absoluto sin antes consultar con tu 
abogada o con Ia organizacian que te ayuclo con tu solicitud de 
legalizaciem si tuviste una audiencia con un juez de inmigraciem. 

NO ARRIESGUES Ia descalificacic5n por cometer algtin acto criminal o 
por recibir asistencia ptiblica monetaria. 

INSCRIBETE en un curso de estudio aprobado para aprender Ingles y 
gobierno e historia Americana, si es que atin no tienes estos 
conocimientos. 

• CUMPLE CON TODAS LAS LEYES DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS, 
incluyendo el pago de impuestos (los "income taxes") y el registro con el Ser-
vicio Selectivo Militar (si eres elegible). 

PARA MAYOR INFORMACION Y ASESORIA SOBRE COMO OBTENER LA 
RESIDENCIA PERMANENTE, PONTE EN CONTACTO CON LA ORGANIZA- 
CION 0 INDIVIDUO QUE TE AYUDO CON TU SOLICITUD DE LEGALIZA- 
CION. PARA INFORMACION SOBRE AGENCIAS COMUNITARIAS, LLAMA 

A INFO LINE: 

943-0997 740-0997 549-0997 
Oceanside 
Carlsbad 
San Marcos 
Encinitas 
Rancho Santa Fe 
Del Mar 

Vista 
Valley Center 
Escondido 
Pomona 
Rancho Bernardo 

San Diego 
San Diego/Mira Mesa 
San Diego/Linda Vista 
La Jolla 
Rancho Penasquitos 
Poway 
El Caton 

425-0997 
La Mesa 
National City 
Coronado 
Chu Vista 
Duizura 

Para las areas restantes en 
el Condado de San Diego: 

(800) 227-0997 

SAN DIEGO IMMIGRATION LAW COALITION 
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EDUCATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR PERMANENT RESIDENCY UNDER IRCA 

Statutory Requirement of English and U.S. History 

IRCA requires that to adjust to permanent residency; 
temporary residents must demonstrate that they either (1) 
have a minimal understanding of ordinary English and U.S. 
History, or (2) are satisfactorily pursuing a course of 
study recognized by the Attorney Generalto achieve such an 
understanding. 

Proposed Regulations--Fulfilling the Requirement 

The August 1988 proposed final regulations offer a variety 
of options for fulfilling the English and U.S. History 
requirement. 

First. Who Is Exempt from the English/U.S. History. 
Requirement?  

*Seasonal Agricultural Farmworkers (SAWs) are exempt 
*Aliens under 16 or 65 or older are exempt 
*Aliens who are physically unable may ask for a waiver 

How Can the Requirement Be Met?  

1. Passing a test showing minimal understanding of 
English and knowledge of U.S. History at the time of the 
permanent residency interview at the INS office. 

2. Earning a Certificate of "Satisfactorily Pursuing" 
by attending 30 hours of a minimum 100-hour course 

*the course must be offered by 
*state accredited schools or institutions 
*INS recognized programs 
*QDEs in good standing 

the course hours can date back to 5/1/87 
*the alien need not be enrolled in the course at 
the time of the INS interview 

3. Presenting a High School or GED Diploma from a 
school in the U.S. 

4. Certifying 1 year's attendance at a state 
recognized, accredited learning institution 

5. Attending courses offered by employers, social, 
community, or private groups certified by the INS 

i. Passing a proficiency test equivalent to the 30-
hour enrollment Level and signing a statement of intent to 
pursue any further education that may be needed 

6 



4. Palomar College 
1140 West Mission Road 
San Marcos, CA 92069 

North County East: 
Son harcos. Escondido, 
Ramona, Willey Center, 
Pouma Volley, Follbrook, 
Penosquitos, Rancho 
Bernardo 

FOR ENROLLMENT INFORMATION CALL, 
Monday - Thursday 2:00 pm - 7:00 pm (6191744-1150 x2272 

CLASS LOCATION, 
	 DAYS and TIMES, 

Numerous locations throughout 
	

Monday - Thursday 
service area. Call for information. Morning, Afternoon, 

Evening 

CLASS FEE. 	 ELIGIBILITY REMIIREMENTS, None 
No fee w/o credit 
15 per unit w/credit 

COURSES OFFERED. ESL and Civics 

GENERAL ENROLMENT INFORMATION. Closees begin August 29, 
1986. Students may enroll at any time. Schedules are 
available at Palomar College. or call for information 

AGENCY CONTACT PERSON. Jim Harlow 744-1150 x2154 

ESL AND BASIC CITIZENSHIP SKILLS CLASSES 
SAN DIEGO COUNTY ADULT PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM 

(PARTIAL LISTING) 

AGENCY 	 AREA SERVED 
	

CLASS FEE. None 
	

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS. None 

1. Escondido Union High School District 	Escondido 
	

COURSES OFFERED. ESL classes only at this time. 
Escondido Adult School 
	

Citizenship classes will be offered if demand warrants. 

1535 North Broadway, Roos 12 
Escondido, CA 92026 
	

GENERAL ENROLLMENT INFORMATION. Classes begin September 
12, 1388. Students may enroll at any time. Schedules are 

FOR ENROLLMENT INFORMATION CALL, C6191480-3142 
	

available at Mira Costa College, or call for information. 

CLASS LOCATION, 
	 DAYS and TIMES, 	 AGENCY CONTACT PERSON. Shor Jorgensen 756-2121 x264 

Several locations throughout 
	

Monday - Friday 
service area. Coll for information. Mornings and Evenings 

CLASS FEE. None 	ELIGIBILITY imiumass None 

COURSES OFFERED. ESL and Civics 

GENERAL ENROLLMENT INFORMATION, Classes begin September 
12. 1588. Students may enroll at any time. Call for infor-
mation. 

AGENCY CONTACT PERSON, Don Heparin 480-3142 

2. Grossmont Union High School District 
	

East County: La Mesa, 
El Cajon Adult Center 
	 El Cajon, Santee, 

1035 East Madison 
	 Lemon Grove, Spring 

El Cajon, CA 92021 
	

Volley 

FOR ENROLLMENT INFORMATION CALL. 
Monday - Friday 7.00 am - 3.00 pm [615)579-473S 

CLASS LOCATION. 	 DAYS and TInts. 
Numerous locations throughout 	Monday - Friday 
service area. Call for information. Morning, Afternoon, 

Evening 

CLASS FEE. None 	ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS, None 

COURSES OFFERED. ESL and Civics 

GENERAL ENROLLMENT INFORMATION. Classes begin September 6, 
1588. Students may enroll at any time. Schedules ore 
available at the El Cajon Adult Center, or call for infor-
mation. 

AGENCY CONTACT PERSON. Bob Johnston 575-4775 

S. Poway Unified School District 
	

Poway, 	Rancho 
13626 Twin Peaks Rood 
	

Bernardo, Rancho is 
Poway, CA 52064 
	

los Penasquitos 

FOR ENROLLMENT INFORMATION CALL, 
C6151748-0011 or 7:00 am - SAO pm (6191486-2167 

3. Mira Costa College; Adult Programs 
One Bernard Drive 
Oceanside, CA 52056  

North Coostol. 
Oceanside, Carlsbad, 
Del nor. Rancho 
Santa Fs 

CLASS LOCATION. 
Various locations throughout 
service area. Call for information 

DAYS and TIMES. 
Days Uory 
Morning, Afternoon, 
Evening 

FOR ENROLLMENT INFORMATION CALL. 
Days, 	[6131758 - 7122 or 

Evenings, after 5:30 pm (6131341 -3527  

CLASS LOCATION: 	 DAYS and TIMES: 

Numerous locations throughout 	 Monday - Thursday 

service area. Call for information. Evenings 

CLASS FEE, None 
	

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS. 
Need 	for 	language instruction 	in 
English 

COURSES OFFERED. ESL and Civics 

GENERAL ENROLLMENT INFORMATION, Classes begin September 19, 
198B. Students eau enroll at any time. Call for enrollment 
information. 

AGENCY CONTACT PERSON. uut ruien Lu191746 - 0010 



ESL ANO BASIC CITIZENSHIP SKILLS CLASSES 
SAN DIEGO COUNTY ADULT PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEMS 

(PARTIAL LISTING) 

6. Son Diego Community Colleges 
Continuing Education Canters 
5350 University Avenue 
San Olego, CA 92105 

FOR ENROLLMENT INFORMATION CALL, 
Canter City: 230-2300; Clairemont Mesa; 230-2965; East S.D.; 
230-2969; South East S.D.; 230-2851; HariorUiew, 230 - 2895; 
Kearny Mesa, 230-6850; Midway; 230-2375; Miro Mesa: 230-2277, 
Navajo, 230 -2972; North Shores, 230-2962. 

8. Sweetwater Union High School District 	South Bou/South Son Diego 

Chula Uista Adult School 
	

Chula ulster 
1034 Nth Avenue 
Chula Uista. CA 
(619)691-5760 

Montgomery Adult School 
	

South of Chula Uista, 
3240 Palm Ave. 	 including South Son 
Son Diego, CA 92154 

	
Diego and Son Ysidro. 

(619)691-5670 

City of Son Diego 

CLASS LOCATION, 	 DAYS and TIMES, 
Numerous locations throughout 	 Monday - Friday 
sErVIC■ area. Call for information. Morning, Afternoon, 

Evening 

CLASS FEE, None 	ELIGIBILITY icautuneNrs. None 

COURSES OFFERED, ESL and Civics 

GENERAL ENROLLMENT INFORMATION, Classes begin September 12, 
1998. Students say enroll at any time. Call nearest 
location for information. 

AGENCY CONTACT PERSON, Leann Howard 230-2144 

Sweetwater Adult School 
2000 Highland Ave. 
Notional City, CA 
(615)691-5725 

Notional City 

FOR ENROLLMENT INFORMATION CALL, above phone numbers. 

CLASS LOCATION, 	 DAYS and TIMES' 
Uarious locations throughout 	 Days Uary 
Service area. 	Call for information Morning. Afternoon, 

Evening 

CLASS FEZ, None 	ELIGISILITY REQUIREMENTS, 
Must b. 18 or over. 

COURSES OFFERED, ESL and Clvlcs 

GENERAL 1101311J1ENT INFORMATION, Classes begin September 

12. 1988. Students may enroll at any time. Call for 
enrollment information. 

AGENCY CI3NIALT PERSON, Lynn Robinson (619)691-5622 

9. Uinta Unified Adult Education 
	

Uleta, San Marcos, 
956 vats Terrace Drive 

	
Oceanside 

vista, CA 52084 

FOR DaltOLLIIENT INFORMATION CALL, Days (619)7513 
Evenings. after 5:30 pa (6191941-3527. 

7. San Diaguito Adult School 
	

North Coastal Area: 
625 N. Vulcan 
	

Encinitas, Leucadia, 
Limucadia. CA 52024 

	
Del Mar, Rancho Santa 
Fe, Solana Beach, 
Olivenhain 

FOR ENROLLMENT INFORMATION CALL, (6131753-7073 

CLASS LOCATION," 	 DAYS and TIMES, 
Uorious locations throughout 	 Gays Uary, Evenings 
service [WOO. Call for information. 

CLASS FEE, None 	 ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS, 
Must be 16 or over. 

COURSES OFFERED, ESL and Civics 

GENERAL ENROLLMENT INFORMATION, Classes begin September 12, 
1988. Students say enroll at any time. Call for enrollment 
information. 

AGENCY CONTACT PERSON, Walter Norling (619)753-7073 

CLASS LOCATION, 	 DAYS and TIMES, 
Ulsta High School 

	
Monday - Thursday. 

400 East Gabler 
	

Evenings 
vista, CA 920134 

CLASS FEE, None 
	

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS, Nonm 

COURSES OFFERED, 	ESL classes only at this time,. Citizenship 
closses will be started if demand warrants. 

GENERAL ENROLLMENT INFORMATION, Students may enroll at onu 
time. Classes begin September 12, 1988. To enroll in class 
go to the office at ulster High School, Monday thru Thurscly. 
after .  5,30 pm. For enrollment information coil. 

AGENCY CONTACT PERSON, Marilyn Millar (619)758-7122 



PRE-1982 LEGALIZATION APPLICANTS (1-687) 
SUMMARY SHEET OF SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS 

July 22, 1988 

I. AGE 	 V. COUNTRY OF CITIZENSHIP*  

All Countries  
Mexico 
El Salvador 
Guatemala 
Colombia 
Philippines 
Haiti 
Dominican Rep. 
Nicaragua 
Poland 
Iran 

	

1,758,900 	100.0‘ 

	

1,235,800 	70.3 
145,300 

	

48,400 	1 .8'! 
23,600  
21,500 

	

18,700 	1.1% 

	

16,900 	1.0% 

	

16,800 	: 1.3% 

	

16,700 	.9% 

	

14,200 	.8% 

Under 15 
	 9% 

15 to 19 
	 9% 

20 to 24 
	

12% 
25 to 29 
	

19% 
30 to 34 
	

19% 
35 to 39 
	

13% 
40 to 44 
	

8% 
45 to 64 
	

10% 
65+ 
	

1% 

Median Age: 	30 years 	 Other 	 200,800 	11.4% 

Age 15 to 44: 79% of total 

VI. STATE OF RESIDENCE* 

II. SEX 
	 Total U.S. 	1,758,900 	100.: 

Male 	 55% 	 California 	 963,000 - 	54.7 

Female 	 45% 	 Texas 	 314,000 	17.:7 
New York 	 121,000 	6.',7 
Illinois 	 117,400 	6.7 

III. MARITAL STATUS 	 Florida 	 47,800 	2.7 
Arizona 	 27,800 	1.6 

Single 	 46% 	 New Jersey 	 27,100 	1.5 

Married 	 44% 	 New Mexico 	 17,800 	1.0 

Other 	 10% 	 Nevada 	 9,900 
Oklahoma 	 9,800 	E 

IV. OCCUPATION/LABOR FORCE STATUS 	
Other 
	 103,300 	5.? 

* Estimated and rounded to the 
nearest hundred 

Laborers 	 24% 
Service Workers 	20% 
Students 	 14% 
Skilled Workers 	10% 
Unemployed/Retired 	5% 
Clerical 	 5% 
Farming 	 4% 
Other and Unknown 	19% 
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SPECIAL AGRICULTURAL WORKER LEGALIZATION APPLICANTS 
SUMMARY SHEET OF SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS 

July 22, 1988 

I. AGE 	 V. COUNTRY OF CITIZENSHIP' 

Under 15 	 0% 	 All Countries 	711,600 	100.21 
15 to 19 	 8% 	 Mexico 	 588,300 	32. - 
20 to 24 	 28% 	 Haiti 	 35,300 	5.01 
25 to 29 	 23% 	 India 	 12,700 	1.:: 
30 to 34 	 16% 	 El Salvador 	 11,800 
35 to 39 	 10% 	 Pakistan 	 8,300 	1. 2 
40 to 44 	 61 	 Guatemala 	 8,000 
45 to 64 	 9% 	 Jamaica 	 4,700  

65+ 	 0% 	 Korea 	 4,300 	.6-. 

Other 	 37,700 	5.3% 

Median Age: 	28 years 
Ages 15 to 44: 90% of total 

II. SEX 

VI. STATE OF RESIDENCE* 

Total U.S.  711,600 	100.(,! 

Male 	 84% 	 California 	 401,700 	56.:': 
Female 	 16% 	 Florida 	 80,800 	11./ 

Texas 	 51,500 	7."z 
Arizona 	 31,400 	4.t1 

III. MARITAL STATUS 	 New York 	 22,400 	3.1'. 
Washington 	 18,500 	2.6% 

Single 	 51% 	 Oregon 	 17,100 	2.4% 
Married 	 44% 	 Illinois 	 10,000 	1.4'_ 
Other 	 5% 	 New Mexico 	 9,200 	1.3; 

N. Carolina 	 8,800 	1.,s, 

IV. CROP TYPE 	 Other 	 60,200 	8._ 

Fruits and Tree Nuts 	36% 
Vegetables and Melons 	29% 
Cash Grains 	 7% 
Horticultural Specialties 	51 
Field Crops 	 5% 
Other and Unknown 	 18% 

*Estimated and rounded to the 
nearest hundred 
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GOVERNMENT BENEFITS MEMO 

ELIGIBILITY FOR PUBLIC BENEFITS 

UNDER THE IMMIGRATION REFORM AND CONTROL ACT OF 1986 

Most provisions concerning eligibility for public 
welfare assistance for newly legalized aliens under the 
Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986 are at 
Section 201(h) of the Act. This discussion covers the 
highlights of that section. 

1. Generally, what does the new immigration law 
say about the receipt of public benefits by aliens? 

The Act lists programs for which newly legalized 
aliens may be eligible and will be ineligible. It 
authorizes the Attorney General to list other programs 
for which such aliens will be ineligible. It permits 
states to make such aliens ineligible for certain 
state-funded programs. 

The provisions apply during the five-year  period 
beginning on the date an alien is granted lawful 
temporary residency under the Act. Therefore, it 
covers the time a person is a lawful temporary 
resident, and the period--up to three and a half 
years--during which one is a permanent resident under 
this Act. Sec. 201(h)(1). 

AFDC 

2. May newly legalized aliens be eligible for Aid 
to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)? 

No. Except for Cuban/Haitian entrants, Congress 
expressly provided that during the five years after 
becoming a lawful temporary resident, the alien is 
ineligible for AFDC. Sec. 201(h)(1)(A)(i). 

3. What about U.S. citizen children of such 
aliens--may they get AFDC? 

Yes. The Act'makes no change in the existing 
eligibility for such children. 

Lope Aid Fassodaaan of Los Animism 
14.14 Wait Eighth Savo. Sato 313. Los Aegis. California 90717 

(213) 30-35111 
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Public Benefits and 
Immigration Act 
Page 2 

4. What about state-only AFDC? 

The law gives states the option of providing such 
benefits, or denying it. 

FOOD STAMPS  

5. Are newly legalized aliens eligible for Food 
Stamps? 

Generally, no. However, Cuban and Haitian 
entrants are not disqualified from receiving Food 
Stamps. Sec. 201(h)(1)(A)(iii) and 201(h)(2). 
Similarly, aged, blind and disabled individuals (as 
defined in the Social Security Act) may be eligible for 
Food Stamps. Sec. 201(h)(2)(B). In California, this 
has little impact, since SSI recipients do not get Food 
Stamps. Question: What procedures will be implemented 
for securing Food Stamps for aged, blind or disabled 
people who are not on SSI? 

MEDICAL BENEFITS  

6. What kind of medical benefits can newly 
legalized aliens receive? 

The answer is complex. What appears certain is 
the following: 

Medi-Cal is fully available to an alien who is 
aged, blind or disabled; it is also available to a 
Cuban or Haitian entrant. 	Sec. 201(h)(2). 	Moreover, 
Medi-Cal is also available to aliens under the age of 
18. 	Sec. 201(h)(3)(8)(ii). 

More restrictive Medi-Cal benefits are available • 
to others. 	Pregnant women may receive medical 
services related to their pregnancy. Also, Medi-Cal 
will cover emergency services. Sec. 201(h)(3)(B)(i)(I) 
and (II). 

It appears that the state has an option tc provide 
or refuse wholly state-funded services under Medi-Cal. 
Sec. 201(h)(1)(B). 

12 



Public Benefits and 
Immigration Act 
Page 3 

7. What is the effect of the California Medi-Cal 
provision providing for eligibility for those not under 
an order of deportation? Welf. & Inst. Code sec. 
14007.5. 

For the moment, no immediate change for our 
clients. However, the new immigration Act, together 
with the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986, 
P.L. 99-509, will curtail federal reimbursement for 
those not eligible for temporary residency. It is then 
possible that the more liberal state statute on alien 
eligibility for Medi-Cal will change. Note that 
undocumented immigrants will be eligible for emergency  
services under Medicaid (Medi-Cal) pursuant to OBRA 
1986 (Sec. 9406). This will include emergency labor 
and delivery. 

B. Are recently legalized aliens eligible for 
County provided health care? 

Both the temporary and permanent residents should_ 
be eligible under Welf. & Inst. Code section 17000. 
question: What is the effect of the new law on L.A. 
County's requirement that undocumented aliens apply for 
Medi-Cal_as a condition of service? 

SSI 

9. Are newly legalized aliens eligible for 
Supplemental Security Income (SSI)? 

Yes. One of the positive aspects of the new law 
is the express recognition that aged, blind or disabled 
aliens who are temporary or permanent residents can 
obtain SSI. Sec. 201(h)(4)(I). 

10. Does this include the State Supplemental 
Payment (SSP) that makes the grant in California $533 
instead of $336? 

Yes. 

OTHER PROGRAMS  

11. What other programs are newly legalized 
aliens eligible for? 
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Public Benefits and 
Immigration Act 
Page 4 

School lunch and breakfast, WIC, child nutrition, 
Headstart, Title XX Social Service Block Grants, AFDC-
Foster Care, adoption assistance, child welfare 
services, Job Training Partnership Act, Public Health 
Services Act, and others. 

12. What other programs are newly legalized aliens ineligible for? 

The Attorney General is authorized to list other 
programs of financial assistance on the basis of financial need. The list has not been established yet. 

HC7JS/NG 

13. Are newly legalized aliens eligible for Dept. of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) housing subsidies? 

Yes, The Housing and Community Development Act 
ce 1987 made both Legal Temporary Residents and Seasonal 
Agricultural Workers under IRCA eligible for federal 
public housing programs. However, if other members of 
their families are aliens not eligible for public housing, 
the family will have to get special permission to stay in 
public housing and may not be able to apply for public 
housing. The effects of the 1987 Housing Act and the 
situation of mixed families is outlined on the accompanying 
chart. 

IHSS 

14. Are newly legalized aliens eligible for In Home Supportive Services (IHSS)? 

Yes. Aliens who are aged, blind or disabled are 
excepted from the ineligibility provisions. Sec. 
201(h)(2). Question:  If the alien loses SSI 
eligibility for reason of engaging in substantial 
gainful activity will she still be eligible for IHSS? 

14 
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GENERAL RELIEF 

15. Are newly legalized aliens eligible for 
General Relief? 

Under current law, yes. It is possible for the 
state to change the law. There have been no 
interpretations from the County. Question: As in 
other areas, the issue is whether state discrimination 
between categories of aliens which the Act permits will 
nevertheless violate equal protection guarantees in the 
state constitution. 

November 19, 1986 
revised 8/88 
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APPENDIX A  

PUBLIC BENEFIT ELIGIBILITY FOR NEWLY LEGALIZED ALIENS  1  

BENEFIT PROGRAM 	 ' 1245A LEGAUZED AUENS 
	

SAWs 

Not eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

AFDC 	 Not eligible "- 	 • 

State-only AFDC 	 States may provide 

Foster care, adoption 	 Eligible  
assistance, child welfare 

SS I 
	 Eligible 

State general relief 	 States may provide 

Medicaid 	 Full services for aged, blind & 
disabled, and children under 18: 
others get only emergency and 
pregnancy-related services 

State-only Medicaid 	 States may provide 

State or local medical care 	 States may not disqualify 

SAWs eligible for AFDC 
get restricted benefits 
like 1245A aliens; other 
SAWs get full Medicaid 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Food stamps 

School lunch and breakfast 

WIC and child nutrition 

Federal housing programs 

Headstart 

Job Training Partnership Act 

Title IV of Higher Education 
Act of 1965 

Block grants for social services 

Not eligible unless aged.• 
blind. or disabled 2  

Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

Eligible 

1 This chart analyzes programs affected by IRCA's five-year disqualification provisions. 

2 Aged, blind, and disabled aliens are eligible for food stamps only after adjustment 
to permanent residency; they are Ineligible during the temporary resident stage. 
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APPENDIX B 

ALIEN ELIGIBILITY FOR PUBLIC HOUSING 

Impact of Housing and Community Development Act of 1987 

HOUSING ELIGIBILITY 

ALIEN CATEGORY 

Eligible to 	Eligible to 
Stay in HUD Apply for 
Housing 	HUD Housing 

1. ALL FAMILY MEMBERS ELIGIBLE 

1980 Alien Amendments. 42 USC 1436a 
- Legal permanent residents 
- Refugees, asylees, conditional entrants 
- Parolees 	 YES 	 YES 
- Registry aliens 
- Aliens granted suspension of deportation 

1987 Housing Act. P.L. 100-242 (2/5/881 
- IRCA Temporary Legal Residents 
- IRCA Seasonal Agricultural Workers 	 YES 	 YES 

2. MIXED FAMILIES 
(Some members U.S. 
citizens or eligible aliens; 
others undocumented) 

A. Head of Household 
	

YES, indefin- 	UNCLEAR 

	

or Spouse Eligible 
	

itely at 
discretion of 
HUD or PHA 

B. Head of Household 
	

YES, for 6 	NO 
or Spouse Ineligible 	 months (re- 

newable for 
up to 3 years) 
at discretion 
of HUD or PHA 

Definition of family: Head of household/spouse, children, grandparents 

A Program Sponsored by the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles 
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MEDICAL COVERAGE FOR ALIENS 

ELIGIBILITY FOR MEDICAID COVERAGE 

(Indigent adults with dependent children or 
persons who are aged, blind, or disabled) 

ELIGIBILITY FOR SAN DIEGO COUNTY MEDICAL SERVICES 
(Indigent adults ages 21-64 with no dependents) 

ALIEN 
CATEGORIES 1111121.118115 	 After IRCA and OBRA 	 Before 1986 	 After IRCA  and OKRA 

Lawful Permanent resident 
	

Yes. full coverage 	 Yes. MI coverage 
	 Yes. Ar5 courage 	 Yea. Ail coverage 

04 assn permanemly 

in the U.S under color of 

law (PRUCOL) 

2 	Alen Mode lot 

amnesty 

Federal law. No 	 IRCA 	 Emergency serverm 	 Yes. 4 °overage 

See law. Yee. 	 Under II 	Yes. MN coverage 	 only 

Full coverage I 	 BlIndidssable4/ 

nol and., Mal 	 $5 and over Vas. MI coverage 

order of deports- 	 Cubanfriallian Yee. MI coverage 

lion and Ming to 	 Cellars 	Emergency and 

have CA I awl to 	 pregnancy related 

*CS 	 services only 

Mena noi 'babe 

amnesty. 1... un- 

documented Men 

Emergency senices only 
Federal law. No 	 OBRA 	 Emergency services 

Slate law. Yee 	 Emergenc-y smir ♦ s* Including 	 only 

Ful coverage I 	 emergency labor and delivery 

nce undo Inal 

order al deports 

Ion and wing 

to have CA 6 said 

to INS 

4 	I empo. my dolts. 	 No 
	 OBRA 

	
No 
	 No 

wmi•ers otters not 
	 • Emergency sences Inducing 

desulbod above 
	 emergency labor 6 delivery) 

OBRA TI. OntrAbas Budgol Reconciliation Add 145$ (P L 55 509). Mended Medicaid °overage for emergency services to 

undocurnenhed elms (Sec 9406) 'Emergency Medical Condltion• is drained as: 'a meddle condition grelludIng emergency 

labor and delivery) rnanliestIng Noel by mule awry:Moms of sulkien1 smelly (91cludIng severe pain) such Mel the absence 

ol immediate medical attengun could reesonably be /spaded 10 issue in (A) placing the pellem's health In seems 

leupludy (8) :donna Impairment to bodily functions. or (C) serious dyslunceon el any bodily organ or pall.• 

MICA , The Immigrelion Rabin and C001(01 Ad ol ISMI (PL 91)603) legalized la* a1atu• 01 unclomenenlecl Mena who lead 

Ived In Ilea U.S since U102 (Sec 24SA) and certain Seasonal AgrIcullural Workers (Sec 2101 



PUBLIC HEALTH AND PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PROGRAI:s 
FOR WHICH NEWLY LEGALIZED ALIENS ARE ELIGIBLE 

SAN DIEGO COUNTY 

CASH ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS 

State-only AFDC 
(Aid to Families with Dependent Children) 

Federal AFDC Foster Care 
State-only AFDC Foster Care 

General Relief 

SSI/SSP 

HEALTH CARE 

Medi-Cal 

Full scope 	Children under 18 
Aged, blind & disabled 
Cuban-Haitians 

Others -- 	Pregnancy-related services 
Emergency care 

County Medical Services 

County Patient Support Program 

Primary Health Care Clinics 
••■ 

Pregnancy-Related Programs  

Family Planning 

Perinatal Care 

Public Health Programs  

Lab Support 

.Sexually Transmitted Disease Control 

TB Hansen's Disease 

• 
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CHILDREN'S PROGRAMS  

California Children's Services 

Child Health Disability Prevention 

Adolescent Family Life 

Adoption Assistance 

Child Welfare Services 

Head Start 

FOOD PROGRAMS  

School Lunch and Breakfast Program 

Food Stamps -- Seasonal Agricultural Workers eligible only 

HOUSING PROGRAMS 

Federal Housing Programs 

JOB TRAINING 

Job Training Partnership Act 

4.1 
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Receipt of Public Benefits by Aliens 
Who Qualify for Legalization 

1. The Problem 

Aliens who are applying for legalization under the new immigration law must 
demonstrate that they will be able to support themselves in the future. The Immigration and 
Naturalization Service (INS) uses two basic tests to determine whether an applicant for 
legalization is likely to become a "public charge." 

Many aliens who otherwise qualify for legalization (or "amnesty") have low incomes. 
Some may have received public assistance in the past or may be receiving welfare now for 
their U.S. citizen children. They should be aware of the immigration consequences of past 
and future receipt of public benefits. This can be a complex and confusing area of the law, 

with sometimes no easy answers. 

This memo addresses the factors that the INS should consider in determining the 
public charge ground of exclusion. It also discusses the types of public benefits that will 
hurt a person's chances of obtaining legalization. 

2. The First Test for Public Charge 

Before the new immigration law passed in November, 1986, aliens applying for an 
immigrant visa (''green card") had to show that they were not likely to become a public 
charge. The INS applied a prospective test that examined many factors, including the alien's 
income, age, health, and job skills. 

The INS used the federal poverty income guidelines as an important standard. A visa 
applicant whose income was below that standard might still qualify if he or she submitted an 
affidavit of support from friends or relatives who agreed to support the alien should it be 
necessary in the future. Similarly, past receipt of public benefits would not disqualify an 
alien from obtaining a visa: it was just one of the factors that INS would consider. Aliens 
who were in good health and had some job skills were usually Ate to prove that they would be 
able to support themselves and their dependent family members in the future. 

3. The Special Test for Legalization 

The first "prospective" test is still applied to applicants for legalization. 
However. INS then goes on to apply a special rule for those aliens who cannot meet the 
prospective test. This special rule is more liberal and is based on the alien's recent past. 
It requires a history of employment showing self-support without receipt of public cash 
assistance. Aliens who can show both a consistent job history and that they have not 
received public cash assistance are able to pass the public charge test, even if their 
incomes are very low. 

For applicants under the farmworker legalization program (Seasonal Agricultural 
Worker, or "SAW"), the special rule is slightly different. They must show that they have a 
history of employment without reliance on public cash assistance. A farmworker could have 
received some form of cash assistance in the past and still qualify for amnesty, provided he 
or she did not rely  on this as the sole means of support. 

A Program Sponsored by the Legal Aid Foundation of Los Angeles 
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The special rule makes it easier for aliens to qualify for legalization. They can 
satisfy the financial responsibility requirement oven if they have low incomes and have 
received certain types of public benefits. Those who can show that they have been able to 
find employment and have not turned to public cash programs for their support will qualify 
under the special rule. 

4. What is ''history of employment" under the special rule? 

The INS regulations define the term "history of employment." The employment must 
be continuous enough to show that the alien has been regularly attached to the workforce. 
The alien can have an employment history that has some interruptions and yet still qualify. 

5. • 	What is "public cash assistance?" 

INS has also interpreted this term in regulations and memoranda. Public cash 
assistance programs are only those which pay benefits in cash, are based on financial need, 
aend are designed to meet basic subsistence needs. Cash assistance programs include such 
federal programs as Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC, or "welfare''), and state 
or local programs such as general relief or general assistance to the needy. 

Programs that make in-kind payments, such as food stamps, WIC (Women, Infants, 
and Children Nutrition Program), housing assistance, health benefits or medical assistance do 
not count as cash assistance. Unemployment insurance and worker's compensation are not 
public cash assistance either. Receipt of these benefits will not count against the alien 
when applying the special rule. Finally, a private debt, such as a hospital bill, does not 
count against the alien. 

6. Waivers for Public Charge 

Applicants for legalization who cannot pass either test (the prospective test or the 
special rule) can still obtain amnesty by obtaining a waiver. Legalization is a two-stop 
process: after obtaining lawful temporary resident alien status, the alien must later apply 
for lawful permanent resident status. The alien who is excludable because he or she is 
likely to become a public charge can apply for a waiver at the first stage of legalization, 
but not at the second stage. Only aliens who are aged, toind, or gisabled can obtain a 
waiver at both the first and second stage. Applicants fo. 	farmworker legalization 
program are ineligible for a waiver of public charge at either stage. 

To obtain a waiver, the alien must show that his or her case deserves special 
consideration. The alien must show one of three things to merit the granting of a waiver: (1) humanitarian factors, (2) that granting the application will promote family unity, or (3)b 
that it would be in the public interest. 

7. What about SSI? 

Receipt of Supplemental Security Income (SSI) for the aged, blind, and disabled 
counts as public cash assistance against the SSI recipient who is applying for legalization. 
The alien receiving SSI can still obtain legalization by requesting a waiver of public charge 
exclusion. 

The INS will not count SSI against other members of the family who are applying 
for legalization. Thus alien parents of disabled children will not have their legalization 
applications affected if their children are receiving SSI. 
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8. 	 What about receipt of public assistance by other family members? 

The INS requires every applicant to show financial responsibility and the ability to 
support themselves and their dependents. Children can demonstrate this through affidavits of 
support. Parents must show that they can earn enough to provide for their family, or that 
they receive outside support from relatives or friends. Receipt of welfare (AFDC) by U.S. 
citizen children will not count against the alien parent 
applying for amnesty, but the parent will need to show that 
they have an independent means of support aside from the 
AFDC. 

9. What about foster care? 

AFDC-Foster Care payments do not count as public 
cash assistance against the foster child or against the 
foster parents.' 

10. Practical Advice 

Before advising legalization-eligible persons about the consequences of receiving 
pUblic assistance, it is important to know certain facts. Your advice will depend upon the 
type of public assistance sought, the reason it is needed, how long it is likely to be 
received, as well as other factors such as the alien's income and job prospects. You should 
consider whether the alien can pass either the prospective test (not likely to become a 
public charge in the future) or the special rule that examines past history of employment and 
receipt of cash benefits. 

Not all benefit programs will hurt an alien's chances of getting legalization. As 
long as the alien meets the requirements of the special rule, future receipt by the alien or 
by the family members of food stamps, housing assistance, or medical benefits should not 
count against the applicant. 

Once the alien has obtained lawful temporary resident status, it is more important 
that she or he be able to show self-support and support of other family members. The two 
tests will be applied again during the application process for permanent resident status. 
However, there is no opportunity to apply for a waiver at this second stage (except for SS1 
recipients) and INS will be taking a close look for evidence of financial responsibility 
while the alien has been a temporary resident. Receipt of cash assistance programs, such as 
AFDC and general relief, should be eliminated if at all possible. 

11. Conclusion 

It is important to consider several factors in advising aliens about future red:14ot 
of public benefits. In many situations they should be encouraged to continue receiving 
benefits, such as food assistance programs for their children or needed medical benefits. In 
other situations, receipt of cash benefit programs could carry severe consequences for their 
obtaining lawful immigration status. If you would like more information on this or other 
related topics, please call NC1R (213/487-2531) for free assistance. 
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'PUBLIC CASH ASSISTANCE' UNDER THE SPECIAL RULE 1 
 FOR PUBLIC CHARGE 

Does receipt by 	Does receipt by 	Is a waiver available?2  

the applicant 	 family members 
count as public 	count against 	 Temporary 	Permanent 

cash assistance? 	the applicant? 	 Stage 	 Stage Benefit Program 

Food Stamps No 	 No 	 Not 	 Not 

applicable 	applicable 

WIC 	 No 	 No 

Housing Assistance 
	

No 	 No 

Medical Care 	 No 	 No 

(Medicaid, county 
indigent care, etc.) 

Unemployment 
Insurance 

Worker's Compensation 

Social Security 
Disability Insurance 

Foster Care 

No 	 No 

No 	 No 

No 	 No 

No 	 No 

Low Income Energy Assistance 
Funds Paid to Utility Co. 	No 	 No 	 . 

Funds Paid to Applicant 	 Yes 	 Unclear 	 Yes 	 No _ 

SSI 

AFDC (Aid to Families 
with Dependent Children) 

State & Local General 
Relief or Assistance 

Yes 	 No 	 Yes 	 Yes 

Yes 	 No 	 Yes 	 No 

Yes3 	 Unclear 	 Yes 	 No 

1. The Special Rule requires that applicants have a history of employment showing self-
support without receipt of public cash assistance. This chart explains which benefit 
programs are considered public cash assistance. 

2. Public charge waivers are not available to persons legalizing under the SAW (Seasonal 
Agricultural Worker) program at either the temporary or permanent stage. 

3. However, INS has stated that one general assistance program for short-term disability 
in the District of Columbia is not considered cash assisstance. 

7/21/88 National Center for Immigrants' Rights (213) 487 -2531 
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THE HOUSE JUDICIARY SUBCOMMITTEE IS CONSIDERING 
LEGISLATION THAT WOULD SUBSTANTIALLY ALTER THE 
LEGAL IMMIGRATION SYSTEM. THE SENATE-PASSED BILL 
(S. 2104) SERIOUSLY THREATENS FAMILY-SPONSORED 
IMMIGRATION FROM COUNTRIES LIKE MEXICO. THOUGH IT 
IS PAIRED WITH A MORE REASONABLE HOUSE BILL (H.R. 
5115), IT IS UNLIKELY THAT AN ACCEPTABLE COMPROMISE 
CAN EMERGE DURING THIS LEGISLATIVE SESSION. 
CONGRESS -- ESPECIALLY JUDICIARY COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
-- MUST HEAR FROM THE HISPANIC COMMUNITY NOW. 

I. 	SENATE BILL THREATENS FAMILY-SPONSORED IMMIGRATION 

The Senate Legal Immigration bill (S. 2104) sponsored by Senators Kennedy 
and Simpson, which passed the Senate last spring 84-4, establishes for the first 
time a ceiling on levels of legal immigration. In addition, it creates a sub-
ceiling foc a17 family-related visas 	77-1,z '311b-ceilin,,,, ,lombined ith per- 
country limits on immigration, would substantially reduce current levels of 
immigration from "high demand" countries like Mexico and the Philipines. An 
analysis of these provisions by the American Immigration Lawyers' Association 
shows that family-sponsored immigration from Mexico could be reduced by as much 
as 10,000 per year. 

In addition, S. 2104 narrows the definition of "family" for immigration 
purposes. It would limit the entry of unmarried sons and daughters of permanent 
residents to those under the age of 26. Visas for brothers and sisters of U.S. 
citizens would be available only to those who have never been married. This is 
an unecessary narrowing of the concept of the "nuclear family" which is 
inconsistent with our community's values and strengths. 

Another aspect of the bill would revise the "independent" immigrant 
category, creating a point system to select immigrants who would qualify for 
visas. 	The number of visas alloted to this group of "selected" immigrants, 
perhaps 75,000 annually, would come at the expense of family-sponsored 
immigration. In short, passage of this bill or any of its most prominent 
elements would mean disastrous cutbacks in family-sponsored immigration from the 
countries which have the highest demand. 

National Office—Twenty F St. NW., 2nd Floor, Washington, D.C. 20001, (2021628-9600, Rai)! Yzaguirre, President 
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II. 	THE LEGAL IMMIGRATION AMENDMENTS ACT OF 1988 (H.R. 5115) 

The House bill, sponsored by Representatives Rodino and Mazzoli, is a 
more reasonable alternative. It does not create an overall ceiling on legal 
immigration, and it maintains the principle that family reunification is an 
immigration priority. In addition to preserving the family preference system, it 
includes a provision to accomodate the family members of the newly legalized who 
were not eligible under IRCA. 

We have concerns about this bill, including the fact that it includes 
per-country limitations and a ratio between family-sponsored immigrants and 
independent visa numbers that could decrease the number of family preference 
admissions from "high demand" countries like Mexico. 

It is unlikely that, even with this more reasonable alternative, a House-
Senate conference committee could remove the disastrous implications of S. 2104. 
The effects of any one of the dangerous provisions of this bill could have a 
lasting impact on levels of immigration from high demand countries for years to 
come. 

III. NATIONAL COUNCIL OF LA RAZA POSITION 

The National Council supports reform of our legal immigration system. 
The current system is plagued with lengthy backlogs for certain categories of 
prospective immigrants from certain countries. In addition, legitimate concerns 
regarding the inability of persons from certain regions, e.g., Europe and Africa, 
to easily immigrate to the U.S. should be addressed. Finally, demographic and 
economic changes in this country suggest, at a minimum, that modest increases in 
legal immigration to the U.S. are necessary. 

However, we believe that enactment of legislation now is premature and 
dangerous. First, as noted above, the Senate-passed bill is unnecessarily 
restrictive, and we believe that any final legislation enacted this year is 
likely to incorporate some of the worst elements of S. 2104. Second, the effects 
of the legalization programs in the Immigration Reform and Control Act have yet 
to be assessed; such an assessment is critical before serious consideration of 
sweeping legal immigration reform proposals can take place. Finally, the issues 
involved are extremely complex and need to be studied further. 

We therefore believe that consideration of major legal immigration reform 
legislation this year would be unwise. Summaries of S. 2104 and H.R. 5115, as 
well as the Council's testimony at a recent House hearing, are attached. 

IV. REQUIRED ACTION 

In order to ensure that family-sponsored legal immigration is not 
jeopardized, it is imperative that you contact your representative immediately 
and make it clear that the Hispanic community will not accept immigration reform 
that: 

establishes an overall ceiling on legal immigration levels; 



limits the definition of "family" for immigration purposes; or 

places family-sponsored immigration in competition with independent 
immigration categories. 

We would, as always, appreciate receiving copies of any letters you send 
to members of Congress. A sample letter is attached. 



SAMPLE LETTER 

Dear [your Senator/ Representative]: 

I am writing to express serious reservations about legislation that would 
substantially alter the legal immigration system (S. 2104 and H. R. 5115]. The 
Senate bill in particular, seriously threatens family-sponsored immigration from 
"high demand" countries like Mexico and the Philipines. 

I am also concerned that the Senate bill threatens to place a ceiling on 
legal immigration and to narrow the definition of "family" for immigration 
purposes. This is inconsistent with the values and strengths of the Hispanic 
community. 

Though the House bill is more reasonable, any legislation reforming the 
legal immigration system at this time is premature and dangerous. Further study 
of the complexities of the system and the effects of the Immigration Reform and 
Control Act of 1986 is vital before any significant reform is undertaken. 

I would like to emphasize that the Hispanic community will not accept any 
immigration reform that: 

Establishes an overall ceiling on legal immigration levels; 

• Limits the definition of "family" for immigration purposes; or 

▪ Places family-sponsored immigration in competition with independent 
immigration categories. 

Thank you for your consideration of my views. 

Sincerely, 
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STATEMENT OF 
CHARLES KAMASAKI, DIRECTOR 
POLICY ANALYSIS CENTER 

NATIONAL COUNCIL OF LA RAZA 

I. 	INTRODUCTION 

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, my name is Charles Kamasaki, 

Director of the National Council of La Raza's Policy Analysis Center. I am also 

appearing before you in my capacity as Acting Vice President of the National 

Council's Office of Research, Advocacy and Legislation. 

Raul Yzaguirre, the National Council of La Raza's President, has asked me to 

extend his regrets for his inability to be here with you this morning, but he is 

out of the city attending to pressing Council business. 

As the Subcommittee is aware, the National Council is a Washington, D.C.-

based national organization dedicated to improving life opportunities for 

Hispanics in the United States. The Council serves as a national umbrella 

organization for more than 80 local "affiliates" -- Hispanic community-based 

groups which provide employment, education, health, housing, immigration and 

social services to about one million Hispanics annually. 

These hearings have special significance for Hispanic Americans, who 

represent both the first and many of the most recent immigrants to the United 

States. No community in the United States is more affected by immigration 

policy than Hispanics, and no community has a greater interest in maintaining a 

fair, generous and humane immigration policy than Hispanic Americans. We firmly 

believe, however, that maintaining such a policy not only benefits Hispanics, but 

also furthers the national interest. We are therefore pleased to be given this 
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opportunity to present our views on pending legislation to revise our nation's 

legal immigration system. 

In recent years, far too much publicity has been placed on the perceived 

problems created by immigration, and too little public attention has focused on 

the staggering economic, cultural, social and international benefits to all 

Americans that have resulted from immigration. With respect to economic 

benefits, researchers are unanimous in their conclusion that immigrants help the 

economy. One researcher has estimated, for example, that when the stream of 

future costs and benefits of immigrants is measured in the same way that the 

"present value" of any investment is computed, the rate of return from immigrants 

to the citizen public is on the order of 40% per year. Another economist has 

estimated that, by 1990, annual economic growth will be about two-thirds of one 

percent higher than it would have been without the increases in immigration just 

since 1965; in a multi-trillion dollar economy, two-thirds of one percent amounts 

to billions of dollars worth of goods and services attributable to post-1965 

immigrants every year. 

Immigrants have enriched our lives by introducing ethnic foods, clothing, 

music and art. More than 30% of American Nobel prizewinners are immigrants, as 

are about one-fourth of the members of the prestigious National Academy of 

Sciences. The contributions of immigrants to our nation's armed forces, sports, 

business, and virtually every other field of human endeavor are well documented. 

In short, immigrants to the United States "do good by doing well." They 

themselves benefit from migration to the United States; at the same time, they 

almost invariably improve the economy and enrich the culture of their new 

country. Our nation, in the meanwhile, "does well by doing good." By 

maintaining a generous immigration policy, it lives up to its highest ideals, 

while at the same time guaranteeing itself a continuing inflow of energetic, 
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highly-motivated, productive, and intensely patriotic "Americans by choice." 

It is in this context that we have reviewed "The Immigration Act of 1988" 

(S. 2104) and the "Legal Immigration Amendments of 1988" (H.R. 5115). Our 

testimony today will focus on several broad themes: 

• The underlying principles which should govern reform of our 
legal immigration system; 

• General concerns and issues raised by the two major legal 
immigration reform proposals; and 

▪ Procedural and substantive recommendations for consideration 
by this Subcommittee and the Congress. 

II. PRINCIPLES 

The National Council of La Raza, as a matter of policy, supports reform 

of our legal immigration system, consistent with four principles: 

(1) Reform should maintain a generous, fair and humane immigration 
policy, consistent with the national interest. The National 
Council believes that this principle can best be met through 
modest increases in numerically limited preference categories, 
combined with temporary backlog reduction measures. 

(2) Reform should facilitate the re-unification of families and 
promote family values. Achieving this principle requires 
that iwAlietliat iawiiy mewUers not be placed under an overall 
ceiling; in addition, we believe that the admission of immediate 
family members should not reduce admissions of other family 
members. 

(3) Reform should preserve diversity of immigration, by providing 
opportunities for new sources of immigration without adversely 
affecting current flows of immigrants, or creating new inequities. 
We recognize that individuals from countries without immediate 
relatives in the U.S. have few opportunities to enter this 
country legally. In promoting increased legal immigration 
from these nations, it is essential that we not simultaneously 
reduce immigrant flows from existing sources or return to the 
era of discriminatory quotas based on national origin. 

(4) Reform should only occur after a thorough, extensive analysis 
of the effects of such reform, using the best data available. 
It has been nearly a decade since the Select Commission carried 
out its exhaustive research on these issues. While substantial 
immigration-related social science research has been reported in 
the intervening years, little attempt has been made to carefully 
aggregate, synthesize, and test these data. In addition, there 
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apparently have been profound changes in the national and 
international economies, as well as a major immigration reform 
law, since the Select Commission's deliberations. While we believe 
that our national interest would be advanced through the policy 
recommendations listed later in this testimony, no one -- 
including the Congress or the Executive Branch -- has had the 
opportunity to carefully review and assess the effects of 
economic changes, the new law, and new and emerging social science 
research. 

There is, in addition, another major consideration which should underlie 

any major reform of our legal immigration system. As this Subcommittee 

knows, immigration policy is a complex, emotional and often divisive issue. 

The six years of debate culminating in the enactment of the Immigration Reform 

and Control Act was a difficult and controversial period for the Congress, and 

for public interest groups like the National Council. We believe that, as 

difficult as that period was, it could have been worse. The IRCA legislation 

was based on the report of a respected, independent blue-ribbon panel (the Select 

Commission on Immigration and Refugee Policy). Both the Senate and House 

sponsors approached the development of the legislation in an open and fair 

manner, holding numerous hearings, providing opportunities for substantial 

Committee and floor consideration, and meeting frequently with affected groups. 

Both the Senate and House sponsors scrupulously avoided appeals to racist and 

nativist sentiments, and worked with Hispanic and other ethnic groups in good 

faith attempts to minimize or at least address aspects of the legislation that 

many believed to be discriminatory. 

Despite this cautious, prudent approach, the public debate was intense, 

divisive and sometimes destructive. The rhetoric -- on both sides -- was too 

often based on emotion and fear, rather than substance. The National Council is 

concerned that attempts to "ram through" comprehensive immigration reform 

legislation at this late date, without extensive research studies, without 

thorough consideration by all appropriate Committees of the House, and with 
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precious little time for consultation with affected groups, may once again lead 

to overheated public debate that sheds more heat than light on the substantive 

issues. Even if such legislation were enacted, we fear that a poisonous 

atmosphere would be created that would frustrate implementation, exacerbate 

racial and ethnic tensions, and stimulate polarization rather than consensus. 

The following section of our testimony will assess S. 2104 and H.R. 5115 

in light of the above-cited principles. 

III. CONCERNS AND ISSUES 

A. Overview 

Both S. 2104 and H.R. 5115 propose major, sweeping changes in our legal 

immigration system. These proposed changes are particularly difficult to 

assess, since -- unlike IRCA -- neither has been preceded by a major Commission 

report or systematic, comprehensive analysis. In its most comprehensive analysis 

of the issue to date, the General Accounting Office (GAO) carried out a three-

month study on legal immigration utilizing sophisticated modeling techniques and 

previously unavailable data on immediate-family petitioners. The GAO study was 

published in January 1988, and became widely available to the public in February. 

The GAO study omits any consideration of IRCA-related effects, suggests that 

additional research on emigration of legal immigrants is necessary to determine 

net levels of legal immigration, and explicitly does not address the impact of 

proposed or potential policy changes on the flow of legal immigration. 

In addition, as we approach the 1990 Census, the best available demographic 

data are becoming somewhat "stale," and other major data bases like the Current 

Population Survey have not been brought to bear on many of the issues raised in 

the two bills. 

Moreover, both bills propose changes that are difficult to analyze in 

isolation, e.g., the provision in H.R. 5115 to provide additional visas for 
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immediate family members would undoubtedly reduce backlogs in certain preference 

categories and may reduce the future demand for visas in exempt categories, 

but no one can accurately predict by how much. 

The unavailability of accurate, comprehensive data bases, combined with the 

paucity of recent research and the inherent complexities of existing law and the 

two major reform proposals, render almost any predictions about the precise 

effects of proposed legislation problemmatic. We therefore present our 

preliminary concerns and conclusions regarding S. 2104 and H.R. 5115 with some 

caution and with somewhat less confidence and detail than we would prefer. 

B. 	The Immigration Act of 1988 (S. 2104) 

The Senate-passed legislation includes a number of laudable features, 

including small, short-term increases in legal immigration and maintenance of 

most family-based immigration opportunities. 

However, the National Council opposes three elements of S. 2104. First, and 

by far most important, S. 2104 establishes a rigid, inflexible "cap" or ceiling 

on legal immigration. We are unaware of any evidence that supports the need for 

a rigid ceiling, and there are sound reasons to oppose such a cap. By placing 

immediate family members whose visa numbers are increasing modestly but steadily 

under a rigid cap, over time other family and non-family categories would, by 

definition, be reduced. Further, we believe that the proponents of the ceiling 

intend to seek reductions in legal immigration, which would be facilitated by the 

existence of a cap. In short, the ceiling concept is inconsistent with all of 

the principles which should govern legal immigration reform. 

Second, S. 2104 establishes a sub-ceiling for all family-related visas. 

When combined with per-country ceilings on all non-immediate family categories, 

the effect of the "sub-ceiling" would be to substantially reduce current levels 

of immigration from "high demand" countries. For example, an analysis by the 
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American Immigration Lawyers Association of this "sub-ceiling" or "off-set" 

provision of S. 2104 on immigration from Mexico reveals that nearly 10,000 

fewer numerically-restricted, family-sponsored immigrants would be allowed to 

enter. The impact on other "high demand" countries like the Philipines would, 

in our judgment, be similarly to reduce certain family-based numbers. The 

"sub-ceiling" concept violates many of our fundamental principles: it is 

likely over time to substantially reduce overall levels of legal immigration; 

it discourages rather than encourages family reunification; and it provides for 

new immigration opportunities only by adversely affecting existing source 

countries. 

Third, the bill unnecessarily and unwisely narrows two family-related, 

numerically limited preference categories. S. 2104's second preference would 

limit the entry of unmarried sons and daughters of permanent residents to those 

under the age of 26. The current fifth preference would limit the entry of 

the brothers and sisters of U.S. citizens to those who have never been married. 

Neither proposed limitation is wise. The age limitation on the second 

preference would disproportionately affect "high demand" countries like Mexico, 

since the child of a permanent resident might apply for entry at age 16, but 

eventually be disqualified due simply to lengthy backlogs. 

Some have argued that older children and married siblings are not really 

part of the "American" family. While perhaps not consistent with some 

conceptions of the so-called "nuclear" family, this implication is offensive to 

the family values of those who petition such children and siblings. 

The sponsors of the S. 2104 have pointed to lengthy second and fifth 

preference backlogs as another rationale for narrowing these categories. We 

must admit that we fail to understand the logic of responding to the backlogs by 

narrowing or eliminating the preference. Finally, some have pointed to the 
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spectre of uncontrolled "chain migration" as justifying cutbacks in these 

preference categories. The GAO recently reported that there is little or no 
evidence to support the existence of this oft-cited but rarely documented 

phenomenon. 

In short, S. 2104's proposed changes in family-based preferences are 

unnecessary, and inconsistent with the principle of family reunification. 

There is an additional element of S. 2104 which we find problemmatic. The 

bill revises existing "independent" immigrant categories somewhat, and 

establishes a new category of "selected" immigrants who would qualify for entry 

based on a points system. While our views on such a new category are more 

fully explained below, it appears that, under S. 2104, these new "selected" 

entrants would come at the expense of reduced levels of both family-sponsored 

and employer-sponsored immigrants. It further appears that a substantial 

number of visas -- perhaps 75,000 annually -- would be allocated to this new 

"selected" category. We do not oppose the establishment of a modest new 

preference to allow greater opportunity for "seed" immigrants; we believe, 

however, that both the visa numbers allocated to such a category should be 

lower, and the new visas should not be drawn away from existing preferences. 

B. 	The Legal Immigration Amendments Act of 1988 (H.R. 5115) 

In many respects, H.R. 5115 is a bill we could enthusiastically support. It 

does not include a rigid ceiling on legal immigration. It maintains and enhances 

the principle of family reunification. It more effectively preserves ethnic 

diversity and pluralism by providing new opportunities for immigration without 

adversely affecting existing source countries. It attempts to accomodate the 

problem of ineligible family members of persons newly-legalized under IRCA in a 

fair and equitable manner. 

We have three primary concerns with H.R. 5115 as drafted. First, the 
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per country ratio between numerically-limited family preference and independent 

visa numbers would appear to result in decreases in such family-preference 

admissions from "high demand" countries. This perhaps unintentional effect 

clearly undermines the principle of family reunification. 

Second, we have serious concerns regarding the national commission's 

ability to significantly change immigrant admissions unless Congress explicitly 

rejects the changes. We strongly support the need for continuing review and 

study of the independent categories, but we believe that major policy changes, 

as a matter of principle, should be left exclusively to the Congress itself. 

As noted above, while we generally support the notion of opening up new 

opportunities for immigration, we must oppose the lottery system proposed in 

H.R. 5115. We have one major objection to the House approach: by limiting the 

lottery to countries "adversely affected" by the 1965 Act, the House bill moves 

toward, rather than away from, the discriminatory national origins quota system 

that was finally ended by the 1965 legislation. This is perhaps the most 

offensive method of achieving the worthy goal of providing for increased 

opportunities for immigration from certain countries. 

C. 	New "Independent" Immigrants 

Both bills provide for a new category of unsponsored "independent" or 

"selected" immigrants. The Council is not opposed to such a new category, 

provided that the selection process is fair, and that new visas are not 

provided at the expense of existing preference categories. The House bill is 

preferable to the Senate version in both respects, in that it preserves 

opportunities for unskilled immigrants and creates new opportunities without 

adversely affecting family categories. 

We are obligated, however, to express some degree of skepticism about the 

wisdom of this approach. Unlike family-sponsored or employer-sponsored 
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immigrants, these new independent entrants would have no help in learning a new 

language (if required), acclimating to a new legal system, adjusting to a new 

culture, acquiring new skills, or obtaining gainful employment and/or economic 

assistance. The existing sponsored immigration system, while it has its 

shortcomings, has stood the test of time: all the evidence suggests that 

irrespective of country of origin, new immigrants are acculturating well. We 

have some concern that unsponsored immigrants may experience more problems in 

this regard. 

In addition, we do not believe that our current understanding of economic 

forecasting will allow the calibration of immigrant admissions with occupational 

shortages. Given the dynamic nature of our economy and the absence of economic 

models which accurately predict short-term fluctuations in employment demand, we 

are unconvinced that the proposed new category will respond to labor market needs 

more effectively than even family-based immigration. 

Committing major numbers of visas to this new category would thus appear to 

be unwise. Nevertheless, we recognize that the idea clearly has merit, and 

deserves to be tested. 

IV. RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. 	Policy Recommendations 

The National Council of La Raza supports reform of the nation's legal 

immigration system, consistent with the principles identified above. With 

respect to the specific legislation before us, and subject to the resolution 

of the above-cited concerns, our preliminary judgment is that we could support 

enactment of H.R. 5115. However, we would vigorously oppose any legislative 

proposal that: 

Includes a ceiling or cap on legal immigration; 
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Reduces or narrows admissions of family members of U.S. 
citizens and permanent residents; or 

Provides for increases in new categories or sources of 
immigrants at the expense of existing categories or source 
countries. 

Consistent with the above-cited principles, we would prefer any new, 

unsponsored immigrant category be established as a time-limited pilot program, 

with a small number of new visas. The program should be closely studied, and 

if appropriate, enacted on a permanent basis. 

Further, we believe that attempts to provide new immigration opportunities 

from countries with large numbers of individuals wishing to immigrate here but 

few opportunities to do so require further review. We support the intent of 

the provisons in both S. 2104 and H.R. 5115 to achieve this end, but we believe 

that neither bill adequately addresses this need. 

B. 	Procedural Recommendations 

We noted at the outset the need for, and lack of, a comprehensive and 

systematic assessment of legal immigration reform. We are troubled by the 

apr--ent desire of some legislators to enact sweeping reform proposals without 

adequate study and review. We are further concerned that House passage of such 

major reform proposals -- given the limited time remaining in this Congress -- 

would by definition bypass at least some important elements of the legislative 

process, and would occur without effective consensus-building. 

We would therefore recommend that, if legislation is to be enacted this 

year, that such legislation should be extremely modest in scope. One form of 

such legislation might be analogous to the bill that established the Select 

Commission on Immigration and Refugee Policy, combined perhaps with the IRCA-

related provisions of H.R. 5115 and some limited form of lottery. Such a bill 

would have the substantive virtue of ensuring adequate study and review, and the 

political virtue of minimizing controversy. 
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C. 	Conclusion 

Moreover, such an approach would avoid the inevitable divisive debate that 

would result from consideration of legislation similar to S. 2104. In addition 

to the inherent concerns associated with immigration legislation I alluded to 

above, serious consideration with the possibility of enactment of the major 

provisions of S. 2104, in our judgment, would create a firestorm of heated, and 

perhaps ugly rhetoric. 

Mr. Chairman, you and other members of the Subcommittee are aware that many 

considered IRCA to be "anti-Hispanic." This concern was mitigated in part by the 

extensive public and Congressional debate, by the apparent public and 

Congressional consensus for the major elements of IRCA, the vigorous opposition 

by the House sponsors to proposals to simultaneously reduce legal immigration, 

and perhaps most importantly the foundation laid by the Select Commission. None 

of these mitigating factors would be present if, for example, some groups and 

individuals were to argue that the proposed legislation might: 

Reduce current legal Imrigratio,,  of Asians and Hispanics while 
increasing immigration from Western Europe; 

Essentially "freeze" Hispanic and Asian immigration at these 
reduced levels while permanently providing proportionately 
higher levels of European immigration; 

Remove the ability of unskilled workers to enter while 
providing advantages to the rich and the English-speaking to 
immigrate; 

Declare as a matter of national policy that only certain 
types of family members were considered "American" enough to 
be awarded immigration preferences; and 

Be enacted through expedited procedures without meaningful 
review and consultation. 

Mr. Chairman, there is no question in my mind that many Hispanics and Asians 

would have such a reaction if major immigration reform proposals were to move 

swiftly this year. While unfortunate, such reactions would be understandable, 
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given the provisions in S. 2104. 

The National Council of La Raza urgently wishes to avoid such unnecessary, 

emotional, and divisive debate. We posit instead an alternative that would 

both result in better legislation from a substantive standpoint, and help build 

a consensus and an active coalition that would support and help enact such 

legislation. 

The Council believes that H.R. 5115 represents, for the most part, a bill 

that meets all of the principles that should govern legal immigration reform. 

But we further believe that the enactment of H.R. 5115 or similar legislation, 

would best be left to the next Congress. 

As always, we appreciate the opportunity to present our views, and stand 

ready to work with the Subcommittee in a constructive manner to achieve our 

mutual goals for promoting effective, fair and generous immigration policies. 
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COMMUNITY ACTION PARTNERSHIP 
7949 MISSION CENTER COURT, SUITE 105 . SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92108-1494 

(619) 531-4706 

September 14, 1988 

TO: 	CSBG Contractors 

FROM: 	Georgia Tate 
Deputy Director, CAP 

UPDATE ON CSBG AND STEWART B. MCKINNEY ACT FUNDS 

Recently, I have received a number of inquiries about the status 
of CSBG and Stewart B. McKinney Act funds. The National Com-
munity Action Foundation's August newsletter is attached for your 
1 ormation. It contains updates on the two funding sources and 
o her programs. 
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August 1988 	 Issue #6  

Dear Community Action Member, 

This newslettei-  will focus primarily on the FY 1989 
Labor/HHS Appropriations process for community action 
agencies. 

On Tuesday, August 9, 1988, House and Senate 
appropriations conferees met well into the evening to 
settle nearly 700 items of differences between the House 
and Senate Labor/HHS appropriations bills. Although a 
number of items were reported out in technical 
disagreement, only the question of abortion in the case 
of rape or incest remains as a major disagreement. 

The staffs of the House and Senate committees 
attempted to settle as many of the issues as possible 
before the members actually met. Consequently, in a 
number of program accounts the differences between the 
House and Senate recommendations were simply split in 
half. However, because of strong feelings on one side 
or the other, funding for a number of issues such as 
CSBG and LiHEAP were left for the members to decide. 

In addition, to comply with the Balanced Budget and 
Emergency Deficit Control Act of 1985 (Gramm-Rudman-
Hollings) a 1.2% across the board cut was mandated at 
the conclusion of the conference. 

Briefly, here are some of the funding levels for 
programs of interest to CAAs: 

(Actual $) 
FY 1988 	 FY 1989 

Summer Youth Employment 
& Training Program 
	

718,050,000 
	

709,433,000 
(1989-1990) 

Job Corps 
	 716,135,000 
	

741,825,000 

Alcohol, Drug Abuse & 
Mental Health Block Grant 487,317,000 

	
502,754,000 

Social Services 
	 2,700,000,000 	2,700,000,000 

Block Grant 
Head Start 
	

1,206,324,000 	1,235,000,000 

ro7, r,4-7 '"*". 	 for aging 
i -juepoi.tive OE:rvic 

and Centers) 	 268,072,000 275,652,000 



COMMUNITY SERVICES BLOCK GRANT 

Grants to States for Community 
Services 

Grants to States for service to 
the homeless 

FY 1988 

325,516,000 

19,148,000 

FY 1989 

318,630,000 

18,918,000 ' 

Discretionary funds: 
Consolidated request 
Community Economic 
Development 	 18,909,000 

Rural Housing 	 3,925,000 

Farmworker Assistance 	 2,968,000 

National Youth Sports 	 6,319,000 

Technical Assistance 	 239,000 

Subtotal Discretionary 
Funds 	 32,360,000 

Community Partnerships 	 2,872,000 

Community Food & Nutrition 	 2,394,000 

Total, Community Services, 
authorized 	 363,142,000 

Unauthorized, not considered 
by House 	 19,148,000 

Total, authorized and 
unauthorized 	 382,290,000 

20,254,000 

4,013,000 

2,948,000 

6,669,000 

236,000 

34,120,000 

3,512,000 

2,418,000 

358,680,000 

18,918,000 

377,598,000 

As one can tell we had a lot of difficulty in the 
Appropriations Conference. Our problems fell along the following 

lines: 

1. The House Labor/HHS appropriations subcommittee cut CSBG 
funding by $10 million, and because the McKinney Act was 
not reauthorized at the time, did not fund the CSBG Home- 

less program. 

2. Although the Senate recommended a substantial increase in 
CSBG funding. They too, did not fund the CSBG Homeless 
Program (because of a lack of reauthorization). 



3. Significant increases in Education and AIDS funding put 
incredible pressure on other programs. CSBG, while 
popular with certain members like Obey, Hatfield, 
Chiles, Hollings and Conte, is not popular with certain 
key House members. 

— For the months of June and July we made a strong argument 
concerning the paramount need to fund the CSBG Homeless Program. 
The optimum legislative vehicle would have been a September 
supplemental appropriations bill. Although certain members of the 
House have indicated that such a bill may occur, virtually/no one 
in the Senate gave the bill much chance for passage. 

Consequently, the conferees shifted the original increase of 
the Senate for CSBG into our Homeless program, thus limiting the 
debate on actual CSBG funding between $325 million (the revised 
Senate figure and FY 1988 funding) and the House level of $315 
million. Because of the efforts by Senators Chiles and especially 
Hatfield and Representative Obey, CSBG funding was not split at 
$320 million, but at the higher $322.5 million. The later 1.2% 
cut brought the final appropriation down to $318.6  million. 

This is a rare case of achieving 98% of what we went after 
(Homeless funding, DPP, etc.) but still meeting failure. 

Next year is going to require a letter campaign equal to our 
efforts of 1981 and 1982. Competition by other federal programs 
requires us to do no less. 

Please jot a short thank you note to: 

Representative David Obey 
Rayburn House Office Building 
Washington, DC 20515 

Senator Chiles 
Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

Senator Hatfield 
Hart Senate Office Building 
Washington, DC 20510 

and thank them once again for their efforts on behalf of community 
action agencies and the poor we serve. Remember we are going to 
need Hatfield and Obey again next year if we are to be 
successful. 



	

CSBG 	PERCENT 	HOMELESS 

Alabama 	 $6,140,000 	1.927% 	$364,550 

Alaska 	 $771,085 	0.242% 	$45,782 

Arizona 	 $2,724,287 	0.855% 	$161,749 

Arkansas 	 $4,553,223 	1.429% 	$270,338 

California 	 $6,140,000 	9.372% 	$1,772,995 

Colorado 	 $2,912,278 	0.914% 	$172,911 

Connecticut 	 $4,040,228 	1.268% 	$239,880 

Delaware 	 $879,419 	0.276% 	$52,214 

Florida 	 $9,734,147 	3.055% 	$577,945 

Georgia 	 $9,007,670 	2.827% 	$534,812 

Hawaii 	 $1,398,786 	0.439% 	$83,050 

Idaho 	 $863,487 	0.271% 	$51,268 

Illinois 	 $15,819,980 	4.965% 	$939,279 

Indiana 	 $4,875,039 	1.530% 	$289,445 

Iowa 	 $3,622,823 	1.137% 	$215,098 

Kansas 	 $2,733,845 	0.858% 	$162,316 

Kentucky 	 $5,646,124 	1.772% 	$335,227 

Louisiana 	 $7,863,788 	2.468% 	$466,896 

Maine 	 $1,758,838 	0.552% 	$104,427 

Maryland 	 $4,594,645 	1.442% 	$272,798 

Massachusetts 	 $8,357,665 	2.623% 	$496,219 

Michigan 	 $12,404,266 	3.893% 	$736,478 

Minnesota 	 $4,030,670 	1.265% 	$239,313 

Mississippi 	 $5,314,748 	1.668% 	$315,552 

Missouri 	 $9,265,760 	2.908% 	$550,135 

Montana 	 $1,105,646 	0.347% 	$65,645 

Nebraska 	 $2,332,372 	0.732% 	$138,480 

Nevada 	 $876,233 	0.275% 	$52,025 

New Hampshire 	 $908,096 	0.285% 	$53,916 

New Jersey 	 $9,173,358 	2.879% 	$544,649 

New Mexico 	 $1,851,240 	0.581% 	$109,914 

New York 	 $29,059,056 	9.120% 	$1,725,322 

North Carolina 	 $8,762,325 	2.750% 	$520,245 

North Dakota 	 $825,252 	0.259% 	$48,998 

Ohio 	 $13,054,271 	4.097% 	$775,070 

Oklahoma 	 $4,196,357 	1.317% 	$249,150 

Oregon 	 $2,682,865 	0.842% 	$159,290 

Pennsylvania 	 $14,179,035 	4.450% 	$841,851 

Puerto Rico 	 $14,105,750 	4.427% 	$837,500 

Rhode Island 	 $1,851,240 	0.581% 	$109,914 

South Carolina 	 $5,145,875 	1.615% 	$305,526 

South Dakota 	 $892,164 	0.280% 	$52,970 

Tennessee 	 $6,598,827 	2.071% 	$391,792 

Texas 	 $16,125,864 	5.061% 	$957,440 

Utah 	 $1,274,520 	0.400% 	$75,672 

Vermont 	 $936,772 	0.294% 	$55,619 

Virginia 	 $5,362,543 	1.683% 	$318,390 

Washington 	 $3,960,571 	1.243% 	$235,151 

West Virginia 	 $3,747,089 	1.176% 	$222,476 

Wisconsin 	 $4,072,091 	1.278% 	$241,772 

Wyoming 	 $879,419 	0.276% 	$52,214 

Washington, DC 	 $5,499,554 	1.726% 	$326,525 

TOTAL 	 $318,0.50,000 



HUNGER PREVENTION ACT OF 1988 

CURRENT SITUATION 

The latest census data reports on poverty in America 
contained some disturbing information. The data reported in 1986 
showed that 32 million Americans live in poverty - up from 26 
million just a decade ago. Almost 13 million of the poor are 
children, 4.5 million of the poor are elderly. The data 
demonstate that 85% of the poor are made up of women, children, 
the handicapped and the elderly. 20% of American children are 
poor. 

The numbers of working poor have also grown, this category 
includes persons who have regular jobs but earn so little that 
they are still listed as in poverty. The working poor number 
nearly nine million, and their numbers have increased over the 
past decade with the increasing shift in the economy towards low-
paying service jobs. 

Over 18 million Americans are on the food stamp program, 
which delivers a maximum benefit (to households without any 
income) of 81 cents per person per meal for a four-person 
household. Food stamp participation has dropped over the last few 
years, in general, with the reduction in the unemployment rates. 
Over half of all food stamp recipients are children. 

Up to 15 million Americans have been on the Temporary 
Emergency Food Assistance Program (TEFAP) each month - 48% of 
TEFAP households contain children. In a 1986 report issued by 
USDA the amounts of TEFAP commodities distributed to needy 
Americans were listed. Those amounts were; 410 million pounds of 
cheese; 70 million pounds of butter; 93 million pounds of nonfat 
dry milk; 127 million pounds of flour; 38 million pounds of 
cornmeal; 130 million pounds of rice and 78 million pounds of 
honey. 

Only 41% of TEFAP participants are on the food stamp program 
and those on food stamps often rely on TEFAP to get them through 
the end of the month. Exclusively relying on any one program 
would mean that those not eligible, or not participating, or those 
who fell through the cracks would receive no food assistance for 
themselves and their families. 



TEFAP is a critical program because it catches those that 
have fallen through the cracks. Food stamp processing can take up 
to_30 days, except for the 5-day expedited processing standard. - 
Yet, food stamps is considered the core feeding program that can 
reach each corner of America - it increases the purchasing power 
of poor Americans by almost $11 billion per year. 

TEFAP has facilitated the development of a valuable food 
distribution network that has also taken on other important tasks 
in the fight against hunger. Among other things, these networks 
have sought and distributed non-TEFAP foods to the poor; have 
promptly responded to disasters; and have provided information and 
referral to the permanent food assistance programs such as food 
stamps. 

PASSAGE OF THE HUNGER RELIEF ACT OF 1988  

On Thursday, August 11, Congress gave final approval to the 
Hunger Prevention Act of 1988 and prepared to send it to the White 
House for Presidential signing. The Senate passed its version, S. 
2560, on July 26 by a vote of 90-7. The House, on August 8, 
brought H.R. 4060, the Emergency Hunger Relief Act of 1988, up 
"under suspension of the rules" which provides for little debate 
and no amendments. The House bill passed by a voice vote. 

To avoid the time necessary to convene a conference 
committee, House and Senate Democratic and Republican staff began 
negotiating during the week of August 1 on a compromise bill 
acceptable to both houses. Almost all differences between the 
bills were worked out by staff. The name and bill number of the 
Senate bill were adopted for the compromise bill and both houses 
of Congress passed the compromise by voice vote on August 11. The 
bill is now going through final printing before being sent to the 
White House. 

Several provisions were not included in the final agreement. 
These include: 

o Senate food stamp provisions changing the household 
definition; 

o Increasing Employment & Training reimbursements for 
travel expenses; 

o Raising the exemption limit on the asset value of 
vehicles; 

o Doing away with the pro rata reduction of benefits when 
a family becomes uncertified for short periods of time; 



o Getting rid of the net income limit for non-elderly and 
disabled households; 

	

" — a 	Limiting E&T participation levels; 

	

o 	Requiring that eligibility workers be available in rural 
communities without a Food Stamp office on a regular 
basis; 

	

o 	Requiring mail issuance of benefits in rural areas; 

o The Senate provision restoring the ability of private 
nonprofit agencies in all states sto sponsor the Summer 
Food program in areas where schools choose not to run 
the program. Instead, five states will be permitted to 
run statewide pilot projects making use of nonprofit 
sponsors. 

The Gramm Senate amendment and the House bill would have 
prevented the Act from taking effect if OMB determines in October 
that the budget deficit has exceeded $146 billion, the maximum 
allowed under Gramm-Rudman, and that automatic across-the-board 
spending cuts were therefore necessary. 

The House members who met with Senators were adamant that the 
provision needed to remain in the final compromise, and ultimately 
they got their wish. The compromise language provides, however, 
that the large spending increases (TEFAP and the Thrifty Food 
Plan) would only be reduced, not blocked, that only some of the 
low-cost food stamp improvements would be delayed for a year, and 
that the child nutrition provisions would not be affected at all. 

In light of the bill's bipartisan support, and the fact that 
this is an election year, a veto of the bill by the White House is 
thought to be unlikely. 

SUMMARY OF THE COMPROMISE HUNGER PREVENTION ACT OF 1988 
(As It Pertains to TEFAP) 

Total New Spending: $284 million in Fiscal Year 1989 
$571 million in Fiscal Year 1990 
$590 million in Fiscal Year 1991 

TEFAP:  

o $120 million in commodity purchases for two years (USDA 
may decide what types of foods to buy but should 
emphasize high protein foods). 



o $50 million administrative funds for two 

o $40 million and $32 million in the third 
modity purchases for soup kitchens, food 
pantries. 

years. 

year in com-
banks, and food 

o States must give local agencies at least 40% of the ad-
ministrative funds that USDA provides (up from the 
current 20%). 

o USDA may conduct demonstration projects testing the 
direct delivery of commodities to local food banks. 

o USDA must, to the extent its commodity stocks allow, 
offer states the opportunity to receive raw commodities 
and process them into usable food products for distri-
bution through TEFAP. For example, states could make 
pasta from wheat flour. States must process the com-
modities at their own expense and may not charge the 
costs of processing against TEFAP administrative 
funding. 

o USDA is required to provide technical assistance to 
organization engaged in gleaning (gathering unharvested 
crops and uneaten food for free distribution to low-
income people). 

TEFAP Administratiave Funding 

Although the Act creates a new entitlement for purchases of 
TEFAP commodities (meaning that the spending does not have to be 
approved by the Appropriations committees), TEFAP administrative 
funding must still go through the appropriations process. The 
House - passed Agriculture Appropriations bill includes $49.5 
million for TEFAP administration, while the Senate - passed bill 
includes a range from $48.7 to $46.7 million. A conference 
agreement has not yet been reached. 



MEMBERS OF THE SENATE WHO VOTED AGAINST THE HUNGER PREVENTION ACT 
OF 1988 ON JULY 26, 1988 

ARMSTRONG -- COLORADO 

SYMMS 	-- IDAHO 

HELMS 	-- NORTH CAROLINA 

GRAMM 	-- TEXAS 

GARN 	-- UTAH 

HATCH 	-- UTAH 

PROXMIRE -- WISCONSIN 



PLEASE NOTE:  

NCAF is in need of detailed information on CAA operated 
homeless programs funded under the FEMA emergency food and shelter 
portion of the McKinney Act. FEMA representatives who are working 
closely with the Federal Interagency Council on the Homeless have 
expressed interest in information on exemplary FEMA homeless 
programs run by CAAs. 

The Interagency Council on the Homeless was established under 
the Stewart B. McKinney Act to monitor and review federal programs 
and coordinate the delivery of funds and services to the homeless. 
Information on successful projects is important to ensure the 
continued effectiveness and success of programs to help the home- 

less. 

We need information as soon as possible, and would appreciate 
your quick response to this request. 

Thanks for all of your help. The next newsletter (No. 7) 
will be written during the week of September 5th. 

Sincere , 

Ct- 

David Bradley 

P.S.: Many of you have been asking when, the 1989 NCAF annual 

conference is. The dates are April 26 - 28, 1989 at the Hyatt 

Regency in Washington, D.C.  Mark your calendars! 
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IMMIGRATION REFORM 
This DSG Fact Sheet deals with H.R. 3810, Immigration Control 

and Legalization Act. The House is scheduled to consider the rule 
and complete general debate on Friday, and to consider amendments 
next Monday and Tuesday. The Senate passed a similar measure 
last September. 

The bill grants legal status to aliens who entered this country 
illegally before 1982, imposes fines on employers who hire illegal 
aliens, legalizes workers who have harvested perishable crops in 
the last year, and provides for the admission of additional aliens 
for temporary farm work. 

The recommended rule makes in order 30 amendments, and incor-
porates into the bill an amendment suspending the deportation of 
Salvadoran and Nicaraguan refugees pending a study of the fate of 
those who have returned to those countries. An effort will be 
made to defeat the previous question on the rule in order to allow 
consideration of an amendment to strike the bill's provision legal-
izing aliens who harvest perishable crops. 
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Section I  

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY 

This bill marks the third time in as many Congresses that 
immigration reform legislation has been on the House agenda during 
the final days of a Congress. All three immigration bills have con-
tained the same basic elements: legalization or amnesty for aliens 
who entered the United States illegally and have resided here for 
several years; penalties for employers who hire illegal aliens after 
the bill's enactment; and a program for the admission of aliens for 
farm work. Each of these elements has been controversial and 
House approval of the package has been difficult to obtain. 

Supporters of legalization contend that it is the fairest 
and most efficient way to deal with illegal aliens who are long-
time U.S. residents. They add that the mass deportation of il- 
legal aliens would create labor shortages in some industries, that 
it is unrealistic to locate illegal aliens who have become .part 
of our society, and that legalization would end the exploitation 
of aliens who cannot complain of bad treatment for fear of being 
identified and deported. Opponents of legalization assert that 
the legalized aliens will take jobs away from U.S. citizens, reward 
those who have violated our laws, and encourage further illegal 
immigration. They also maintain that allowing aliens to legally 
remain here will strain already pressed social welfare budgets. 

Employer sanctions are considered by many to be the most 
cost-effective means of eliminating the economic "magnet" that 
causes aliens to enter this country illegally. Opponents argue 
that such sanctions improperly place the responsibility for en-
forcing immigration laws on private businesses. Critics of this 
approach contend that many employers will simply refuse to hire 
foreign-looking people, thereby discriminating against many U.S. 
citizens and legal residents, especially Hispanics. 

On the issue of agricultural labor, farmers and large growers 
have long argued that any program to halt illegal immigration must 
allow aliens to enter the United States to harvest perishable crops, 
because growers contend that U.S. workers are not willing to do 
such work. 

This bill legalizes aliens who have worked in perishable 
agriculture during the last year, thereby providing a supply of 
legal workers for harvesting. Supporters of this approach claim 
that legalization guarantees alien workers the same rights as 
U.S. citizens, and is preferable to the temporary admission of 
large numbers of aliens who will remain -- thereby creating a new 
illegal alien problem. Critics contend that these workers will 
leave their agricultural jobs for easier work, and that it unfairly 
singles out alien farm workers and their employers for special 
treatment not available to other workers and employers. 



SUMMARY 

This bill allows aliens who entered the United States illegally 
to apply for legal resident status if they entered the country prior 
to 1982, have resided here since then, and are otherwise admissible. 

It imposes civil and criminal penalties on employers who know-
ingly hire illegal aliens. The measure requires employers to 
examine the identification of prospective employees to determine 
if the applicants are U.S. citizens or. legal or illegal aliens. 
The bill also provides for the legalization of illegal aliens who 
have worked in seasonal agriculture during the last year and pro-
vides for the future admission of additional agricultural workers 
as legal residents. 

Finally, it prohibits the deportation of Salvadorans and 
Nicaraguans presently in this country pending a study of condi-
tions in those countries and a review of our current policies 
regarding their deportation. 

The recommended rule makes in order 30 amendments, to be 
considered in the order listed in Section III, and with time limits 
on each amendments. Key votes are expected on amendments to strike 
the legalization program; to require longer residency before legal-
ization; to terminate employer sanctions after five years; and to 
require INS officials to obtain warrants before entering open 
fields in search of illegal aliens. 

GROUP POSITIONS 

The bill is supported  by the AFL-CIO, International Ladies 
Garment Workers Union, National Conference of State Legislatures, 
National Council of Churches, Population-Environment Balance, and 
the American Farm Bureau Federation. The bill is opposed  by the 
National Association of Manufacturers, Business Roundtable, Mexican-
American Legal Defense Fund, and the National Committee Against 
Repressive Legislation. 

The McCollum amendment to strike the bill's legalization 
program is opposed  by the groups supporting the bill and by the 
National Association of Counties, Mexican-American Legal Defense 
Fund, and La Raza. 

The de la Garza amendment to require a search warrant for 
INS entry onto agricultural fields is supported  by the National 
Council of Agricultural Employers, American Farm Bureau Federation, 
National Council of Churches, and the Mexican-American Legal Defense 
Fund. The amendment is opposed  by the AFL-CIO, and the Interna-
tional Ladies Garment Workers. 



Section II 

BASIC PROVISIONS 

This section summarizes the basic provisions of H.R. 3810, 
Immigration Control and Legalization Amendments Act. 

The bill permits aliens who entered the United States illegally 
prior to 1982 to become permanent resident aliens. It requires em-
ployers to examine identification documents of prospective employ-
ees to determine if the job applicant is a U.S. citizen, or a legal 
or illegal alien. The measure establishes penalties for persons 
who hire, or recruit or refer for a fee, any known undocumented 
alien. The bill creates a new program whereby aliens who have 
worked in seasonal agriculture in the United States for at least, 
60 days during the 12-month period ending on May 1, 1986 can apply 
for legal permanent resident status. 

The legislation prohibits employment discrimination based 
on national origin or legal alien status, and it provides for 
the appointment of a Special Counsel in the Justice Department 
to investigate and prosecute illegal employment discrimination. 
Finally, the measure withholds most forms of federal financial 
assistance for a five-year period from most aliens legalized 
under the bill, and it provides for 100% federal reimbursement 
of state and local government expenditures resulting from the 
newly legalized aliens. 

LEGALIZATION ("AMNESTY") 

The bill directs the Justice Department to develop procedures 
for granting temporary resident status to aliens who entered the 
United States illegally prior to 1982. Aliens eligible for legal-
ization must have resided continuously in the United States (except 
for brief absences) since January 1, 1982, and would have to be 
otherwise admissible as immigrants. Applicants for legalization 
would have to pay for a medical examination, and would be ineligible 
if they had been convicted of a felony or three misdemeanors in the 
United States or if they had engaged in persecution. Aliens would 
have to apply for legalization during an 18-month period beginning 
no later than six months after the bill's enactment. The bill re-
quires that the Justice Department grant temporary resident status 
to those aliens who qualify for legalization, and it permits aliens 
who qualify for such temporary status to apply for permanent resi-
dent status one year after qualifying for temporary resident status. 

The bill establishes a special category for dealing with Cubans 
and Haitians who were officially admitted to the United States dur-
ing the spring and summer of 1980, but who have never been granted 
permanent resident status. These individuals, who were admitted to 
this country under an emergency procedure, would be eligible for 
legalization if they meet all other conditions set by the bill, 
despite the fact that they are not now considered illegal aliens. 



The measure directs the Justice Department to work through 
voluntary organizations and state, local, and community agencies 
to encourage eligible undocumented aliens to seek legalization. 
The bill provides for a single level of administrative appellalt2 
review of legalization applications which are denied. If adminis-
trative review yields a negative decision, an alien could appeal 
a deportation order in federal court. 

EMPLOYER SANCTIONS 

The bill makes it illegal to hire, or recruit or refer for a 
fee, illegal aliens for employment in the ,United States. Employ-
ers, recruiters, and referrers would be required to examine a pros-
pective employee's U.S. passport or both the employee's Social 
Security card or U.S. birth certificate, and another form of iden-
tification, such as an alien ID card, a driver's license, or some 
other state identification card. The prospective employee would 
have to attest, on a form which the employer is required to pro-
vide and retain, that he or she is a citizen, a permanent resi 
dent alien, or is otherwise legally authorized to work in the 
United States. The measure instructs the Justice Department to 
develop and disseminate such forms to employers, recruiters, and 
job referrers. 

Sanctions would apply to all employers, regardless of the num-
ber of employees in an operation, and employers would be subject to 
civil fines of between $250 and $1,000 for failure to comply with 
paperwork requirements. However, the bill specifically exempts 
growers of perishable commodities from the most of the bill's em-
ployer sanctions for two years following enactment. 

Penalties 

The bill establishes a graduated penalty structure -- which 
would become effective six months after the bill's enactment --
for individuals who employ, recruit, or refer undocumented aliens. 
The Justice Department would issue a citation for the first such 
offense. The citation would have to explain the prohibitions on 
hiring undocumented aliens and include a warning of the penalties 
and injunctive relief remedy which is provided under the law. 
Employers who knowingly commit a second offense would be subject 
to a civil fine of between $1,000 and $2,000 for each alien in-
volved. Subsequent offenses would be punishable by a civil fine 
of between $2,000 and $5,000 for each illegal alien involved. 
Employers who engage in a "pattern or practice" of hiring illegal 
aliens would be subject to criminal penalties of up to $1,000 and 
up to six months in jail for each alien involved. 

In addition to civil and criminal penalties, the bill author-
izes the Justice Department to bring civil suit in federal district 
court to obtain relief -- including permanent or temporary restrain-
ing orders or injunctions -- in cases where employers have been 
violating the law. Injunctive remedy could be sought regardless 
of the number of previous violations. 

-4- 



The bill guarantees accused violators a hearing before an 
administrative law judge (ALJ) and final decisions by ALJ's (except 
in the case of citations) could be appealed in U.S. Circuit Courts 
of Appeals. 

PROHIBITIONS ON EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION 

The bill prohibits employment discrimination based on national 
origin or citizenship status, and provides for the appointment of 
a Special Counsel in the Justice Department to enforce the bill's 
anti-discrimination provisions. The measure's anti-discrimination 
protections would not apply to employers of less than four persons, 
employers covered under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act (employers 
of 15 or more employees), and discrimination which is otherwise re-
quired under the law or discrimination which is based on an indiv-
idual's inability to use the English language when such language 
skills are an occupational qualification for a job. Protections 
would only be provided for aliens who have demonstrated an interest 
in becoming a U.S. citizen (permanent residents, legal aliens, ref- 
ugees, and asylees). 

The bill permits individuals who experience discrimination 
to file a complaint with the Special Counsel in the Justice De- 
partment. The Special Counsel would investigate the complaint and 
decide whether or not to file a formal complaint with an ALJ. If 
no complaint is filed within four months, an aggrieved individual 
could file a complaint directly to an ALJ. 

The bill authorizes the Special Counsel to initiate investiga-
tions of unfair immigration related employment practices. Employers 
who are found to have engaged in prohibited discrimination would 
receive cease and desist orders, and could also be required to hire 
the aggrieved party, provide back pay, pay civil penalties of up 
to $1,000 for a first offense and $2,000 for subsequent offenses, 
retain for three years the names and addresses of all job appli-
cants, and inspect documents and retain records for each new hire. 
An ALJ could also award attorneys' fees to a prevailing party. 

LEGALIZATION FOR AGRICULTURAL WORKERS 

The bill establishes a special program for the legalization 
of undocumented aliens who have worked harvesting perishable crops 
for at least 60 days during the year preceding May 1, 1986 and 
who are otherwise eligible. Aliens who qualify for legalization 
under the perishable crop program would become permanent resident 
aliens with full preference petitioning rights (relating to the 
legal immigration of relatives). Aliens legalized under this 
program would be ineligible for Aid to Families with Dependent 
Children (AFDC) and would also be denied, with certain exceptions, 
Medicaid benefits. 



The measure provides for the admission of additional agricul-
tural workers (known as "replenishment workers") as legal temporary 
residents after FY 1989 if the Labor Department and Agriculture 
Department jointly determine that additional seasonal agricultural 
workers are needed. These workers would not have to have agri-
cultural experience and could apply for permanent resident status 
after one year. Replenishment workers would be required to work 
in U.S. agriculture for five years before applying for U.S. citi-
zenship. The replenishment worker program would expire after 
12 years, and workers legalized under the program would be ineli-
gible for most forms of public assistance for a five-year,  period. 
The measure establishes a Commission on Agricultural Workers to 
study and report on the program, and the impact of legalization 
and employer sanctions on agricultural labor. 

GUEST WORKER (H-2) PROGRAM 

The bill changes the current "H-2" program, which provides for 
the admission of foreign workers to perform temporary labor where 
a shortage of domestic workers exists, by creating separate guest 
worker programs for agriculture (H2-A) and all other forms of em-
ployment (H2-B). The measure makes no changes in current law for 
the admission of temporary workers for non-agricultural employment. 

Employers seeking temporary agriculture workers would have 
to receive Labor Department certification that able, willing, and 
qualified domestic workers cannot be found, and that the admission 
of such workers would have no adverse effect on the wages or work-
ing conditions of similarly employed U.S. workers. The bill pro-
hibits such certification where there is a strike or lockout, 
where an employer has violated the terms of previous certification 
during the preceding two years, in cases where workers are ineli-
gible for state workers compensation and do not receive comparable 
benefits from their employer for free, or where the Labor Depart-
ment finds that an employer has not made adequate effort to secure 
U.S. workers. 

The bill modifies the current requirement that employers must 
provide temporary foreign agricultural workers with free housing 
by giving a choice as to how to meet this requirement. Under the 
bill, employers must provide either free housing which meets feder-
al standards, or housing which meets local rental or public accom-
modation standards. The bill requires employers to provide free 
family housing only when it is the prevailing practice in the area 
and occupation. The measure authorizes $10.0 million annually for 
recruiting domestic workers for agricultural employment and monitor-
ing employment of temporary foreign agricultural workers. Finally, 
it specifies that temporary agricultural workers under this program 
would be eligible for legal assistance. 



FEDERAL AND STATE ASSISTANCE FOR LEGALIZED ALIENS 

Under the bill, most aliens who are legalized under this legis-
lation would be ineligible for five years for federal financial as-
sistance, including Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC), 
Medicaid, and food stamps. Exceptions would be provided, under 
regulations established by the Justice Department, in cases involv-
ing old age, blindness, disability, or medical conditions that re-
quire treatment in the interests of public health or because of ser-
ious injury or illness. On the other hand, newly legalized aliens 
under the perishable crop program would be eligible for food stamps 
and certain other forms of assistance and Cuban or Haitian entrants 
would be eligible for most federal assistance. 

The measure authorizes such sums as may be necessary to reim-
burse states and localities for 100% of the costs associated with 
public assistance programs and the education of individuals legal-
ized under the bill. It limits reimbursement for state educational 
costs to $500 per eligible child. 

DEPORTATION OF EL SALVADORANS AND NICARAGUANS 

The bill suspends the deportation of Salvadorans and Nicaraguan 
refugees for nine months after the submission of a General Account-
ing Office (GAO) report required by the bill on such refugees. The 
GAO report would deal with certain issues, including the impact of 
the wars and present living conditions, relating to displaced 
Salvadorans and Nicaraguans. The measure directs GAO to report 
on the condition of such displaced individuals who have returned 
to El Salvador or Nicaragua. 

UNLAWFUL TRANSPORTATION OF ALIENS 

The legislation establishes criminal penalties for bringing 
unauthorized aliens into the United States. The measure provides 
a penalty of up to $10,000 and five years in jail for transporting 
or harboring an unauthorized alien. It provides for a fine of up 
to $5,000 and one year in jail for bringing an unauthorized alien 
into the United States. For subsequent offenses related to bring-
ing an unauthorized alien into the country, or offenses committed 
for commercial advantage, the bill provides a fine of up to $10,000 
and five years in jail. 

FRAUDULENT USE OF DOCUMENTS 

The bill extends criminal penalties for fraudulent use of 
immigration-related documents to include border crossing cards, 
alien registration receipt cards, and other documents issued as 
evidence of lawful entry or employment in the United States. 
Penalties for these violations would be increased from $2,000 to 
$5,000. 



TOURIST VISAS 

The bill authorizes the Justice Department and State Depart-
ment to jointly establish a three-year pilot program for up to 
eight countries that would permit the admission of foreign tour-
ists without a visitor's visa. The pilot program would be limited 
to countries which extend reciprocal privileges to U.S. citizens, 
and visitors under the program would be limited to a stay of 90 days 
in the United States. The measure also imposes other restrictions 
oh the program, 

FOREIGN STUDENTS 

The legislation requires foreign students to return to their 
native countries for at least two years after attending school in 
the United States, but permits the Justice Department to waive 
this requirement for students who are immediate relatives of U.S. 
citizens or in cases where there is a need for individuals trained 
in certain fields. 

COLONIAL QUOTAS 

The bill increases the annual "colonial quota," which applies 
primarily to Hong Kong, from 600 to 5,000, effective the first fis-
cal year after the bill's enactment. 

AUTHORIZATION LEVELS AND COST ESTIMATES 

The bill authorizes an additional $422 million in FY 1986 
and $419 million in FY 1987 for Immigration and Naturalization 
Service activities related to the bill. It authorizes an addi-
tional $12 million in FY 1986 and $15 million in FY 1987 for the 
Executive Office of Immigration Review. 

This is an authorization bill and is not covered by the spend-
ing limitations in the Budget Act or any budget resolution because 
it does not directly result in expenditures. The Congressional 
Budget Office (CBO) estimates were unavailable as of press time 
Thursday. 



Section III  

ANTICIPATED AMENDMENTS 

This section summarizes the amendments to H.R. 3810, Immi-
gration Control and Legalization Amendments Act, which are•made 
in order under the recommended rule. The rule provides for con-
sideration of amendments in the order listed below, and limits 
debate on each amendment. 

• 

EMPLOYER SANCTIONS 

Rep. Ford (Mich.) will offer an amendment, on behalf of the 
Education and Labor Committee, to strike provisions which exempt 
employers from penalties in cases where an employee is referred 
for employment by a state employment agency, if the employer re-
tains documentation certifying that the employment agency checked 
the applicant's legal status. Time: 10 min. (Staff Contact: 
Karen Vagley, ext. 59328) 

Rep. Ford (Mich.) will offer an amendment, on behalf of the 
Education and Labor Committee, which would require employers to 
comply with the paperwork requirements related to the identifica-
tion of a prospective employee's legal status at the time of hir-
ing, rather than giving employers until the following day to 
complete such paperwork. The amendment is intended to prevent 
circumvention of the requirement to ascertain legal status in 
the case of employees hired for one day. Time: 10 min. (Staff 
Contact: Karen Vagley, ext. 59328) 

Rep. Bryant will offer an amendment to provide for the estab-
lishment of a Social Security account number validation system to 
aid in determining legal status of job applicants. The system 
would be established by the Justice Department, in cooperation 
with the Labor and Health and Human Services Departments, within 
eight months of the bill's enactment. Time: 20 min. (Staff 
Contact: George Slover, ext. 52231) 

Rep. Bartlett will offer an amendment, on behalf of the 
Education and Labor Committee, which would provide civil penal-
ties, rather than criminal penalties, for employers who engage 
in a pattern of hiring illegal aliens in violation of the bill. 
Time: 30 min. (Staff Contact: Karen Vagley, ext. 59328) 

Rep. Richardson will offer an amendment to reduce by 
half civil penalties imposed on employers who hire illegal 
aliens. The amendment also exempts employers of three or 
fewer employers from the sanctions against hiring illegal 
aliens. Time: 30 min. (Staff Contact: Carolyn Bartholomew, 
ext. 56190) 



Rep. Lungren  will offer an amendment to exempt employers 
of three or fewer employees from the sanctions against hiring 
illegal aliens. Time: 30 min. (Staff Contact: Kevin Holsclaw, 
ext. 52415) 

Rep. Rinaldo  will offer an amendment instructing the Justice, 
Labor, and Health and Human Services Departments to study the 
feasibility of developing a telephone verification system ;  pri-
marily using data already available to the Federal Government, 
for determining the legal status of job applicants. The study 
would have to include a cost comparison of having the government 
or private contractors operate such a system. Time: 10 min. 
(Staff Contact: Barbara Gay, ext. 55361) 

Rep. Garcia  will offer an amendment to terminate after five 
years employer sanctions and the bill's penalties for unfair im-
migration-related employment practices. Time: 30 min. (Staff 
Contact: Lisa Navarette, ext. 54361) 

EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION 

Rep. Lungren  will offer an amendment to clarify that it would 
not be an illegal discriminatory employment practice for an employer 
to hire equally qualified U.S. citizens before hiring non-citizens. 
Time: 20 min. (Staff Contact: Kevin Holsclaw) 

Rep. Sensenbrenner  will offer an amendment to strike the 
bill's provisions which prohibit employment discrimination based 
on national origin or citizenship status, and provide for the 
appointment of a Special Counsel in the Justice Department to 
enforce the bill's anti-discrimination provisions. Time: 
30 min. (Staff Contact: Arlene Davis, ext. 55101) 

IMPROVED ENFORCEMENT AND SERVICES 

Rep. Panetta  will offer an amendment requiring the INS to 
establish local community task forces to improve working rela-
tionships between the INS and local community groups and organ-
izations. Time: 10 min. (Staff Contact: Chris Womack, 
ext. 62307) 

Rep. Roybal  will offer an amendment requiring the INS to 
establish a program for in-service training and the enhancement 
of community outreach services. Time: 10 min. (Staff Contact: 
Elaine Sierra, ext. 56235) 

Rep. Moorhead  will offer an amendment instructing the Border 
Patrol to increase personnel levels in FY 1987 by 50% over the 
current level and to maintain that level through FY 1989. The 
amendment provides such sums as necessary for personnel increases, 
and would increase personnel from about 37,000 in FY 1986 to 56,000 
in FY 1987. The Congressional Budget Office estimates that the 
amendment would result in outlays of $240 million over the period. 
Time: 20 min. (Staff Contact: Mary Szabat, ext. 54176) 



Rep. de la Garza will offer an amendment, on behalf of the 
Agriculture Committee, to prohibit INS officials from entering a 
farm or agricultural operation without a search warrant or permis-
sion from the owner in order to question a person believed to be 
an illegal alien. The amendment would permit INS officials to 
enter open fields without a warrant within 25 miles of the U.S. 
borders. Time: 30 min. (Staff Contact: Anita Brown, ext. 52141) 

Rep. Coleman (Tex.) will offer an amendment expressing the 
sense of Congress that immigration laws should be vigorously 
enforced, and that in enforcing such laws the Justice Department 
should ensure the protection of constitutional rights, personal 
safety, and human dignity. Time: 10 min. (Staff Contact: 
'Steve Brown, ext. 54831) 

Rep. Roybal will offer an amendment to make aliens who qualify 
for legalization permanent resident aliens, rather temporary resi-
dent aliens. Time: 30 min. (Staff Contact: Elaine Sierra, 
ext. 54952) 

Rep. Lungren will offer an amendment which establishes a 
two-tiered legalization program. It would make illegal aliens 
who entered this country before 1977 eligible for permanent resi-
dent status, and make those who entered the United States prior 
to 1980 eligible for temporary resident status. Time: 30 min. 
(Staff Contact: Kevin Holsclaw, ext. 54952) 

Rep. Roybal will offer an amendment limiting the application 
fee for legalization to $175 for families and $75 for individuals. 
It specifies that these fees must be used only for administrative 
costs. Time: 20 min. (Staff Contact: Elaine Sierra, ext. 54952) 

Rep. McCollum will offer an amendment to strike provisions 
in the bill permitting aliens who entered this country illegally 
prior to 1982, and who are otherwise eligible for admission, to 
apply for temporary resident status. Time: 30 min. (Staff 
Contact: Don Morrissey, ext. 52176) 

LEGALIZATION ASSISTANCE 

Rep. Waxman will offer an amendment, on behalf of the Energy 
and Commerce Committee, to clarify that the cost of public health 
services provided by state and local governments to aliens legal-
ized under the bill would be eligible for federal reimbursement. 
It specifies that immunizations, and testing and treatment for 
tuberculosis and sexually transmitted diseases would qualify for 
federal reimbursement. Time: 10 min. (Staff Contact: 
Andrew Schneider, ext. 54952) 

Rep. Richardson will offer an amendment to require that state 
educational agencies providing adult educational services to aliens 
who are legalized under the bill must also provide English language 
training. Time: 20 min. (Staff Contact: Carolyn Bartholomew, 
ext. 56190) 



LEGAL IMMIGRATION 

Rep. Richardson will offer an amendment which would permit 
the legal immigration of Cuban political prisoners who have fled 
Cuba and are now living in other countries. Time: 10 min. (Staff 
Contact: Carolyn Bartholomew, ext. 56190) 

Rep. Donnelly will offer an amendment to provide additional 
visas for five years to immigrants from certain countries based 
on,75% of the average number of visas from these countries for 
1955 through 1965. Time: 30 min. (Staff Contact: 
John Stobierski, ext. 53215) 

Rep. Roybal will offer an amendment to provide 40,000 
additional visas annually to natives of Canada and Mexico. 
Time: 30 min. (Staff Contact: Carolyn Bartholomew, 
ext. 56190) 

REPORTS 

Rep. Richardson will offer an amendment requiring the President 
to negotiate with Mexico and report to Congress on the feasibility 
of establishing a free trade zone and coproduction zone. Time: 
20 min. (Staff Contact: Carolyn Bartholomew, ext. 56190) 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Rep. Bryant will offer an amendment establishing a Commission 
on International Migration and Development, and authorizing such 
sums as necessary for its activities. Time: 10 min. (Staff 
Contact: George Slover, ext. 52231) 

Rep. Roybal will offer an amendment providing for the 
creation of a National Commission on Immigration which would 
expire in three years after submitting a final report. Time: 
10 min. (Staff Contact: Elaine Sierra, ext. 56235) 

Rep. Lowery (Calif.) will offer an amendment to provide 
reimbursement to localities for the costs of emergency hospital 
services provided to illegal aliens and certain Cuban nationals. 
Time: 20 min. (Staff Contact: T.J. Martin, ext. 51705) 

Rep. McKay will offer an amendment which provides for the 
expeditious deportation of aliens convicted of crimes, and for 
the transfer of aliens convicted of certain drug crimes from 
state and local jails to federal prisons. It would also require 
the Defense Department to list its facilities which could be used 
by the Bureau of Prisons to incarcerate deportable and excludable 
aliens. Time: 20 min. (Staff Contact: Andy Vermilye, ext. 55744) 



Section IV 

POINTS OF CONTROVERSY 

This section summarizes the points of controversy surrounding 
H.R. 3810, Immigration Control and Legalization Amendments Act, 
and the arguments being made by supporters and opponents of the 
bill (see note at end of section). 

Controversy centers on provisions in the bill which: 
1) provide for the legalization of illegal aliens who have resided 
in this'country since the beginning of 1982; 2) establish sanc-
tions that would be imposed on employers who hire illegal aliens; 
3) create a special program for the legalization of illegal aliens 
who have harvested perishable crops for at least two months during 
the year preceding May, 1986; and 4) suspend the deportation of 
Salvadorans and Nicaraguans who are in this country. 

LEGALIZATION ("AMNESTY") 

The bill permits aliens who entered the United States illegally 
prior to January 1, 1982, or those who fell into illegal status by 
that date, and who have resided continuously in this country since 
that date, to become permanent resident aliens. 

The recommended rule makes in order an amendment by Rep. 
McCollum that strikes the bill's legalization program. 

Arguments FOR the Bill  -- Supporters of the bill maintain that amnesty for 
illegal aliens now residing here is the only way to effectively enforce our 
immigration laws and control illegal immigration. 

The large number of illegal aliens in the United States, and the dernderice 
of many agricultural operations on their labor, makes their expulsion impractical 
and unfair. Realistically, it is more difficult for the Immigration and Natur-
alization Service (INS) to locate and deport all of the illegal aliens in this 
country than it is to keep aliens from illegally entering this country in the 
first place. Under the bill, each alien who applies for legalization will be 
reviewed individually Thus, U.S. officials will be able to deport undesirable 
aliens who are criminals, drug users, welfare dependents, or otherwise undesir-
able. On the other hand, aliens who have lived and worked productively in 
this country for years are part of our society. 

Amnesty for illegal aliens already in this country will not result in any 
substantial loss of jobs for U.S. workers because they are willing to work at 
jobs which Americans do not want. In one instance several years ago, more 
than 2,000 illegal aliens were deported from Southern California, but the state 
employment agency was unable to fill the jobs held by the deportees with U.S. 
citizens. FUrthermore, aliens usually go to labor markets where their skills 
are needed and jobs are available. 



Legalization is a critical part of the bill's overall plan to stop the massive 
flow of illegal immigrants that everyone agrees must be halted. Without amnesty 
for illegal aliens who have lived and worked in this country for years, the 
sanctions established under the bill for employers who hire aliens would severely 
damage U.S. businesses whose workforce is composed of long-time employees who 
are illegal aliens. Deleting the amnesty provisions of the bill, therefore, 
would not only hurt aliens who have become productive residents of this country, 
but also thousands of American companies which employ them. 

Aliens are not likely to be a drain on U.S. social services because they 
come to this country to work. While immigrant families are younger than the 
average U.S. family, and therefore result in higher than average education 
costs, these higher payments for education are more than offset by immigrants' 
lower demand on social, service programs such as Social Security, Medicaid, and 
welfare. In addition, the bill makes most newly legalized aliens ineligible 
for five years for federal financial assistance, Medicaid, and food stamps, 
and it provides federal reimbursement to state and local goveLnments for costs 
they may incur for newly legalized aliens. There is no reason to believe that 
hard-working illegal aliens will quit their jobs and go on welfare once they 
become legal residents. 

Finally, legalization will allow immigration officials to concentrate their 
efforts and resources on stopping the flow of illegal aliens at our borders 
rather than spending their time on the hopeless task of locating and deporting 
the millions of illegal aliens who entered this country years ago and have 
successfully integrated themselves into our society. 

Arguments AGAINST the Bill -- Opponents of the bill contend that amnesty 
for illegal aliens and the granting of permanent resident status will eliminate 
jabs for U.S. workers and reward those aliens who have violated our immigration 
laws. It will also encourage future illegal immigration by foreigners who see 
the bill's passage as an admission that we cannot enforce our laws. 

Legalization of illegal aliens will shut many American workers out of the 
job market. Despite claims to the contrary by the bill's proponents, newly 
legalized aliens will displace U.S. workers who are at the very bottom of the 
economic ladder An Interagency Task Force on Immigration Policy estimated 
that one illegal alien in five is performing a job that would otherwise be 
done by an unemployed American. EVen if only 3 million illegal immigrants are 
granted legal status -- probably a low estimate -- over half a million Americans 
could lose their jobs. EVen with recent reductions in unemployment, some 8 
million Americans remain. out of work. Any costs associated with unemployment 
benefits and other transfer payments for U.S. workers displaced by aliens legal-
ized under the bill are simply unacceptable at a time when we are wrestling 
with the largest federal budget deficits in the nation's history. 

Granting amnesty to aliens will also result in massive federal expenditures, 
despite the bill's temporary prohibition on most newly legalized aliens collect-
ing federal assistance. The Congressional Budget Office estimates that the 
bill will result in outlays of more than $6 BILLION during the fiscal years 
1987 through 1991, much of which will go toward reimbursing state and local 
governments for their public expenditures and educational costs associated 
with aliens legalized under the bill. 
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Furthermore, amnesty will place severe financial burdens on state and local 
governments. While the bill provides for reimbursement of state and local 
expenses incurred due to legalization, it is unlikely that the bill will cover 
the wide range of services states and localities must provide to legalized 
aliens. More importantly, states and localities have no guarantee that Conwess 
will actually appropriate the hinds authorized by the bill for such purposes. 
The present federal deficit and spending constraints imposed under the Grcutufr 
Rudman Act will surely exert strong pressure on Congress to scrimp on reimburse-
ment payments to state and local governments. 

Finally, same of the bill's opponents believe that legalization should be 
provided only to those illegal aliens who have lived in this country for a 
more substantial period of time, such as 10 years, and have therefore demon-
strated their commitment to this country. With a longer residency requirement, 
fewer illegal aliens would be eligible for amnesty, resulting in fewer adverse 
consequences, and we mould have the opportunity to review the program and expand 
it in the future if appropriate. Savings could be applied to better enforcaiwant 
of existing immigration laws, stepped-up border patrols, and the expulsion of 
aliens who disregard the law. 

EMPLOYER SANCTIONS 

The bill makes it illegal to hire, recruit, or refer for a 
fee illegal aliens for employment in the United States. Employers 
would be required to examine a prospective employee's identification 
to determine if the individual is a citizen of the United Staten 
or a legal or illegal alien. The bill establishes penalties for 
employers and others who violate the law. 

The recommended rule makes in order an amendment by Rep. Garcia 
which terminates employer sanctions after five years. 

Arguments FOR the Bill  -- Supporters of the bill argue that the imposition 
of penalties on employers who knowingly hire illegal aliens is the most important 
component of the bill and the most effective means of reducing illegal immigra-
tion into this country. It is impossible, as a practical matter, to seal our 
borders to prevent illegal immigration. Although there are many other causes, 
the primary reason that aliens enter this country is to find jobs. By elimi-
nating the magnet of employment opportunities that attracts aliens to this 
country, we can effectively address three major problems -- illegal immigration, 
the exploitation of illegal aliens who cannot complain of unfair treatment 
that they receive from unscrupulous employers, and the displacement of U.S. 
workers by illegal aliens. 

The bill's sanctions will make employers reluctant to risk hiring illegal 
aliens, but the sanctions are unlikely to result in employment discrimination 
against Hispanic Americans or other minorities. Employers of agricultural 
workers and other semi-skilled employees already have a difficult time finding 
labor, so they are unlikely to turn away workers who comply with the simple 
standards for determining legal status as set forth in the bill. In addition, 
the bill requires the President to appoint a Special Counsel for Immigration-
Related Unfair Employment Practices in the Justice Department to investigate 
and prosecute employment discrimination prohibited under the bill. It also 
contains provisions specifically prohibiting employment discrimination based 
on national origin or citizenship status. 



Sanctions should not be a problem for honest employers who do not go out of 
their way to hire illegal aliens. Penalties and injunctive remed ies would not 
be applicable during the first six months after the measure's enactment, and 
an employer who violates the law would receive only a citation for the first 
offense. Etp/oyers would only be required to examine two forms of identification 
before hiring workers and retain a statement signed by both employer and pros-
pective employee indicating that appropriate documents have been inspected. 
This verification statement could be used by the employer as a defense for 
alleged violations. 

The bill provides immigration officials with the funds necessary -- an esti-
mated $110 million in the first two years --to enforce the prohibition on hiring 
illegal aliens. While this represents a substantial commitment, the cost of 
enforcing sanctions on employers is modest compared to the costs associated 
with American workers continuing to lose their jobs to illegal aliens, and the 
futile efforts to seal our borders against millions of illegal aliens coming 
to this country for work. 

Arguments AGAINST the Bill  -- Opponents of the bill claim that employer 
sanctions will not effectively reduce illegal immigration into this country, 
that sanctions will result in employment discrimination against legal Hispanic 
American workers, and that the bill inappropriately places the responsibility 
for enforcing federal immigration laws on private employers. niiployers should 
not be penalized for the Federal Government's inability to enforce immigration 
laws; a fairer way to address the problem of illegal immigration would be to 
increase enforcement of existing immigration laws and labor standards. 

alp/oyer sanctions which have been applied in 20 foreign countries have 
generally failed to prevent illegal immigration because of insufficient enforce-
ment resources and the ability of employers to evade the law. The Immigration 
and Naturalization Service (INS) cannot effectively meet its current responsi-
bilities, and it is unlikely that it will be able to handle the additional job 
of enforcing employer sanctions. Illegal immigration cannot be stopped by 
eliminating job opportunities in any event. Aliens will enter the country 
illegally to rejoin family, escape political or social upheaval, or to seek 
employment in spite of the sanctions. 

Drployer sanctions are also likely to result in employers refusing to hire 
Hispanic residents and other legal immigrants in order to avoid subjecting 
themselves to penalties established under the bill. Since the INS will be 
forced to concentrate its enforcement on areas with large immigrant populations, 
legal  immigrants -- or native Hispanic-American citizens -- in these areas 
will find it that much more difficult to find work, and employers who have the 
choice may move their operations to areas where enforcement is less stringent. 
The appointment of a special counsel in the Justice Department to investigate 
discrimination charges is a pitifully inadequate response to the potential 
discrimination which might take place because of the bill, and the absence of 
penalties for discrimination practiced by businesses with less than four employ-
ees eliminates protections in literally thousands of cases. 



The measure also places an onerous paperwork burden on employers who have 
never violated the law. EMployers are given no compensation for such additional 
recordkeeping requirements, and in fact could be subjected to substantial mone-
tary penalties for relatively minor infractions. If the Federal Government 
wants to stop illegal immigration, it should not place the burden on employers 
who are faced with tough enough problems in the current economy. 

Finally, rather than saving American jobs, the bill may actually have the 
opposite effect. Many industries, when faced with factory raids, the cost of 
keeping records on employees, and the possibility of penalties for hiring illegal 
aliens, will relocate their businesses in foreign countries to avoid such harass-
ment. If this turns out to be the case, it will be Americans, not illegal 
aliens, who will be the primary losers. 

LEGALIZATION OF AGRICULTURAL WORKERS 

The bill establishes a program for the legalization of undocu-
mented aliens who have worked harvesting perishable crops for at 
least 60 days during the year preceding May 1, 1986 and who are 
otherwise eligible for legalization. Aliens legalized under this 
program would not be required to remain in farm labor, and they 
would become permanent resident aliens with full preference peti-
tioning rights (relating to the legal immigration of relatives). 
The measure specifies that aliens legalized under this program 
would be prohibited from receiving assistance under Aid to Families' 
with Dependent Children (AFDC) and, in most cases, Medicaid. 

The recommended rule does not make in order any amendments 
to strike the bill's provisions to legalize undocumented agricul-
tural workers. 

Arguments FOR the Bill  -- Supporters of the bill contend that the separate 
legalization program for alien farmworkers is the only realistic way of providing 
an adequate supply of workers to harvest perishable crops without subjecting 
alien farmworkers to possible exploitation. By legalizing these badly needed 
alien workers, they are guaranteed the same rights enjoyed by other Americans, 
such as the ability to complain about short paychecks and pesticide-drenched 
fields without fear of reprisal or deportation. FUrthermore, the bill ally; 
these workers to seek other kinds of work if a farmer pays substandard wages 
or treats them unfairly. 

Legalization for agricultural workers enables growers, who are unable to 
bring in the crops with U.S. labor, to harvest their produce. The bill also 
permits the adMission of additional foreign workers in the future if they are 
needed for harvesting. Currently, growers are often forced to rely on illegal 
immigrants to harvest crops because domestic workers are unwilling or unable 
to do the work. The problem of illegal immigration cannot be effectively ad-
dressed without dealing with the problem of an inadequate supply of domestic 
agricultural workers. Legalization for the current illegal agricultural work-
force is far better than annually admitting an enormous number of alien farm-
workers who could remain in this country after the harvest season and would 
have little protection against exploitation while they were here. 



The costs associated with the legalization of perishable agriculture workers 
are reasonable. Neither growers nor consumers can afford to let crops rot in 
the fields. Workers legalized under the program would be ineligible for AFDC 
benefits, one of the largest and most costly federal assistance programs, and 
for most medical assistance for five years after they are legalized. Since 
these individuals have come to this country for work, they are not likely to 
quit their jobs and go on welfare. 

Arguments AGAINST the Bill -- Opponents of the bill argue that there are 
less costly and fairer ways to provide growers with agricultural workers and 
to prevent exploitation of such workers. The bill gives special treatment to 
alien farm workers who just happened to have entered this country within the last 
year, while not extending the same treatment to illegal aliens who have worked 
in factories and restaurants since 1981 and to individuals who have waited 
patiently to legally enter'this country. Agricultural workers could instead 
be admitted to this country annually under a program that takes into considera-
tion the needs of growers and the number of U.S. citizens available for such 
employment. If exploitation of foreign farmworkers were really the problem, 
it would be cheaper to step up enforcement of labor standards. 

There is no guarantee that farmworkers legalized by the bill would fulfill 
the growers' need for workers. Once legalized, workers would be free to leave 
their agricultural jobs for easier or more lucrative work. Although employers 
could have their supply of workers replenished under the bill, such replenishment 
would create a revolving door process under which we are continually admitting 
foreign workers who eventually take jobs from Americans. 

The cost of this legalization program will be unacceptably high, even with 
the five-year prohibition on AFDC and some medical assistance. Initial estimates 
indicate that the perishable agriculture program will cost hundreds of millions 
of dollars during the next five years. These costs could be even higher because 
these workers would have the right to petition for the admission of their rela-
tives. Aliens legalized under the program would be eligible for food stamps, 
child welfare services, child support enforcement, Supplemental Security Income, 
and social service block grants. The Federal Government cannot afford to take 
On these new costs at the same time as the Gramw-BudMan law mandates the elimi-
nation of the huge federal deficit. 

INS INSPECTION OF OPEN FIELDS 

The Supreme Court has ruled that law enforcement officials 
may search an open field without a warrant. The bill does not 
address the Court's ruling. 

The recommended rule makes in order an amendment by the Agri-
culture Committee which would prohibit Immigration and Natural-
ization Service (INS) officials from entering a farm or agricul-
tural operation without a search warrant or permission from the 
owner in order to question a person believed to be an illegal 
alien. The amendment's prohibition would not apply within 25 
miles of the U.S. border. 



Arguments FOR the Bill  -- Supporters of the bill assert that INS officials 
will be unable to effectively enforce immigration laws if they have to get a 
search warrant or owner's permission every time they must enter agLicultural 
fields to find illegal aliens. The need for a warrant or permission would 
only frustrate the apprehension of illegal aliens and allow them to flee. Such 
a requirement would make the INS the only  law enforcement agency precluded 
from entering open fields and severely limit their ability to find and apprehend 
illegal aliens. 

Many INS searches occur in areas where boundaries are obscured and ownership 
is often clouded by layers of sub-leases. Immigration officials must frequently 
cross one tract of land to reach another. INS personnel would be forced to 
obtain a series of warrants in instances where the object of their quest may 
be clearly visible. Since these fields are usually unfenced or separated by 
trees or other obstructions there is no reasonable expectation of privacy which 
would invoke the Constitution's bar an unreasonable search and seizures. Indeed, 
the Supreme Court has clearly ruled that such searches do not violate the Con-
stitution. Legitimate agricultural operations do not need to fear INS inspec-
tions which will help enforce the new law and reduce illegal immigration. 

Arguments AGAINST the Bill  -- Opponents of the bill contend that the INS 
does not need blanket authority to enter open fields to enforce the law, that 
entry without a warrant denies constitutional protections to farmers and ranch-
ers, and that such searches are disruptive to agricultural operations. Appre-
hension of illegal aliens on farms represent only a small percentage of total 
INS apprehensions each year, and many aliens work in other industries. Such 
raids have unduly harassed agricultural employers and workers. Work stoppages 
are costly to the farmer, especially in perishable commodities where produce 
must be harvested in a timely manner, and raids have often resulted in damage 
to crops. 

Agricultural employers and .employees deserve equal protection under the 
law. A11 other businesses are protected against unreasonable searches and 
seizures and farmworkers should not be treated differently. The amendment 
made in order by the rule would not require a warrant for the arrest of an 
alien who appears to be violating immigration laws or is likely to escape before 
a warrant can be obtained. It would not require a warrant for searches within 
25 miles of the border, where illegal aliens are most likely to work. The 
bill should be amended to ensure that constitutional protections are not denied 
to far workers or owners. 

NOTE: The arguments presented above are not 
DSG's arguments nor do they represent a DSG 
evaluation of the bill. As indicated, they 
are the arguments which supporters are making 
on behalf of the bill and which opponents are 
making against it. DSG attempts only to sum-
marize the arguments on both sides as cogently 
as possible. 



IMMIGRATION REFORM BILL 

How California Congressmen Voted 

Code #1 = House passage - October 9, 1986 

Code #2 = Conference Report - October 15, 1986 

MEMBER 	 1 	2  

Bosco 	 Yes 	Yes 

Chappie 	No 	No 

Matsui 	 Yes 	Yes 

Fazio 	 Yes 	Yes 

S. Burton 	--- 	No 

Boxer 	 Yes 	No 

G. Miller 	Yes 	Yes 

Dellums 	No 	No 

Stark 	 Yes 

D. Edward 	No 	No 

Lantos 	 Yes 	Yes 

Zschau 	 Yes 	Yes 

Mineta 	 Yes 	No 

Shumway 	No 	Yes 

Coehlo 	 Yes 	Yes 

Panetta 	Yes 	Yes 

Pashayan 	Yes 	Yes 

R. Lehman 	Yes 	Yes 

Dornan 	 Yes 	Yes 

Dannemayer 	Yes 	Yes 

Lagomarsino 	Yes 	Yes 

Thoman 	 Yes 	Yes 

Fiedler 	No 	No 

Moorhead 	Yes 	Yes 

Beilson 	Yes 	Yes 

Waxman 	 Yes 	Yes 

Roybal 	 No 	No 

Berman 	 Yes 	Yes 

Levine 	 Yes 	Yes 

Dixon 	 No 	Yes 

Hawkins 	No 	No 

MEMBER 	 1 	2 

Martin 	 No 	No 

Dymally 	No 	No 

Anderson 	 Yes 

Dreier 	 Yes 	No 

Torres 	 Yes 	Yes 

Lewis 	 No 	Yes 

Brown 	 Yes 	Yes 

McCandless 	Yes 	Yes 

Badham 	 Yes 

Lowery 	 Yes 	Yes 

Lungren 	Yes 	Yes 

Packard 	Yes 	Yes 

Bates 	 Yes 	Yes 

Hunter 	 No 	No 
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le/0bn* Isprilleatten 	 dariPior 

71:Pberig40;,wsem:alas .hawaa 
4. 	. 

:;aaiena 	 • 
w- 
oe 
is. 	• Irteet oltobse:♦ alvtl fine of mot len -than 

.4250 Dorman than moot per  each ellen In. 
0- 	!chest 

.4.  &awe! anew-a OJAI fine or  not km et 	• -Von $3,500 ass more than 15,000 per each ; 	- ■allen insole's% 	. 
- Third •ffewa► -41 Avg fin • of vol  ha than 

4 	 43250 nor mere than 415.000  Pur olch "en 
f- 	;Aivotrea. 	 • 

Authoring teiminii 	Oft 01-111"")  OE" months Impenoomant ttsAter OM as for 
"battens or Drattlee" violetlant. %— 

Provides • ni•tonth ethrcittort period 
- -daring which ao saloreeribent arenas may 
• ire Wan Dunne tise -ortaiinal 11-mobtb 

&riodateserraling *Aloe eAll be Issued .  tor 
• . 	. 

Requires employers. reform; gad recruit- 
• gm to  Isea0 Mord, and eel eblIshee s Aril 

floe of oat Meg than MOO %Ind no more INV% 
UNA for tonne to keep Words. 	- 

tioni are tenlikIllted Or If Corlfrella enacts a 
Joint resolution to terminate. 

C hamsset ettforoextent mut welt:* 
Provide* a two-year authorization for the 

.eta to carry out he added responsibilities 
restating from panne Of WU bile $41111  a i1-
lion extra hi WY UM and 444 million extra 
In TY 1088. Also authorises $12 million and 

415 million fa The Laeoutive °thee for IM• w4ration Review for fiscal years 1987 and 
.19414 respectively, to carry out the *added 
duties betiomied be this bill. Authorizes sup - 

Momenta'
eromaat authorisation for wage and hour ant. 	• 

Revise& Miguel penalties for the unlaw- 
tut transportation of aliens to the V.B. 

Authcrian a Contingency fund of $38 
lion for we in Immigration emergencies. 

Requires the Attorney Oen era! to 

resident them fel SWAB. ltelYtee or 'wooly le - 	6g;edil Procedure eetabiis.hecl for H-s eta- 

txeutpta ernpinyers of three or fewer from 	The employer must apply to the Secretary 
'coverage. 	 of Libor no more than 60 days In advsnee of 

Terminates measures If employer sane. need, asking for foreign workers; employer 

Provides $1 billion a yen for four yesit to Create. the Office of &mild Counsel t,, 
of State and local Severe:Dent for eatIsULnre the Justice Departenenl for the purpose 0,  for the public eminence, health, ants educe Investigation anti prosecuting any C

harges lion costs restguna from legalization . Of discrimination due to an Unlawful bind. 	
ReirribUrse 	 war 'ration-related employment practice. 	renting certs 

state* for the costs of 
certain aliens. Prohibits dieerlmination based on elt.*.n. 

ship or alien statue I/ the person &Helens 	 lit. Mat LintIPAATION 
ellserltalattion ii a 91.8. Mean or permanent 	 roc'ke't 

tent. to become* U.S. C12,1203. reed alien. who has filed a notice at • mink) worktil wicuiturv,  

B. Astidtseriminottos mature 	 Asititanz* 10 States 

then must attempt to:emit domostic work-
ers,: 

The Secretary of labor Must provide a de. 
alaion on  the certification no later than 2o 
days In advance of need; 

It &he "Secrete* af Labor determines that 
certain Dumber, of quaufied U.s. workers 

will be available at the time needed, but at 
the determined time lbw workers are not 
qualified and imitable, art expedited proc,e, 
dole to determine Deed would be avallabk. 

R-11 agrleultUra1 wortan guaranteed err• 
Win benefits inch as housing and worker 
compensation 4to be welded by the em-
ployer U not available under a state pro 
Mtn), and travel and subeistence eons. 

'11.2 workers can seems legal services only 
for representation concerning work related 
matters. 

. 19. Seasonal nortrolisesi wort:ere 
Provides temporary resident status to 

ahem who have vatted at IOW 100 Clan in 
_apiculture Ourtio the -period May 1, 19e8 
through ilea, Ahem sho have 
worked *0 days a pear Sur three years they 
*Oust IC 	 resident etattui one 

arOttliml‘te &attar* to waive pro- Year  ante 	tibdo1  theAPP3leauc45 period tittles tropisms's'''. 	 _ -Allen Who have perked 00 days a year 

-1.1.Sliuttiht &Joie • 
tiliatitterioa 	- 

duriaa May, lisn to May 1568 way adnut 
to pernanent resident status two yr-are afWr 
the *NS of the ligqinuatiOn period. 

Eltnualthes yoga*, from APDc for fire 
ream._ 

telAteklebesePt IMAMS to enter as 
idltliDerarr reddlnii SO Wag as they wort at 
least 90 dare to apiculture snob rear for 
three years In the event of an agriculture 
labor shortage. Warier) can adjust to per. 
Isanent rtakisoes after three years of tern• 

iXIT 
status. Workers are disqualified tram 

 of publk Uslittnce. 
Terminates the ' ftpienigiment Worker 

etechandlea smelt Teen after enactment. 
Establishes a Ocearrdaelon on Agricultural 

Workers. • - 
C Cofostaf hoots{ 

Mob as an ti•pani°, training program and cern. 
• emity outreach program Within the INS 
'thrown the witabliehment of community 
**Wank =Meta W verify the statue of 

Applying tor Valle LaatrUtnoe 
and reimburses the stated 100% for the 10- 
14emenfoUeei eons 01 this Provision. Per. 

=No Oa 	 .tri ternauonal 
Requires a essanikaATial for D(8 of Linn 

lo enter Dunbar, twat operations tar 
inualsrainn tor purpose', . 

Provides tenDoe% resident status for 
Aliens oho have con uvuely ridded lo the 
grit since before January 1. In? and who 
are not nviudabie. 

Prorkeee for odhistment to Permanent irestient acato After eighteen months hi 
terabotarr atatme if an thdivkitsal can show 
inalseei todresten0151 of innelish and 
4bandeage_ _ Of Wow end government at the 
4J.12. or b pUegulagtratruetlor to aebleve 

And knowledge. 
public eadstanoe (other , Increases  tegal lancelgratica otiLtrtge for 

'thanaolegilbell 'Method care, aid to aged,  eOkantal to Iteeetten'the present goo. 
411md. or enabled. and lot onion, iniure or • 	. tiers4a the Menet et public health) will not .bs "isroksai kit 	ipeoSpia to depend- eragable in Only legalised alien for flee - onts .$134 epoints Of 0,1 yea holders and re Imes  other than • AVutsammiulan ea- -lia 0-4 wW bOsibri: tratIta"1.   • 

• 

	

Provide' for adjUgiakern itio permanent 	 Pim TVO.W.IP" PmPrcuu  resident metals for metals Mum end 	__•-Ageoatjelyee •ra -11=rraot 	salvertime Who entered the Ilthen IS team inlay to 	 110( anode owe • 411fInor7 5, -111t2.--.••• - • • • • • • - 	• 	arsteg, 	 • 1.•• 	. 
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v. women -  
Requires President to submit (I) three 

comprehensive reporta on -least immigra -tion; (2) a report on the push-pull factors 
causine illegal immigration: HI) two report* 
on the legalization program; and (4) two re- 
ports on employer sanctions. 

oteouires Administration to submit reports 
On the A-2 program every two Yenta. 

Fteoutres Administration to submit reports 
on the toot salver pilot program. 

Requires the Attorney Oeneral to report 
to Congress on resources required to im 
prove the capabilities of the immigration 
Service. 

States a Sense of Congress that Mexico 
should be consulted on the implementation 
of the legullation. • 

vet. cotosissioss 
Establishes a commiasion for the study of 

international migration and cooperative ec.0- 
ttomic development. 

VIM ION 'SALVADORAN. AND NICANAOLIANS 

Deletes the House provision with State- 
ment of Managers language that "the Con , 

 (creel believe that deportatton8 Should ba 
suspended on a ctuse•by-case be.sis in cues 
Such as El Salvador where natural disasters 
have added other societal problems In a 
manner which adds significantly to the dif- 
ficulties Inherent in the resettlement of de. 
portees. 

Noting in this statement is intended to set 
a precedent for ignoring the bask standards 
set forth in the Refugee Act of 1980. 

The Conferees strongly recommend that 
Congre_as consider and take up this Issue ex. 
pedltiously next Congress." _ 

0 1545 	- 
Mr. Speaker, I yield 3 minutes to the 

gentleman from Kentucky (Mr. MAZ- 
tom). 

(Mr. MAZZOLI asked and was given 
permission to revise and extend his re- 
marks.) 

Mr. MA7,ZOLI• I thank the chair- 
man very much. 

Mr. Speaker, I would like to return 
the commendations to the chairmen, 
the gentleman from New Jersey (Mr. 
RoDIno). for his remarkable work, also 
the gentleman from New York (Mr. 
FISH) and the gentleman from Califon 
lila (Mr. lAilaGREN). 

1 Would 'like to congratulate the 
three Congressmen who worked on 

Iv. altactuAntaus 
A. Palatine /others 

Recognises, for prefereriee oetitionln 
purposes. the relationship beta een s biolOr 
Seal father and his Illegitimate child . 

B. Suspension of deonflanon 
States that brief. casual and tnnocen 

trips outside that U.S. shall not be deemed 
to nave broken an alien's eorninuoUs phyal 
cal presence in the U. for purposes of 
meeting the requirements for suspension of 
Oetx)rtation, • 

C. Sense of Congress 
States the Sense of Congreas that political 

prisoners from Cuba should be admitted to 
the United States. not•ithstanding any 
other provlsion of law. 

D. Nonprefrrenet immigrant; 
Makes additional visas available for eel.- 

Lain non-preferthce Immigrants 
i. Deportolion a1 altena 

Requires the expeditlous.deportation of 
convicted aliens and a lilt of fealties avail 
able to incarcerate deportable or excludable 
aliens. 

I think that its durabllity. its resil-
ience, Its long life, because it began 6 
years ago with three major parts, em-
ployer sanctions, legalization, and 
some form of agricultural worker pro-
vision, and It is that way now d years 
later, three Congresses later; It seems 
to me that that fact more than any 
demonstrates how close to reality this 
'bill really Is. It is the best think that 
we could do under the circumstances 
having 635 authors wbrking with the 
bill. - 

I do not think It will ever change if 
it comes back next yeti-, the year 
after, 10 years from now; it will look 
essentially like it looke - -today and I 
would therefore urge its passage, 

Ladiesand gentleman of theHouse, 
your conferees kept faith ' with you 
and the votes that y o u out em this 
bill. It has generous legalization. You 
sent us to conference to keep it, and 
we kept it. It has tough antidiacrime 
_nation provisions. You sent us to con-
ference to keep it, and see kept it. It 
has legal services for 142 workers, You 
Sent ua to conference to keep it, and 
we kept It, It has universal aPPIleatlen" 
of employer sanctions. You sent us to 
conference to keep It, and we kept It 

Finally, It has criminal sanctions. 
You sent Us to conference to keep it, 
and we kept it. This is a very gOOd 
effort by your conferees. Please sup-
port our work product and peas this , 

bill. . 	. 
Mr. Speaker, we stand on the verge 

of culminating a task that' began many 
years ago. That taek, of •course, Is to 

the agriculture] part, Congressmen 
Scrtolsra, Braman, and PANerra. not to 
forget the contributions of Conirreaa 
man Bouresox. Senator Paste. and 
Congressman Moraxerr who, working 
from the vantage point of the Corn 
mittee on Rules, were very helpful. 

Staff did yeoman work.. Skip. Lynn 
Gene, Peter, Sonnle. trite Sheryl, 
Judy, Margaret, &d Oroasraan, the leg-
islative counsel, did a superb Job and 
we appreciate It. 

They say that a cat has tine lives. If 
this bill were a cat, this is its ninth 
life. It has no more lives. It cannot POP 
up out of any more Meet. 

It cannot have breath breathed back 
Into Its corpse again. It Is now or 
never, ladles and gentlemen of the 
House; It is now or never. 

As my chairman said. it 14 a histori-
cal moment. This is a watershed piece 
of legislation; historic jogtelation. 

It will help us control the borders 
and at the same time doing Justice and 
decency and eluity to the people who 
are in this country illegally, It 1$ not a 
perfect bill, but it Is the least imper-
fect bill that we will• ever have before 
us. 

There is no other bill on the horizon 
which is a likely prospect for Passage. 
We will never get the perfect bill in 
the world in which we live. 

We therefore have to settle for 
something less than perfection. Rut 
this bill, in that context, is an excel-
lent piece of I gislati 

reform our IrnrnIratior, 
some order and serw t. 
tior. policy by regaining , 
borders and dealing 
laity that many of th' 

• law-abiding residents of 
States are to an ur.tiocur• 

On September 26. v. 
toted not to consider the 
reform bill on the flcbcr 
many Who thought that 
for enacting immigratic 
the 09th Congress had 
because Our lnunigratior 
hot quietly and mseriewll 
becadiater.  tthheey mietguistlab ioanre' 

brought to the House 

passed by • comfortable 
As my dletinguiehed eh 
gentleman from New Jer-7 
that time, the revival of 
reform In the 09th Conic, 
ing short of a miracle. 

Over the weekend, P 
conferees came up with h a 
cle: agreement upon a ^.+- 7 

that Includes tough bot ie 
Sinctiona, and a generous 
ly defined legalization pr. 
therroore, the delicately 
cultural provisions alrwr 
by  the House were pre; 
PeeY Intact. 

AB I have staid before. (.1 -' 
looking for a perfect lrnro 
will not find it here, 'two: t 
ne perfect immigration i 
however, a good bill and 
are likely to produce. It 
best and most careful tl 
only of the Howie, but 
other body, not only of u-.; 
but of previous Cone-reeve-, 
also reflects the input and. 
the various committees 01 
that had jurisdiction eve? 
rand before my colezio, 
proud of the conference eg 
have crafted and secure it 
that this agreement repr 
best Immigration reform el. 
trees is ever likely to produ-

' With regard to employe; 
the eonfertnce agreement r 
aetltially the program pret 
proved by the House. CrIm; 
ties for pattern or practice 
are -preserved. Universal at 

tory verification of documer 
larly still required. In additl 
called Prank antielLgcrirntru 
gram Ferman); part of this pa 
now with an additional pro: 

-eneurea that if digeritninatic 
result from employer Rane 

ra will have a fully thin?' 
considering ,antendrern 

program, or If neoessfu- y, tr 
It. 

Regarding legalization, tl 
'once agreement prescrvea tl 
1982 .cutoff date and eruearr 
galization will begin immed1; 
.entlUltn3ent. • . 

-Regarding legalization lur 
agreement strikea iIl entin 
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sho+9who me supposed to be at the head of 
Pio waiting int Wrxid-be Immigrants who do 
riot quaky for a preference hive not 
been *omitted since 1778• 

As 	result of this poky, In effect shoe 
NS, European" we being squeezed out of 

toe irernigrstion mlx. M the 1050's, more than 
Mfr of our Nations new "revels cisme from 
Europe In the 1970'1, the percentage de- 
clined to lest than 18 percent Lest year, 
fewer tren 811 percent of the Immigrant Vass 
wanted under the world-wide quota went to 
tevregrents from Europe 

My legislation, which Were a provision of 
the House Immignition reform bill, restored 
balance end films' to our knreirstion law. It 
sothortred apprOldmat•fr 65,000 new 0142  re-
served scedficeity for immigrants hoot coun-
tries doe have historically contributed to our 
immigrent sleek but have 'uttered * there 
drop In acialisikess to recent years. 

To my great regret the conferees failed to 
Include the language in the conference report 
The conference ripen provides, instead, for 
8,000 additional nonpreference inset for all o0 
western Europe for tech of the next 2 years. 
Visas are to be directed to those COuntrie4 

ree
heve had a Seam bece intr ►gration 

1985, among them hey, Ireland, 
Greece, and over a dozen other cOuntries. 
While I concede that prdAding 8,000 siddition- 
N visas Is an erproverneM over current law, II 
h hardy an adequate ablution to the "harp 
drop In western Eu ►ceieen irrirnSgreeon. Inclu-
sion of my ProVeion, authOrising a sufficient 
number of visas to Mire*, the present kelt:Ag-

ana, would have been appropriate for this im-
mig► ation reform legislation. it is fully consist-
ent with the goal of reestablfsNrig controi Of 
our borders by reducing Illegal immigration, 1 

gni are ullov lunar today to adopt my prevision. veil done. 
This conference report does represent, 	The SPEAKER pro temoore. All serer 

however, a adoetantial feet Map toward minor. tirriChlt8 expire& 	 neelato 

Inc osogrOphic balance to it). Immigration 	Mr, RODixo. Mr. Speaker, I move Hutto 

etc Pertly. Se statement of bonferenoe the previous question on the confer- r"•noettordi  • 

managers Instructs the emigration suboom- Moe report. 	 Johnson 

wiitteee to address the Issue of legal enrnigrio 	The previous question was ordered. 	hrziooki • 

do** *4th them In that OA I therefore question b on the conference report. 

ern sorry the House does not have the oppor- 	
germ 

Mr, Speaker, I know NI back home In my 
district In Connecticut, many of my constrtir 
eats wet be pleased with the passags of 
today's Immigration reform 1,111. Many, howev- 
er, wet be disappointed with what they might 
Consider to be a lenient amnesty program I 
only want to say to these constituents that I 
sincerely believe the amnesty provision is ee• 
Semis) to the reform package and IS not only 

 fairest option for those WWII who have 
trade thei country thee horn., but is also the 
most pregmatic choke. 

Not legalizing aliens would have a negative 
knpact on the social and legal fabric of our 

country. Presently, aliens are being exploited 
as it rem:ft of few of discovery. A subclass of 
people who cannot exercise thee rights has 
been created. This leads to disrespect and 
disregard of the law end promotes aims—not 
on the part of aFens, but by those who take 

' advantage of their .eltuation. Those who die-
Wee and wish to tee aliens deported *re not 

tp reality. Aliens simply cannot all be 
, let acne deported. ft took 8,000 man-

hot",  to deport lust three Iranian students 
during the time of the Iranian hostage crisis. 

Mr, 13peaker, a wise psalmist once wrote 
thst tem, who sow In tears thee reap Nide- 
hg. Today we 1010iCe over •lob oard 

I Most admit then the till is not perfect, con- mete, 
taming such prevIsions as granting agreveure couihun 

 workers tomporstry resident SLOWS even If they Come 

worked for Pet 90 days on a farm. Yr the bin pinncfrArh 
was doling enough to provide temporary 	Dart?,Dar 
dent status to an aliens continuously riving in D", 
the United States from before 1982, to prohro• Derrick 
It employers from kknowingly bring ensue-tor. 	 .1:3rwirie 
bed aliens to work In the United Steles by On-  
posing Cibii end criminal penalties on offend rne.ouxrdi 
err, and to sandd border•patrol personnel by 
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99th Congress ends. 	who helped to or. 
~rate tie measure to passage are to .be 
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support the ecelesinoe report. &epee the The question • was taken; and the Imam 

fad that It falls fat shOrt what I hoped It epeaker pro tempore announced that Icastelaref • 
eieusd achieve, bowies It -represents a end the ayes appeared to have it. 	

Larsic. 	Itshli 

reform Of the worldwide 	Mr . 	. GARCIA Mr. Spanker, I object i "tap toward nn 
quota eyttem. 	 to the Vote on the ground that a Akas 	COtieeY 

e  
Mr. UcKINNEY, Mr. Speaker, 'after many allOrkert IS not present and make the e 	 Cobl nciesvrs 

Artaey 	

inntserian Cr2C) 

long hours, months, and 'even years of point of order that a quorum ta not AAZer 	&i
nbat  

debate, I am **sad that the House today present. 	 cocnourt.5  r • . 

Wood IforoliretiOn reform leettletion—s Mon- The sprAKER pro tempore. rVi- Bsertsrs1 

aZIM.:Ickrdoetasubeeil  
but then the measure became deadlock absent Members. 	 Bentley 	ri tt  

umental event Two years ego *1 this time, the detflly a quorum U not present. 	sarciurtzterlt 

House and Serene passed their own versions The Bergeson at Arms will notify SAL M= 	
D 

during conference and time ran out on the 	The vote was taken by electronic 9"in 	
et 

98th Congress 

	

	 t 	 Dell This Coogress We:eased 00u• device, and there were—yeas 238, nays s uriki, ewe 	
- actitidnions is re .. 

rageous resolve by many Members deter. 178, not voting 21, as follows. 	 Dreier 
1111ley 	

• 	uros 
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1:1 1705 
The Clerk announced the fallowing 

pairs: 
On this vote: 
Mr. St Germain foe with Mr. Brooks 

maim. 
Mr. Hansen for, with Mr. Conyers against . 

Mr. WALDON changed his vote 
from "nay" to "yea." 

Mr. CHAPPELL changed his vote 
from "yea" tO "nay." 

So the conference report was agreed 
to. 

The result of the vote was an-
nounced as above recorded. 

A motion to reconsider was laid on 
the table. 

OENERAL LEAVE 
Mr. RODINO. Mr. Speaker, I ask 

unanimous consent that all Members 
may have 5 legislative days in which to 
revise snd extend their remarks on the 
conference report on S. 1200 jut 
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October 15, 1986 CONGRESSIONAL RECOR1 

REQUEST FOR CONSIN 
OF HOUSE CONCURR F.  

ENROLLMENT 
 O R 

THE 	OF 
IMMIGRATION REFOP 
CONTROL ACT OF 1885, 

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Soeak• 
unanimous consent for the I: 

consideration of the concur ,  
lotion (H. Con. Res. 412) e. 
correction In the enrollmte , t 

8. 1200. 
The Clerk read the title o' 

current resolution. 
The SPEAKER pro te , t-

there objection to the rue' , 
 gentleman from New Jeret•y? 

Mr. LUNOREN. Mr. Sr-es -• 
trig the right to object 1 r , 

 right to object to give the i 
from New Jersey [Mr. RODIt• 

portunity to explain what I tr 
technical request that he ha:, 

Under MY re-nervation, I y1. 
gentleman from New Jee! 
Roarwol. 

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Spi"(00'r. 
want to advLse the gentlernc!: 
purpose of the concur-rent r 
Is to make a correction In t? 
ment to reflect a HOl/Bf 

which I •o agreed to in confer 
which the staff inadvertentl 
In the (flirts of the confene: ,  
a technical error. 

Mr. LUNGREN. Mr, Ev 
thank the gentleman for his 
tion, and I yield to the g• 
from Penns Wants wms 

Mr, W Mr. Spent:el 
dere•and it, this is just a tech. 
rection to take care of a staff 

Mr. LUNOREN. Staff errcr 
correct, and I have been tt.r:=; 

is the case. 
Mr. Speaker, I withdraw tr. , 

 Mon of objection. 
The SPEAKER pro tee -

there objection to the reque 
gentleman 'from New Jersey? 

Mr. OONZALEZ Mr. 8pe 
serVing the right to object, 
not think I will, but could tt 
man from New Jersey (Mr 
tell us what this has ref( 
What b the subject matter 
which was omitted? 

I yield to the gentleman f 
Jersey (Mr. RODINO3. 

Mr. RODINO. Mr. Speak(' 
an omission* a technical cent= 
was inadvertently left out 1. 
legislative petiole put toe , . 
conference report which we 
genteel to them. 

Mr. GONZALEZ. Nothini 
stance? 

Mr. RODINO. Well, the tvi 
Of substance, but this was le 
advertently as a technical err 

Mr. GONZALES. Well, the 
I mean; the nature of the 
amendment is really not 1r-,  

or is it? 
Mr. RODINO. Well. the kr 

itself. MAY be a portion nf 
which. when read together 

could be substantial, beeaW. 

>RD — HOUSE 
	

October 15, 1986 

1_ 	PERSONAL EXPLANATION 
BADHAm, Mr, Speaker, during 

the consideration of the conference 
report on the Immigration and ,legal- 
!cation amendments I was unavoidably 
detained in -my diBtrict meeting with 
the Setretary of .  TrarisporUttlon, Eliza-
beth bole. • :" . 
.;064 I beeTlliititint. onitollOill 401 

,would have voted aye. - , 



DEPENDENCIA 
PRESIDENCIA MUNICIPAL. 

ADMINISTRATIVA. 
SEC CION 	  

MESA 	  

NUMERO DEL OFICIO 	  

EXPEDIENTE 	  
H. AYUNTAMIENTO CONSTITUCIONAL 

TRINCHERAS, SONORA, MEXICO. ASUNTO: I N V I T A C I 0 N. 
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Trinchoras, Sonora., a 6 de Octubre de 1988, 

R Neoz/n4-,\I 23(1,9, 

7/6 	3gc/...s7; 
Af47/o/v4/ 0.7y, 	F.24.5-4 

El Honorable Ayuntamiento qu6 precido r  se com-
place en inviter a usted, al acto historico de nuestra regi6n. 
dando con ello mas lucidez a las fiestas tradicionales el dia 
veintitres del presente donde develaremos una place sobre el - 
sitio donde naciera Joaquin Nurrieta, entre otros de los - - 
muchos actos programados. 

Su participaci6n y presencia a estos eventos - 
historicos dar5 una mayor brillantes a estos preparativos. 

S  
0 -0 

Agradecidos par su atenci6n a la presents  nps- 
reiteramos ante usted con nuestro afecto y reconocimiento dis- 

O tinguido. 

CCS'  

41 

." L. 

▪ . 	 EFECTIVO. NO 
O 4) 

ATENTAME 
0 0 

)1- ESIDENTE MUNI' PA ' 

•0 

o .00 

IitgaiDNINDR0 TO 	INA MURRIETA. 

EL SECRETARIO MUNICIPAL. 
- .- -)J-7,245 

C. ISRAEL MURF:IETA. 



Sonora 
Presidente - Antonio Rivera Murrieta 

Tito Murrieta 
Pedro Murrieta 

California 
Presidente - Alfredo Figueroa 

Vice-Pres. - Lalo Guerrero Murrieta 
Vice-Pres. - Ernesto Vingochea Murrieta 

Historiador - Manuel Rojas JOAQUIN MURRIETA 

NOS VEMOS EN TRINCHERAS, SONORA. 

AL en tamente 

ALFREDO FICUEROA. 

AS()CI ACI( )N INMIZNACION 1_, 1)1 I)ESCENDENCIA DE 
,TOAQUIN MURRIETA 

137 N. Broadway - l'.( ). Box 910 - Blythe, CA. 92225 
Tch•plh,n, ,  n,1n) 	((d))0?? r, 1?? 

Estimados Descendientes y Amistades: 

Acontinuacion les proporciono nombres y tele-
fonos de Moteles muy higienicos y de precios moderados en la Cd. 
de Caborca, Sonora. 

La Ciudad de Caborca es la parte mas cercana-
a Trincherac, Sonora (260 millas Sur este de Yuma, Ariz.) donde-
se pueden obtener estas comodidades de alojamiento. 60 Millas al 
Sur Este de la Cd. de Caborca se encuentra Trincheras. 

Included are two Motels in Caborca that is --
the nearest lodging accommo d a  tion to the town of Trincheras.60-- 
miles south east of Caborca. 260 miles south east of Yuma, Ariz. 

Si existen personas interesadas en acampar en 
el Llano existen muchos lugares donde pueden hacerlo. 

MOTEL "LOS ARCOS" 
CARRETERA INTERNACIONAL, TERMINAL DE AUTOBUSES 
1 - 706 - 37 - 2 - 1212 
Sr. Rene Davila 

MOTEL "POSADA CABORCA" 
1 - 706 - 37 - 2 - 1796 
1 - 706 - 37 - 2 - 1644 

Anexu Agenda de Actividades y Napa. 
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Sonora 
	

California 

cAtiroo° -  
ASOCIACION INTERNACIONAL DE 

DESCENDENCIA DE JOAQUIN MURRIETA 
137 N. Broadway - P.O. Box 910 - Blythe, CA. 92225 

Telephone (619) 922-2582 - (619) 922-6422 

No AYUNTAMIENTO 
CONSTITUCIONAL 

TRINCHERAS, SONORA, MEXICO 

CARAVANA DEL RECUERDO 
JOAQUIN MURRIETA 

(Joaquin Murrieta Days) 

Octubre 22 y 23, 1988 

Sonora California 

Joaquin Murrieta 

ASOCIACION INTERNACIONAL DE 
DESCENDENCIA DE JOAQUIN MURRIETA 

"IfVilITADOS 
MEXICO  

- Historiador MANUEL ROJAS  
Profesor de la Universidad de Baja 
California Norte. 

-TRIBU YAQUI  
Dir. General de Culturas Populares 
Unidad Reg. Sonora (SEP) 
Lic. Alejandro Aguilar Zeleny y La 
Universidad de Sonora. 

-TRIBU PAPAGO,  Danzantes 
Pascolas 
Armando Yon (Dirigente), Pedro 
Raymond y Carlos Murrieta 

-Sr. BENJAMIN LAUREANO LUNA  
Representante Directo de Don 
Salvador Juarez Chimalpopoca 
"Ddcima Carta Viva" de la 
Descendencia de Cuauhtemoc. 

-Sr. OSCAR NORIEGA ARAUJO 
Presidente de la Union Regional de 
la Pequena Propiedad 
Agricola, Ganadera y Forestal de 
Caborca. 

DE HONOR 
CALIFORNIA  
LIDERES CHICANOS  

-Sr. HUMBERTO 1BERT) CORONA  
Hermandad Mexicana Nacional 

-Sr. CESAR CHAVEZ 
Presidente de la UniOn Campesina 
UFW 

-Sr. RODOLFO (CORKY) GONZALEZ 
Cruzada por la Justicia 

-Sr. REYES LOPEZ TIJERINA 
Alianza Federal de las Mercedes 

- Sr. ABRAHAM TAPIA  
Ex-Presidente de MAPA 
(AsociaciOn Politica Mex-Ame) 

-Sr. HERMAN BACA 
Chicano Rights 

-Sr. ANTONIO GONZALEZ  DRENNEN 
Jefe de as Tribus Indigenas del Rio 
Colorado 

-Sr. ARCHIE MURRIETA  
Freight Coordinator Western 
Conference of Teamster 

-Sr. FRANK DURAN  
Alcalde de la Ciudad de Coachella, 
Calif. 



C. Miguel Angel Grijalva R. 
C. Ma. del Carmen Grijalva 
C. Eligio Grijalva 

C. Victor Joel Castillo 
C. Heriberto Grijalva 
C. Jose Raman Martinez 
C. Rafael Ruiz Grijalva 
C. Loreto (Tito) Murrieta 
C. Guadalupe Reyes 
C. Antonio Murrieta 
C. Gilberto Chavez 
C. Maria Luisa Y. de Bejarano 

C. Joel Murrieta 
C. Pedro Murrieta 
C. Jose Jesus Murrieta 
C. RamOn Murrieta 
C. Norberto Reina 
C. Guadalupe Reyes 
C. Ernesto Vingochea 
C. Rogelio Leon 
C. Clara Bejarano de Murrieta 
C. Lencho Moreno 
C. Carlos E. Garza 

6:00 Horas (pm) 

6:15 Horas (pm) 

7:00 Horas (pm) 

7:30 Horas (pm) 

ATENTA INVITACIoN 

El H. Ayuntamiento de la Historica Trincheras, Sonora, lo invita a 
Usted a los Actos Conmemorativos que con motivo de: 

"LA GRAN CARA VANA DEL RECUERDO 

JOAQUIN MURRIETA:' 
(Joaquin Murrieta Days)  

"PROGRAMA GENERAL"  
Sabado 22 de Octubre de 1988  

APERTURA; dando la bienvenida el C. Presidente 
Municipal C. Norberto Reina Murrieta. 

Discurso alusivo at Acto por la Sra. Estrella Newman 
Directora del Colegio Julian Carrillo, Mexico, D.F. 
Presentacio'n de la Tribu Azteca. 

Armando Yon y Pascolas Papagas. 

Discurso por el Lic. Alejandro Aguilar Zeleny de la 
Direccion General de Culturas Populares Unidad Reg. 
Sonora y presentaciOn de Danzas Yaquis. 

Asociacion Internacional de Descendientes de Joaquin Murrieta 

Sr. Alfredo A. Figueroa, Presidente 

COMI'l E ORGANIZADOR 

* Todos los Actos se Ilevaran a cabo frente al Palacio Municipal. 

Domingo 23 de Octubre de 1988  
6:00 Horas (am) Ceremonia al arrivar el alba por los Aztecas (Cerro de Trincheras, 

lugar donde esta la cruz). 
11:00 Horas (am) Desfile Ctvico con la participacion de las diferentes Tribus, 

Escuelas de la Region y Grupos Musicales. 

(Dando principio en el Palacio Municipal) 

1:00 Horas (pm) Apertura de eventos en el desaparecido poblado de San Rafael del 

Alamito, dos millas at norte de Trincheras, Sonora; por el Presidente 

Municipal, C. Norberto Reina Murrieta. 

I.- Honores a la Bandera 

II.- Presentado'n de Representantes Oficiales de la RegiOn. 

III.- Cediendole la palabra al C. Alfredo A. Figueroa, Presidente de la AsociaciOn de 
Descendientes de Joaquin Murrieta que hara la presentacidn de los Lideres Chicanos, 
donde tomara la palabra Humberto (Bert) Corona, Hermandad Mexicana Nacional. 

IV.- Presentaci6n de el Autor del Libro JOAQUIN MURRIETA "EL PATRIO", 
Historiador Manuel Rojas. 

V.- PresentaciOn de la Escuela Julian Carrillo donde hara use de la palabra la Sra. 
Estrella Newman, se cantara el Himno Nacional de Nahuatl por el Sr. Felipe 
Villanueva y dara un discurso el Sr. Benjamin Laureano Luna representante directo 
de Don Salvador JiArez Rodriguez Chimalpopoca Moctezuma (D‘cima Carta Viva de 

la Descendencia de Cuauhtemoc). 

VI.- Revelacign del sitio donde se encontraba la casa donde nacici Joaquin 
Murrieta, por Sres. Ancianos del Area, Raul Rivera A. 

VII.- Acto de UnificaciOn de las tierras desde la Tumba de Cuauhtemoc, 
Izcatiopan, Guerrero; La Cuna de Aztlan, Blythe, Ca. con la tierra Sagrada del Lugar 
donde estaba la casa donde naciO el Patrio Joaquin Murrieta. 

VIII.- Corrido de Joaquin Murrieta por los Sres. Loreto (Tito) Mu rrieta y 
Ernesto Vingochea. 

IX.- DevelaciOn de la Placa Historica de el Gran Heroe y Patriota Joaquin 
Murrieta. 
X.- Danzas Yaquis. 

Acto histOrico del Municipio y del Distrito de Altar, que reafirma el lugar donde nacici 

nuestro gran Heroe y Patriota Joaquin Murrieta, develandose una Placa en su honor, 
en el desaparecido poblado de San Rafael del Alamito de los Murrieta. 

ATENTAMENTE 
Presidente Municipal de Trincheras Sonora 

Sr. Norberto Reina Murrieta 



Sonora 
Presidente - Antonio Rivera Murrieta 

Tito Murrieta 
Pedro Murrieta 

California 
Presidente - Alfredo Figueroa 

Vice-Pres. - Lab Guerrero Murrieta 
Vice-Pres. - Ernesto Vingochea Murrieta 

Historiador - Manuel Rojas JOAQUIN MURRIETA 

ASOCIACION INTERNACIONAL DE DESCENDENCIA DE 
JOAQUIN MURRIETA 

137 N. Broadway - P.O. Box 910 - Blythe, CA. 92225 
Telephone (619) 922-2582 - (619) 922-6422 

PROCLAMATION AND INAUGURATION OF A HISTORICAL MONUMENT IN HONOR OF THE 
GREAT MEXICAN HERO JOAQUIN MURRIETA, THE PATRIOT. 

The International Association of Descendants of Joaquin Murrieta invite you to join in celebrating one of the 
most important historical events of our times for all of the Raza of America that are tired of all of the lies and 
hypocrisy of the Anglo/Saxon historians and other writers. It will also be another victory in the fulfillment of the 
new knowledge, for all of the descendants that longed for and persistantly pursued unyielding banner of a race and the 
thirst of centuries burning in our throats that now speaks with a new voice. 

Also adding to the magnitude of this historical event will be representatives of the Aztecs, Yaqui and O'odaham 
tribes. The Papagos will host the other tribes in the celebration. The Yaquis' are coming from the South of Sonora 
whose descendants were very knowledgeable and experienced Gambusinos (placer miners) as their counter-parts in the 
rich district of Altar, Sonora. Afterwards in the California Gold Rush at the Mother Lode Country, Cajeme the Great 
Yaqui Chief and his family were involved in the battle against the injustices committed by the Anglo/Saxons. 

The Azteca will come in behalf of Don Salvador Rodriguez Juarez the tenth living descendant of the last Azteca 
Tlatuani (Chief) Cuauhtemoc and from the Escuela Julian Carrillo. Because of the fact that the Trinchera Archeology 
Mountain was formed by the Nahuatls during their stay there on the long pilgrimage from al Cuna de Aztlan (The 
Palo Verde Valley on the banks of the Colorado River) or their trek pursuing the founding of La Gran Tenochtitlan 
(Mexico City). 

The festivities will take place during the annual celebration of "La Caravana del Recuerdo" at Trincheras, Sonora 
on October 23, 1988. The event is being sponsored by the Trincheras Municipality and the International Association 
of Descendants of Joaquin Murrieta and other townships of the Altar District. 

A plaque will be placed on a stone monument at Joaquin Murrieta's birth place, an old townsite of San Rafael del 
Alamito, which is two miles north of the town of Trincheras, Sonora. 

An Event of this magniture will cost around $3,000.00 (three thousand dollars); for the building of a stone 
monument, cleaning of site, plaque, transportation, lodging of dignitaries, etc. The Escuela de la Raza Unida, an 
educational K-12 institution, registered with the California State Department of Education, a non-profit organization 
and its leadership have undertaken this monumental historical task. 

We are requesting that all donations be sent as soon as possible to Escuela de la Raza Unida (Joaquin Murrieta 
Monument Project), P.O. Box 910, Blythe, California, 92225. The telephone number is (619) 922-2582 or Alfredo 
Figueroa, president ;  (619) 922-6422. 

Your contributions will be greatly appreciated and are tax deductible and receive a return receipt and accounting of 
all expenses incurred. 

If you are interested in knowing more about the festivities and desire to participate in this historic event, please 
contact us immediately so that we may send you the agenda, lodging and ohter information concerning the event. 

Partial List of Supporters: 
Hermandad Mexican Nacional, Humberto (Bert) Corona, Abran (Abe) Tapia, El Metate Plaza Murrieta Brothers 

Santa Ana, Clinica para los Latinos, Dr. Jose Noriega Murrieta D.C., Archie Murrieta, Freight Coordinator Western 
Conference of Teamster, Mecha University California Riverside, Frank, Duran, Mayor of City of Coachella, Raul 
Loya, Bill Encinas, Lencho Moreno Steelworkers, Gilbert Chavez, Herman Baca, Manuel S. Acuna. 
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Invitan a Ia "Caravana del 
Recuerdo" en Trincheras 

ASISTIRAN a la "Caravana del Recuerdo" en Trincheras, 
Sonora. Edith Espinoza, Ernesto Vingochea Murrieta y 
Rafael Murrieta, descendiente directo de la familia 
Murrieta (Abajo) el senor Reyes Murrieta y el senor 
Presidente Municipal de Trincheras, Son., Gonzalo Ochoa 
Reyna. 

La Asociacion Internacional de 
Descendientes de Joaquin Murrieta y 
el Municipio de Trincheras, Sonora 
Mex., lo invitan a convivir y a 
participar a la celebraciSn anual de 
la "Caravana del Recuerdo" que se 
efectuara en Trincheras el dia 23 de 
Octubre de 1988. 

En este magno evento estaran 
las tribus hermanas Aztecas, Yaquis 
y O'odaham, y la tribu PSPaga serif 
la anfitriona. Treinta Yaquis 
vendriin de Cocorit, Son., por 
medio de la Direcci6n General de 
Culturas Populares Unidad Noreste, 
los Aztecas vendran de parte de la 
Escucla Julian Carrillo de Mexico, 
D. F., Jos Papagos estaran bajo la 
direcci6a de Armando Yon 
Coronado. 

Durame la celebracin se tendra 
un desfile con Ia participaciOn de las 
escuclas de Trincheras y Caborca. 
Tambien se develara una placa en 
un monument° de piedra en el sitio 
donde naci6Joaquin Murrieta. 

Aproximadamente 200 personas 
asistiran del Estado de California. 

El Comite organizador de Blythe, 
esta integrado por Alfredo Figueroa, 
Ernesto Vingochea, asistiran 
tambien Lalo Guerrero el 
compositor y cantante. El senor 
Oscar Noriega de Trincheras ofrecera 
aansportacion y alla mismo tendr:in 
colaboracion de alojamiento y 
comida para los asistentes de fuera 
de la ciudad. 

Las personas que cooperan en la 
ayuda de este evento son: 
Hcrmandad Mexicano Nacional, 
Humberto (Bert) Corona, Abran 
(Abe) Tapia, El- Metate Plaza 
Murricta Brothers Santa Ana, 
Clinica para los Latinos, Dr. Jose 
Noriega Murricta D.C., Archie 
Murrieta, Freight Coordinator 
Western Conference of Teamster, 
Mecha UCR, Frank Duran, Mayor 
of City of Coachella Raul Loya, 
Bill Encinas, Lencho Moreno 
Gilbert Chavez, Herman Baca y 
Manuel S. Acuria. 

Las personas interesadas en 
asistir a estas fiestas pueden llamar 
al 922-2582 o al 922-6422. 



Asociacion de Descendencia de Joaquin Murrieta 
Asociacion Internacional 

137 N. Broadway - P.O. Box #910 - Blythe, Calif. 92225 

California 
Presidente - Alfredo Figueroa 

Vice-Pres. - Lalo Guerrero Murrieta 
Vice-Pres. - Ernesto Vingochea Murrieta 

Historiador - Manuel Rojas JOAQUIN MURRIETA 

Sonora 
Presidente - Antonio Rivera Murrieta 

PREAMBLE; 
Escuela de la Raza Unida was the ultimate product of the Chicano Movement in its struggle 

against the injustices and oppression of the public school system. One of the main goals of 
Escuela de la Raza Unida is to restore and preserve the nationalistic, cultural, and indigenous 
heritage of the Chicano. Escuela de la Raza Unida takes great pride in the founding of the 
Association of the Descendants of Joaquin Murrieta. 

HISTORY .,  
Joaquin Murrieta was the father of the Chicano Movement. Joaquin Murrieta was one of the 

first Chicanos to lead an organized group against the injustices of the Anglo Saxon during the 
1850's after half of Mexico hand been conquered. Murrieta has never been given his proper 
place in the history of California and of the Southwest. On the contrary, he has been labeled a 
thief, highwayman, a murderer without cause, a man without principles, without morals, without 
scruples. Most Anglo historians portray Joaquin Murrieta as a fictitious, legendary figure. A 
large number of books have been published and movies have ben produced on the life and 
death of Joaquin Murrieta, one of the most daring Chicano heroes of the Southwest. 

PURPOSE:  
TO. 	. . Form a non-profit corporation of family descendants and of other interested people. 
Continue research of the Joaquin Murrieta geneology. 
Preserve and restore the historical landmarks such as the cemetery at San Rafael del 

Alamito Cucurpe, Sonora. 
Get the Sonora State Government and the Sonora Historical Society to proclaim the 

birthplace of Joaquin Murrieta as official and historical. 
To establish Descendants of Joaquin Murrieta Chapters in the United States and in Mexico, 

and wherever there are substantial descendants and interest. 
Have input with the California Department of Education in correcting the false and negative 

interpretation of Early California history as it relates to Joaquin Murrieta and other Chicano 
heroes. Such historical correction should point out why Joaquin Murrieta revolted and how he 
carried out that gallant struggle against all odds. 

Instill cultural pride and restore the much needed knowledge of our roots and heritage for the 
present generation and for generations to come. 

Eradicate all fears of repression by abusive authorities and other hate-groups against 
Murrieta descendants or anybody mentioning, his name, such as in the State of Arizona where 
there is a law prohibiting the singing of the "Corrido of Joaquin Murrieta." 

Restore pride in the Murrieta ancestry, especially in the immediate family lineage where 
some are embarrased to be related to the Mirrieta name. 

Rather than live with lies and half-truths, we the hundreds of descendants of Joaquin 
Murrieta, after over 100 years of living in anguish, can now do something about it and correct 
the injustices of the past for the present and for the future. 

"Aquel que ignora de donde viene, Difrcilmente podri saber adonde vi!" 



En la presente grafica de izquierda a derecha: El presidente de la Asociacion de Descendencia de Joaquin Murrieta, senor Alfredo 
Figueroa; senor Manuel Rojas, profesor de la Universidad Autonoma de Baja California y autor del libro "Joaquin Murrieta, El 
Patrio"; y el senor Eduardo (Lain) Guerrero) popular compositor y cantante y vice -presidente de la Asociaciom sosteniendo en snc 
manos un tomo del famoso libro. A la derecha una foto del celebre personaje Joaquin Murrieta. 

JOAQUIN MURRIETA 	VIVE 
En of recuerdo del Mexico que se resiste a dar la espalda a su pasado. En el corazcin fy la lucha del pueblo chicano 

de los Estados Unidos. . . Mas and de la Leyenda, la vida y ejemplo del Sonorense Joaquin Murrieta y de aquel punado 
de hombres del Distrito de Altar que los acompartaron en la epopeya contra la ocupacion anglosajona de los territories 
arrebatados a Mexico, Joaquin Murrieta . . .VIVE AUN! 

No en los cuentos de los viejos que narran de generacidn en generacicin aquellos sucesos. . no solo en la fantasia 
desbordada que en noches de tuna, recrea su figura legendaria cabalgando al horizone en ancas de su caballo 'mozo', 
su traje de Californiano de impecable color negro, chaquetin y calzoneras con botonaduras plateadas, lienzo rojo, 
jorongo jaliciense terciado al viento, revolver de seis tiros y pupal espariol, caballada en estampida rumbo a Sonora, y 
balazos, canto, musica y fandango de aquellos bravos mexicanos, abuelos ancestrales de jornaleros, trabajadores, 
estudiantes y lideres gremiales que de Texas a California, renuevan el esfuerzo dignificador de la mexicanidad, al grito 
de.. .LA RAZA!. . . .NUESTRA RAZA! 

Joaquin Murrieta. . .Vive Aun!. . .En un ,  libro! 'Joaquin Murrieta, El Patrio" recoge documentos, fotografias y 
testimonios de la mas apasionante investigacion sobre este patriota mexicano del siglo pasado, cuya gesta se grabci 
con sangre en la memoria de los "Forty Niners' de los caballeros anglos del Este, primeros violadores del Tratado de 
Guadalupe - Hidalgo. 

"Joaquin Murrieta, El Patrio", es un libro del sociologo mexicano .Manuel Rojas, y que no debe dejar de leer. 

JOAQUIN MURRIETA -- LIVES 
Finally, after 133 years of distorted and false historical writings of Joaquin Murrieta's life and death, a Mexican has 

dedicated three years of extensive research and interviews revealing the truth in his book, Joaquin Murrieta, El Patrio' 
(The Patriot). Murrieta had been portrayed as a vindictive, sadist, highway man and murderer, but in the memories of 
that Mexico that resisted to give in and turn their backs to the past, and in the heart and struggle of the Chicano 
movement, Joaquin Murrieta Lives! It's more than a legend, the life and example of Joaquin Murrieta and that small 
group of courageous Sonoran from the District of Altar that joined him in the epic against the occupational Anglo-saxons 
of the territory seized from Mexico. . .Joaquin Murrieta Lives! 'El Padre del Movimiento Chicano'. 

It's not the stories told by the old folks that have passed it on from generation to generation of those events, or the 
fantasy that is revived when the moon is out and his legendary figure is seen galloping on his horse, "El Mozo,' towards 
the horizon. It is his impeccable black California outfit, jacket, and pants with silver buttons with red trim, Jalisco poncho 
flying in the wind, a colt revolver and a Spanish dagger, with a herd in a stampede of horses enroute to Sonora; gun 
shots, music, song and a fandango of those brave Mexican ancestral grandparents of workers, students and leaders 
that from Texas to California are renewing their dignified efforts of being Mexican, at the yell of 'VIVA LA RAZA. 
.NUESTRA RAZA!' 

Joaquin Murrieta lives still. . in the book "Joaquin Murrieta, El Patrio,' through researched documents, photos, and 
interviews of the most extensive research ever about the Mexican patriot of the last century, whose gestures were 
written in blood in the memory of the "Forty Niners," the gentlemen from the east, the first violators of the Treaty of 
Guadalupe Hidalgo. 

Manuel Rojas, the sociologist and author makes and excellent one hour slide presentation of this highly 
controversial hero Joaquin Murrieta. It leaves you without a shadow of a doubt that what the historians have written is 
false. 

'El Patrio' is a must for any Chicano or history enthusiast that is interested in his roots and cultural background. ER U 
is arranging Mr. Rojas' schedule for presentations in colleges and universities and other community groups. 

For more information contact Alfredo Figueroa, Escuela de la Raza Unida, P.O. Box 910, Blythe, CA. 92225 or call 
(619)922-29a Of 922-422. 
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Trincheras, Sonora., a 7 de Julio de 1988. 

C. ALFREDO FIGUEROA 
137 N. BROADWAY P.O. BOX # 910 
BLYTHT, CALIF. 92221.- 

Por este conducto; el H. Ayuntamiento a mi cargo, 
autoriza la superficie requerida en el lugar denominado "San Rafael Del-
Alamito", de estfi JurisdicciOn, pars que se levante el Monument° a Jos .:. 
quin Murrieta, coma lo viene solicitaudo la Asociaci6n de Descendencia -
de Joaquin Murrieta. 

Sin otro particular y esperando vernos en breve -
me despido de Usted con afectuoso saludo. 

LA SF ETARIA. 

AMITUN R 
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grupos danzantes como: "I 
Aztecas" del Distrito Fede 
"Los Yaquis" de Cocori y "1 
Papagos" de la Region 
Trincheras. 

El dia 24 de Octubre pasado, 
en las festividades conocidas 
como "La Caravana del 
Recuerdo," mismas que 
tradicionalmente se efectuan los 
dias 22. 23, 24 y 25 de Octubre. 
en la historica poblaciOn de 
Trincheras, Son., se recordO 
emotivamente a sus pioneros 
Joseph David y Salvador y Juan 
Murrieta, este tfltimo padre del 
legendario guerrillero californiano 
Joaquin Murrieta, nacido entre 
1824-1831 en la desaparecida 
Villa de San Rafael del Alamito, 
situada 4km al norte del cerro de 
las Trincheras. 

El Presidente Municipal, Sr. 
Gonzalo Ochoa Reyna, en 
compaliia del Secretario del 
Ayuntamiento, Sr. Norberto 
Reyna Mwrieta, extendieron una 
invitation al sociologo e 
historiador Manuel Rojas, de 
Mexicali, BC., y el senor Alfredo 
Figueroa presidente de la 
AsociaciOn Internacional de 
Joaquin Murrieta y director de la 
mesa directiva de la Escuela de la 

Raza Unida, de Blythe. El senor 
Figueroa asistiOacompalado por 
su familia y un numeroso grupo 
de personas de Blythe, entre 
ellos: el senor Ernesto 
Vingochea, Vice-Presidente de la 
Asociacion J. Murrieta; en la 
comitiva de Riverside que 
acompano al senor Figueroa 
estuvieron: el ex-comandante de 
las "Boinas Cafes" de Riverside, 
senor Gilberto Chavez y de la 
Asociacion J. Murrieta fueron los 
hermanos Fidencio (Lencho) 
Moreno y Alejandro (Jando) 
Moreno. 

El enfoque de dicha 
celebracion fue la presentacion 
que dio el Profesor Manuel Rojas 
en la Presidencia Municipal, 
despues de haber sido recibida la 
comitiva con la Banda de 
Sinaloa, Mariachi y otros grupos 
y se les agasajOcon una deliciosa 
comida en la casa dcl senor Pedro 
Murrieta. 

El evento tuvo una nutrida 
concurrencia de mas de 200 
personas, quienes escucharon,  

corroboraron y aplaudieron la 
exposicion del historiador, 
avalada con fotografias y 
documentos, misma que ya ha 
sido dada con anterioridad en las 
ciudades de Hermosillo, Caborca 
y San Luis, R.C. en el Estado de 
Sonora, igual que en Mexicali, 
Ensenada y Tijuana BC, bajo el 
auspicio de sociedades de 
Historia e Instituciones 
Gubemamentales y privadas. 

Despues de-  la presentacion 
Alfredo Figueroa hizo entrega de 
una copia del tratado de 
Guadalupe Hidalgo, una copia de 
la foto original de Joaquin 
Murrieta y una chaqueta con el 
escudo de la OrganizaciOn 
Joaquin Murrieta. Al dia 
siguiente se efectu6 una junta con 
el Presidente Municipal y la 
comitiva que se formd en 
Trincheras y Caborca se dio 
autorizacion para levantar un 
monumento en honor de dicho 
personaje. En el desaparecido 
poblado de San Rafael del 
Alamito que queda 2 millas al 
none de Trincheras. Tambien se 
propuso que se diera principio a 
preservar y documentar la 
historia de los antepasados de 
Trincheras y Joaquin Murrieta, 
haciendo esto con el interes de 
principiar un museo historico ya 
que aparte de ser la tierra de los 
origenes de J. Murrieta, el Cerro 
Trincheras es un lugar 
antropologico hecho por los 
antiguos Nahuatl en su 
peregrinaciOn al sur desde la 
Cuna de Aztlan del Rio 
Colorado, despues los Papagos 
saliendo del mismo lugar e 
hicieron cabecera en Trincheras. 

El monumento que se propose 
levantar en San Rafael del 
Alamito, se va a inaugurar el 24 
de Oct. de 1988, durante la 
proxima fiesta de la Caravana del 
Recuerdo que sera presenciada 
por distintas comitivas de Estados 
Unidos de la Asociacion, lideres 
Chicanos, Bert Corona, Rodolfo 
Corky Gonzalez y una 
contingenica de, las "Boinas 
Cafes", de Mexico estaran 

ALFREDO FIGUEROA presidente de la Asociacion Internacional 
Descendientes de Joaquin Murrieta, al centro, senor Gonzalo 
Ochoa Reyna presidente municipal de Trincheras, Son; a la derecha 
el Profesor Manuel Rojas, sociologo e historiador de Mexicali, 
rte., durante Ios festejos de "La Caravana del 
Recuerdon en :Trincheras, Son. 

Californianos locales asisten a 
celebracion en Trincheras, Son 



JOAQUIN MURRIETA 
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ASOCIACION INTERNACIONAL DE DESCENDENCIA DE 
JOAQUIN MURRIETA 

137 N. Broadway - P.O. Box 910 - Blythe, CA. 92225 
Telephone (619) 922-2582 - (619) 922-6422 

PROCLAMACION E INAUGURACION DEL MONUMENTO HISTORICO AL GRAN PATRIOTA Y 
HEROE MEXICANO JOAQUIN MURRIETA. 

LA ASOCIACION INTERNACIONAL DE DESCENDIENTES DE JOAQUIN MURRIETA Y EL 
MUNICIPIO DE TRINCHERAS, SONORA LO INVITAN A CONVIVIR Y A PARTICIPAR EN UNO DE LOS 
EVENTOS MAS HISTORICOS DE NUESTRO TIEMPO, PARA TODA LA RAZA DE AMERICA QUE 
ESTAN CANSADOS DE TANTAS MENTIRAS E HIPOCRECIAS DE LOS ESCRITORES E 
HISTORIADORES ANGLO/SAJONES Y OTROS ESCRITORES QUE CON SU PLUMA HAN ESTADO 
LEJOS DE LA VERDADERA HISTORIA DE ESTE CAUDILLO. 

Sera un restate mas en el Saber Nuevamente de la Verdad que era una angustia y una esperanza para todos los de la 
Descendencia que anhelabamos en perseguir nuestras raices, era un estandarte terco de una Raza, sed de siglos que 
abraza la garganta y que hoy nos habla con voz nueva. 

Tambien en este magno evento rend ran homenaje a nuestro Justiciero representante de las Tribus Hermanas 
Aztecas, Yaquis y O'odaham. La Tribu Papaga sera la que brinde el hospedaje a los representantes de las otras Tribus 
que asistan a esta celebracion; la Tribu Yaqui que viene desde el Valle del Yaqui en el Sur de Sonora que al igual que 
los Papagos fueron los mas destacados gambusinos en el Distrito de Altar y la Mother Lode en California; ademas de 
ser los Descendientes del Gran Cajeme y su familia que lucharon en core -1 de todas las injusticias que cometian los 
gringos en California. Los representates de los Aztecas vendran de pnrte de la Escuela Julian Carrillo, de Mexico, 
D.F. y en pro de Don Salvador Rodriguez Juarez, Decimo Heredero del ultimo TLATUANI (Jefe Azteca) 
Cuauhtemoc y Danzantes, sabiendo que el Cerro Arquelogico de Trincheras fue formado por los Nahuatls durante su 
morada en la peregrination de la Cuna de Aztlan (Valle de Palo Verde) cuenca del Rio Colorado al Gran Tenochtitlan 
en el Valle del Anahuac. 

ESTAS FESTIVIDADES SE LLEVARAN A CABO DURAN'IE LA CELEBRACION ANUAL DE LA 
'CARAVANA DEL RECUERDO' DE TRINCHERAS, SONORA, EL DIA 23 DE OCTUBRE DEL PRESENTE 
ANO, ESTE EVENTO SERA PATROCINADO POR EL MUNICIPIO DE TRINCHERAS Y LA ASOCIACION 
INTERNACIONAL DE DESCENDIENTES DE JOAQUIN MURRIETA Y OTROS MUNICIPIOS DEL 
DISTRITO DE ALTAR, SON. 

SE DEVELARA UNA PLACA EN UN MONUMENTO DE PIEDRA EN EL SITIO DONDE NACIO 
JOAQUIN MURRIETA, EL DESAPARECIDO PUEBLITO DE SAN RAFAEL DEL ALAMITO, DOS MILLAS 
AL NORTE DE TRINCHERAS, SONORA. 

Si usted esta interesado en tener mas informacion con relacion a las actividades que estamos realizando o si desea 
asistir a este evento Historic() por favor comuniquese inmediatamente, para nosotros tener la oportunidad de 
mandarles la agenda de las actividades incluyendo informacion de alojamiento y traslado. 

ESCUELA DE LA RAZA UNIDA: P. O. BOX 910, BLYTHE, CA. 92225 
Telefono: (619) 922-6422 o (619) 922-2582 

ALFREDO FIGUEROA, Presidente 

"Aqua! que ignora de donde viene, Dificilmente podra-  saber adonde vi!" 



California 
Presidente - Alfredo Figueroa 

Vice-Pres. - Lab Guerrero Murrieta 
Vice-Pres. - Ernesto Vingochea Murrieta 

Historiador - Manuel Rojas 

Sonora 
Presidente - Antonio Rivera Murrieta 

Tito Murrieta 
Pedro Murrieta 

JOAQUIN MURRIETA 

ASOCIACION INTERNACIONAL DE DESCENDENCIA DE 
JOAQUIN MURRIETA 

137 N. Broadway - P.O. Box 910 - Blythe, CA. 92225 
Telephone (619) 922-2582 - (619) 922-6422 

PROCLAMATION AND INAUGURATION OF A HISTORICAL MONUMENT IN HONOR OF THE 
GREAT MEXICAN HERO JOAQUIN MURRIETA, THE PATRIOT. 

The International Association of Descendants of Joaquin Murrieta invite you to join in celebrating one of the 
most important historical events of our times for all of the Raza of America that are tired of all of the lies and 
hypocrisy of the Anglo/Saxon historians and other writers. It will also be another victory in the fulfillment of the 
new knowledge, for all of the descendants that longed for and persistantly pursued unyielding banner of a race and the 
thirst of centuries burning in our throats that now speaks with a new voice. 

Also adding to the magnitude of this historical event will be representatives of the Aztecs, Yaqui and O'odaham 
tribes. The Papagos will host the other tribes in the celebration. The Yaquis' are coming from the South of Sonora 
whose descendants were very knowledgeable and experienced Gambusinos (placer miners) as their counter-parts in the 
rich district of Altar, Sonora. Afterwards in the California Gold Rush at the Mother Lode Country, Cajeme the Great 
Yaqui Chief and his family were involved in the battle against the injustices committed by the Anglo/Saxons. 

The Azteca will come in behalf of Don Salvador Rodriguez Juarez the tenth living descendant of the last Azteca 
Tlatuani (Chief) Cuauhtemoc and from the Escuela Julian Carrillo. Because of the fact that the Trinchera Archeology 
Mountain was formed by the Nahuatls during their stay there on the long pilgrimage from al Cuna de Aztlan (The 
Palo Verde Valley on the banks of the Colorado River) or their trek pursuing the founding of La Gran Tenochtitlan 
(Mexico City). 

The festivities will take place during the annual celebration of "La Caravana del Recuerdo" at Trincheras, Sonora 
on October 23, 1988. The event is being sponsored by the Trincheras Municipality and the International Association 
of Descendants of Joaquin Murrieta and other townships of the Altar District. 

A plaque will be placed on a stone monument at Joaquin Murrieta's birth place, an old townsite of San Rafael del 
Alamito, which is two miles north of the town of Trincheras, Sonora. 

An Event of this magniture will cost around $3,000.00 (three thousand dollars); for the building of a stone 
monument, cleaning of site, plaque, transportation, lodging of dignitaries, etc. The Escuela de la Raza Unida, an 
educational K-12 institution, registered with the California State Department of Education, a non-profit organization 
and its leadership have undertaken this monumental historical task. 

We are requesting that all donations be sent as soon as possible to Escuela de la Raza Unida (Joaquin Murrieta 
Monument Project), P.O. Box 910, Blythe, California, 92225. The telephone number is (619) 922-2582 or Alfredo 
Figueroa, president ;  (619) 922-6422. 

Your contributions will be greatly appreciated and are tax deductible and receive a return receipt and accounting of 
all expenses incurred. 

If you are interested in knowing more about the festivities and desire to participate in this historic event, please 
contact us immediately so that we may send you the agenda, lodging and ohter information concerning the event. 

Partial List of Supporters: 
Hermandad Mexicano Nacional, Humberto (Bert) Corona, Abran (Abe) Tapia, El Metate Plaza Murrieta Brothers 

Santa Ana, Clinica para los Latinos, Dr. Jose Noriega Murrieta D.C., Archie Murrieta, Freight Coordinator Western 
Conference of Teamster, Mecha University California Riverside, Frank, Duran, Mayor of City of Coachella, Raul 
Loya, Bill Encinas, Lencho Moreno Steelworkers, Gilbert Chavez, Herman Baca, Manuel S. Acuna. 



California 
Presidente - Alfredo Figueroa 

Vice-Pres. - Lab Guerrero Murrieta 

Asociacion de Descendencia de Joaquin Murrieta 
Asociacion Internacional 

137 N. Broadway - P.O. Box #910 - Blythe, Calif. 92225 

Vice-Pres. - Ernesto Vingochea Murrieta 	 Sonora 
Historiador - Manuel Rojas 	 JOAQUIN MURRIETA 	Presidente - Antonio Rivera Murrieta 

JOAQUIN MURRIETA MONUMENT INAUGURATION 
FIESTA AT TRINCHERAS, SONORA, MEXICO 

OCTOBER 22, 23, 1988 

Herman Baca 
710 East 3rd. st. 
National City, Ca. 92050 

. tstimados parientes Murrietas, and friends of the Asociacion Internacional Le 
Descendencia de Joaquin Murrieta. 

Another milestone has been reached in vindicating the name and life of one of 
California's most famous heroes Joaquin Murrieta. 

Finaly after 135 years of confused and distorted writing of Murrieta by 	- - 
historians the truth has now been revealed, by the investigative work done by 
Author Manuel Rojas in his Book Joaquin Murrieta "El Patrio" and forty years 
of our personal genealogy research of the Murrieta Family. 
Joaquin Murrieta, "El Padre del Movimiento Chicano" name shall be forever - - 
amoung the great leaders that fought in defence of the oppressed, thus - - -
el Patrio, el Justiciero. 

San Rafael del Alamito de los Murrietas, an old town site in Sonora, has been 
confirmed to be the site where Joaquin Murrieta Orozco was born. The site - -
was confirmed by oral and written testimony by Raul Rivera and other elders - 
of that area. They have stated that Joaquin Murrieta was born in an old house 
that was once occupied by Camilo and Maria Estrada. Other information leading 
to the confirmation is a document that was signed by Joaquin Murrieta and - - 
Carmelita Felix, when they baptized a child in Altar, Sonora. 

Once and for all beyond the shadow of a doubt, it acknowledges Joaquin Murrie 
ta's place of birth, his nationality and that he was not killed in California. 

The monument standing at the old town site of San Rafael del Alamito is for -
everybody and for the future generations to see and be proud of their heritage 

In prior letters that were sent to all the people interested, we estimated -
that $ 3,000.00 would be spend in making the Fiesta. Enclosed you will find -
an itemized list of the monies that were donated and expenses paid. 

Total amount of expenses paid: 
Total amount of donations received: 
Total amount deficit (Balance Due): 

$3,442.00 
$1,720.00 
$1,722.00 

"Aquel que ignora de donde viene, Difrcilmente podri saber adonde vi!" 



La Asociacion Internacional de Descendientes de Joaquin Murrieta y el Municipio de 
Trincheras, Sonora, Mexico. Lo invitan a convivir y a participar a la celebracion anual de la: 

DIWIJ8nAaQIIRATIVA 
Joaquin Murrieta Days 

que se celebrara en Trincheras el 23 de octubre, 1992 

En este magno evento se celebrara el IV Aniversario del "Dia De Joaquin Murrieta," 
municipalmente en el lugar conocido como San Rafael del Alamito de los Murrietas. 

California 
JOAQUIN MURRIETA 

Asociacion Internacional de Descendencia Joaquin Murrieta 
424 N. CARLTON ST. BLYTHE, CAL. 92225 

TEL. (619) 922-6422 

Sonora 



EL H. AYUNTAMIENTO DE TRINCHERAS 

EL COMITE DE FESTEJOSIE LA 
CARAVANA DEL RECUERDO '"- 

1..404INVITAN A CONVIVIR Y A PARTICIPAR EN LA 
FELEBRACION ANUAL DE SUS TRADICIONALES 

"FIESTAS DE SAN RAFAEL" 

QUE SE CELEBRARAN EN TRINCHERAS LOS,D S 
23, 24 Y 25 DE OCTUBRE DE 1992, 

BAJO EL SIGUIENTE CALENDARIO: 

23 DE OCTUBRE 
CARAVANA DEL RECUERDO "DIVE JOAQUIN MU'RRIETA" 

10:00.- CARAVANA TRINCIMAS-ALAMITO, PAR'FIENDO,DE LA 
PLAZA MUNICIPAL 

10:30.- PROGRAMA CULTURAL (SAN RAFAEL DEL ALAIvIITO). 

12:00.- C 	IO (ROMPEHIELO). 

16.no rAR ;71? AS D rfrIKAT 

21:00.- GRAM BAILE POPULM (PLAZA MUNICIPAL). 

22:00.- PRESENTACION DE CAMIDATAS A REYNA DE LAS FIESTAS. 

24 DE OCTUBRE 

PASE 0 DE SAN RAFAEL 

00.- BALE POPULAR 

CORONACIONT PRESENTACION DE 
EMBAJADORAS DE LA REGION. 

A CABALLO. 

DE CABALLO. 

PULAR. 

CONTAR CON SU PRESENCIA ENORGULLECE A TRINCHERAS 

H. AYUNTAMIENTO DE TRINCHERAS 

comnE PRGAplIZADOR, 

-4101€- 



Sonora 
Presidente - Antonio Rivera Murrieta 

Tito Murrieta 
Pedro Murrieta 

California 
Presidente - Alfredo Figueroa 

Vice-Pres. - Lab Guerrero Murrieta 
Vice-Pres. - Ernesto Vingochea Murrieta 

Historiador - Manuel Rojas JOAQUIN MURRIETA 

Asociacion de Descendencia de Joaquin Murrieta 
Asociacion internacional 

137 N. Broadway - P.O. Box #910 - Blythe, Calif. 92225 

PREAMBLE; 
Escuela de la Raza Unida was the ultimate product of the Chicano Movement in its struggle 

against the injustices and oppression of the public school system. One of the main goals of 
Escuela de la Raza Unida is to restore and preserve the nationalistic, cultural, and indigenous 
heritage of the Chicano. Escuela de la Raza Unida takes great pride in the founding of the 
Association of the Descendants of Joaquin Murrieta. 

HISTORY; 
Joaquin Murrieta was the father of the Chicano Movement. Joaquin Murrieta was one of the 

first Chicanos to lead an organized group against the injustices of the Anglo Saxon during the 
1850's after half of Mexico hand been conquered. Murrieta has never been given his proper 
place in the history of California and of the Southwest. On the contrary, he has been labeled a 
thief, highwayman, a murderer without cause, a man without principles, without morals, without 
scruples. Most Anglo historians portray Joaquin Murrieta as a fictitious, legendary figure. A 
large number of books have been published and movies have ben produced on the life and 
death of Joaquin Murrieta, one of the most daring Chicano heroes of the Southwest. 

PURPOSE: 
TO. . . . Form a non-profit corporation of family descendants and of other interested people. 
Continue research of the Joaquin Murrieta geneology. 
Preserve and restore the historical landmarks such as the cemetery at San Rafael del 

Alamito Cucurpe, Sonora. 
Get the Sonora State Government and the Sonora Historical Society to proclaim the 

birthplace of Joaquin Murrieta as official and historical. 
To establish Descendants of Joaquin Murrieta Chapters in the United States and in Mexico, 

and wherever there are substantial descendants and interest. 
Have input with the California Department of Education in correcting the false and negative 

interpretation of Early California history as it relates to Joaquin Murrieta and other Chicano 
heroes. Such historical correction should point out why Joaquin Murrieta revolted and how he 
carried out that gallant struggle against all odds. 

Instill cultural pride and restore the much needed knowledge of our roots and heritage for the 
present generation and for generations to come. 

Eradicate all fears of repression by abusive authorities and other hate-groups against 
Murrieta descendants or anybody mentioning, his name, such as in the State of Arizona where 
there is a law prohibiting the singing of the "Corrido of Joaquin Murrieta." 

Restore pride in the Murrieta ancestry, especially in the immediate family lineage whe 
some are embarrased to be related to the Mirrieta name. 

Rather than live with lies and half-truths, we the hundreds of descendants of Joaquin 
Murrieta, after over 100 years of living in anguish, can now do something about it and correct 
the injustices of the past for the present and for the future. 

"Aquel que ignora de donde viene, Difrcilmente podra" saber adonde va!" 



En la presente grafica de izquierda a derecha: El presidente de la Asociacion de Descendencia de Joaquin Murrieta, senor Alfredo 
Figueroa; senor Manuel Rojas, profesor de la Universidad Autonoma de Baja California y autor del libro "Joaquin Murrieta, El 
Patrio"; y el senor Eduardo (Lilo) Guerrero) popular compositor y cantante y vice-presidente de la Asociacion, sosteniendo en sus 
manos un tomo del famoso libro. A la derecha una foto del celebre person* Joaquin Murrieta. 

JOAQUIN MURR1ETA V1VE 
En el recuerdo del Mexico que se resiste a dar la espalda a su pasado. En el corazOn ,y la lucha del pueblo chicano 

de los Estados Unidos. . . Mas all de la Leyenda, la vida y ejemplo del Sonorense Joacluin Murrieta y de aquel puriado 
de hombres del Distrito de Altar que los acompariaron en la epopeya contra la ocupacion anglosajona de los territorios 
arrebatados a Mexico, Joaquin Murrieta .. .VIVE AUN! 

No en los cuentos de los viejos que narran de generacidn en generacidn aquellos sucesos. . no solo en la fantasia 
desbordada que en noches de luna, recrea su figura legendaria cabalgando al horizone en ancas de su caballo "mozo", 
su traje de Californiano de impecable color negro, chaquetin y calzoneras con botonaduras plateadas, lienzo rojo, 
jorongo jaliciense terciado al viento, revolver de seis tiros y puflal espariol, caballada en estampida rumbo a Sonora, y 
balazos, canto, mOsica y fandango de aquellos bravos mexicanos, abuelos ancestrales de jornaleros, trabajadores, 
estudiantes y lideres gremiales que de Texas a California, renuevan el esfuerzo dignificador de la mexicanidad, al grito 
de. . .LA RAZA!. . . .NUESTRA RAZA! 

Joaquin Murrieta. . .Vive kin!. . .En un libro! "Joaquin Murrieta, El Patrio" recoge documentos, fotografias y 
testimonios de la mas apasionante investigacidn sobre este patriota mexicano del siglo pasado, cuya gesta se grabO 
con sangre en la memoria de los 'Forty Niners" de los caballeros anglos del Este, primeros violadores del Tratado de 
Guadalupe - Hidalgo. 

'Joaquin Murrieta, El Patrio", es un libro del sociologo mexicano Manuel Rojas, y que no debe dejar de leer. 

JOAQUIN MURRIETA -- LIVES 
Finally, after 133 years of distorted and false historical writings of Joaquin Murrieta's life and death, a Mexican has 

dedicated three years of extensive research and interviews revealing the truth in his book, Joaquin Murrieta, El Patrio" 
(The Patriot). Murrieta had been portrayed as a vindictive, sadist, highway man and murderer, but in the memories of 
that Mexico that resisted to give in and turn their backs to the past, and in the heart and struggle of the Chicano 
movement, Joaquin Murrieta Lives! It's more than a legend, the life and example of Joaquin Murrieta and that small 
group of courageous Sonoran from the District of Altar that joined him in the epic against the occupational Anglo-saxons 
of the territory seized from Mexico. . .Joaquin Murrieta Lives! 'El Padre del Movimiento Chicano". 

It's not the stories told by the old folks that have passed it on from generation to generation of those events, or the 
fantasy that is revived when the moon is out and his legendary figure is seen galloping on his horse, "El Mozo," towards 
the horizon. It is his impeccable black California outfit, jacket, and pants with silver buttons with red trim, Jalisco poncho 
flying in the wind, a colt revolver and a Spanish dagger, with a herd in a stampede of horses enroute to Sonora; gun 
shots, music, song and a fandango of those brave Mexican ancestral grandparents of workers, students and leaders 
that from Texas to California are renewing their dignified efforts of being Mexican, at the yell of 'VIVA LA RAZA. . 
.NUESTRA RAZA!" 

Joaquin Murrieta lives still. . in the book "Joaquin Murrieta, El Patrio," through researched documents, photos, and 
interviews of the most extensive research ever about the Mexican patriot of the last century, whose gestures were 
written in blood in the memory of the "Forty Niners,' the gentlemen from the east, the first violators of the Treaty of 
Guadalupe Hidalgo. 

Manuel Rojas, the sociologist and author makes and excellent one hour slide presentation of this highly 
controversial hero Joaquin Murrieta. It leaves you without a shadow of a doubt that what the historians have written is 
false. 

"El Patrio" is a must for any Chicano or history enthusiast that is interested in his roots and cultural background. ER U 
is arranging Mr. Rojas' schedule for presentations in colleges and universities and other community groups. 

For more information contact Alfredo Figueroa, Escuela de la Raza Unida, P.O. Box 910, Blythe, CA. 92225 or call 
(619)922-2988 or 922-6422. 
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Fiesta in Trincheras 

The Escuela De La Raza Unida and other descendants undertook this monumental 
historical task and are left with $1,722.00 in the hole. We would appreciate 
it very ,much if you would please send your donations if you have not send it 
already. 

Expenses paid in the Joaquin Murrieta Monument Project, Fiesta at Trincheras, 
_Sonora, Mexico on October 22,23, 1988 by the Asociacion Internacional de 
Descendencia de Joaquin Murrieta. 

Total expenses paid: 	 $3,442.00 

Itemized expenses: 

1. Purchase of plague 	 $750.00 
2. Supplies to build monument 	$125.00 
3. 500 leaflets information on 

fiesta. 	 $250.00 
4. mailing of information to 350 	$157.00 

persons. 
5. Printing of inviations to the 	$250.00 

fiesta. (500) 
6. Postage to mail inviations. 	$ 65.00 
7. Photo copies of more leaflets to 

hand out to people on the street. $200.00 
8. Telephone calls to Mexico City, 	$175.00 

Los Angeles, Phoenix and Sonora. 
9. Materiala,  and supplies to make 	$ 50.00 

signs:for Caborca & Santa Ana 
highways. 

10. Joaquin Murrieta banner and 	$ 50.00 
flags. 

11. Round trip tickets for 5 persons $900.00 
from Mexico City & Ichcoteopan 
Guerrero to Caborca Sonora. 

12. Papacy musicians and Pascola 	$245.00 
dancers from Arizona. 

13. Rooms at Motel Los Arcos for the $250.00 
people from Blythe & Mexico City. 

14. Room at La Posada motel for Man- $ 50.00 
uel Rojas. 

15. Taxi to and from Caborca to 	-$ 50.00 
Trincheras, Sonora. 

Total expenses paid: 	 $3,442.00 

Not including travel expenses paid by Alfredo A. Figueroa and Ernesto Vingo-
chea such as gas, & food, etc. for organizing and coordinating the event. 
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Fiesta in Trincheras 

Donations received by the Asociacion Internacional de Descen - 
dencia Joaquin Murrieta Project. 

For the Joaquin Murrieta Monument Project, October 22 - 23 at- 
Trincheras, Sonora, Mexico. 

Itemized donation: 

- Gilbert Chavez fund Raiser 9-30-'88 Wood Crest,Ca. 

- Lencho Moreno Riverside, Ca. 

- Rafael Murrieta Whittier, Ca. 

- Susana Cepeda Washington, D.C. 

- Jerry Murrieta 	Arcadia, Ca. 

- Angel Quintero 	La Puente, Ca. 

- Murrieta Bros. 	Santa Ana, Ca. 

- Luis Escontrias 	Santa Fe Springs 

- Alfredo Mirande 	Riverside, Ca. 

- P.R.E.P. Systems 	Ontario, Ca. 

- Esquivel Chavez 	Riverside, Ca. 

- Sylvia Woods 	Grand Tenace, Ca. 

- Manuela Sosa Colton, Ca. 

- Gilberto Esquivel 	Riverside, Ca. 

- Irma Yepez Perez 	Tucson, Ariz. 

- Morris Mendoza Riverside, Ca. 

- Manuel Valencia 

$ 750.00 

$ 300.00 

$ 	50.00 

$ 	25.00 

$ 	10.00 

$ 	25.00 

$ 200.00 

$ 100.00 

$ 	50.00 

$ 	75.00 

$ 	20.00 

$ 	10.00 

$ 	25.00 

$ 	20.00 

$ 	20.00 

$ 	15.00 

5.00 

TOTAL DONATIONS RECEIVED 	 :1,720.00 

We would like to thanks all of the people that joined us 
in this historical event specialy the people listed above and 
the Murrieta's and other people from all over California and-
Arizona, that participated. 

JOAQUIN MURRIETA VIVE ! 

su amigo 

ALFREDO A. FIGUEROA. 

ofrz,,- J.Teuat 



Sign place on Mexico Hiway 2 between Caborca and -
Santa Ana, Sonora announcing The Caravana del Recuer 
do Joaquin Murrieta Days Fiesta, 15 miles south is -
Trincheras and Joaquin Murrieta's Birth place, San -
Rafael del Alamito de Murrie' is 13 miles south --
where the monument was inaug ,.rated Oct. 23, 1988. 

--- 

Parade in honor of Joaquin Murrieta with all the --
schools from Trincheras participating and also the --
Military Bend from the Fedor'il Hi-school in Caborca, -
plus the Aztecas, Papagos, 'fa iuis and all the Murrieta 
delegations that came from California and Arizona also 
they were dedicating the first Joaquin Murrieta Street 
in history. 



Alfredo Figueroa reciving an 
Aztec Idol Sent to him by Cuau-
htemoc's descendant Don Salvador 
Juarez Rodriguez after mixing -
the dirt from Cuauhtemoc's Tomb 
and Joaouin Murrieta's birth --
place site plus the dirt from - 
La Cuna de Aztlan, Blythe, Ca.. 

Don Rafael. Murrieta left and 
Don Reginald° Murrieta g5 and 

-97 years old resrectfully in -- 
vited guest of honor by the --
Association and the City of --- 
Trincheras, Sonora., Oct. 23 -
198$. . 

(Below) Aztecas Dancers From 
Colegio Julian Carrillo, Mexico 
City, D.F. preforming, raying -
homage to Joaouin Murrieta in -
front of the Monument with Fs - 
cuela de la Raza Unida's Banner. 
Felipe Villanueva and Ricardo -
Alvarado. 



Organiaeb hg: CHICANO PARK 	 COMNICCEE 

CHICANO PARK DAY 
19th ANNIVERSARY 

SATURDAY, APRK  22,1989 
'Ii 	 1 	 E_ET 	c- 

CORKY GONZALES 
SPEAKER 

Master of Ceremonies+ RAMON "CHUNKY" SANCHEZ CELEBRATION TIME: 10:00 a.m. 	6:00 p.m. 

FEATURING "STORM": "OAXACA": DANZ A MO X ICATOIL FOLKLORIC° DANCERS; 	ALBERTO LOPE 1 - LOWRIGER MAGAZINE: 

RICHERT° HOES - AMIGOS CAR CLUB; 	RONALD E. TRUJILLO - C. P. S. C.: FINE MEXICAN CUISINE: 	ARTS A CRAFTS 

PLUS MUCN MORE CONTINUOUS ENTERTAINMENT 

UNIQUE LOWRIOER CAR SHOW 8 HOP - Presented by "AMIGOS" 
	

Flag Raising Carman hg: "MUGU" 



Gentlemen/Ladies, 
	 June 21,1989 

The attached was an article printed in the L.A. Times version published in the 
San Diego Tribune- North County area. I am offended by the audacity of Michael 

Mann, producer,and NBC Network Television to make a movie about a Mexican American, 
Enrique (KIKI) -  Camarena, while being portraid by an actor that is other than a 

Latino. 	see the article herein. 

Nothwithstanding the large number of Latinos in Los Angeles and the number of well 
know Latino actors and actresses, Michael Mann and NBC still revert to having a 
Latino character-person, be played by a non-latino movie actor. This type of 
conduct by these type of professionals, to me, smacks of ignorance and prejudice! 
Furthermore, this shows the lack of true respect for a Mexican American person, 
not a white person, that was willing to sacrifice his life for the fight against 
drug trafficking in the United States. Few of us, particularly a non-white person, 
would be willing to do what Kiki Camarena did for this endless cause and this is 
how these people repay him. 	What is their excuse now..."we can't find any 

mexican amorican actor s ".... This  excuse is so old it rkc withstink! 

I would be interested in finding an effective way, e.g., unite and make a statement 
to the press denouncing these tactics and the implication to our Latino children, 
telling NBC and Michael Mann that we plan to boycott  the miniseries and even fin d 
our what manufactures or advertisers plan to sponsor the movie and let them know 
our intent. I bet you that the Camarena family would even be interested in helping. 
And, I'm sure that Enrique would not stand for this king of mockery of his heritage. 

Personally, with all the resources available( latino actors/actresses) I find it 
unacceptable that no latino could be cast in the part. The feeling that runs 
over me as I think about what is taking place here is that of being violated or 
assaulted by some punk while the rest of the world looks and laughs on. 

The name of this mimisies is "DESPERADOS". My thinking is that if we are going to 
do something that can hurt these people, we have to hit them where it hurs them the 
most...in  their pockets!  We have a tremendous economic base in this country and 
its instances and events like this that present the opportunity to"show our muscle". 
Look, if one viewer can write to a weekly TV show sponsor,Mitsubitshi, and succeed 
recall their sponsorship because women are portraid degrading(Married W/Chldrn)we  can ton 
Please contact me if you are interested in doing something about this mockery. 
Moreover, feel free to use my letter as support if you so need it. 

•  roxima, 

tinez 

cc:Aztec Printing Corp., President 
Chicano Federation,President 
Mexican and American Foudation 

La Raza Lawyers Association,President 



many markets. the ,)roaucers 
against the new breed of :riagazine 	'!nside 

Edition." "U.S.A. Today" and others. 
Last year. "P.M. Magazine'' went through a maior 

overhaul to better compete with the new. often 
sensational programs. In September. the national office 

Please see' P.M.,' Page 3 

cDesaratios' Relives 
the Brutal Murder 
of a U.S. Drug Agent 
By BART MILLS 	 N, 

-74\t" 

 

chael Mann and NEC aren ' t going to Mexico 
:L to shootlaesperados." their miniseries about 

4 the 1985 kidnaping and murder of an Amer:- 
•Irtig enforcement agent in Guadalajara. "No one in 

this production has suicidal tendencies.. We aren't 
taking stupidity pills here." says Mann. the executive 
producer. 

Instead, most of the filming is being done in the, Los 
Angeles area. then Spain..stands in later for Guadalaia, 
ra. where agent riaue (Kiki) Camarena was 
snatched off the st eet one February afternoon while 
on his way to iunc nis wife. Camarena was 
tortured and interrogated by drug smugglers for three 
days before being killed—with the complicity, the film 
Makers contend, of Mexican police and politicians. 

The six-hour miniseries shows how Camarena's 
"combulsizn-to -getto-the source, the guys who became 
ric' ictimizing kmeri9's  youth. got him taken out," 

ys Steven Ba , vho plays Camarena. "He was 
c 	. sat ey illed him." 

Based on Elaine Shannon's 1988 similarly titled 
investigative book. "Desperados" describes Camaren-
a's quest and the U.S. government's lengthy pursuit of 
his killers and their official protectors. Three Mexicans 
were convicted in Los Angeles of the murder but 
others believed to have taken part have eluded U.S. 
prosecution. 

"The Drug Enforcement Agency's relentless push to 
bring Camarena's killers to justice caused untold 
damage to the traffickers' network." says Mann, the 
former executive producer of "Miami Vice." "They'd 
give their right arms to roil the clock back." 

Nevertheless, despite the action in the Camarena 
case, more drugs than ever enter the -  United States 
through Mexico. From 15% to perhaps as much as 33% 
of all the cocaine consumed here comes via Mexico, up 
from 1% to 2% in 1985, according to U.S. officials. 

Mann's miniseries takes the view that Camarena and 
other Drug Enforcement Agency men lacked Wash- 

Please see` DESPERADOS,' Page 8 
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MORNING REPORT 
FILM: San Diego movies. 
TV: As the soaps turn. 
TV: Tonight on TV and cable. 



COALICION PRO—DERECHOS DE LA RAZA 
P.O. Box 4265 Chula Vista, CA 92011 

San Diego 233-7279*North County 598-0621*East County 445-2653*South Bay 422-4520 

July 28, 1989 

Compafieros y Compafieras, 

The purpose of this letter is to invite your organization to participate 
in an effort to build a Raza coalition that would stage a commemoration of the 
August 29, 1970 Chicano Moratorium, scheduled for August 26, 1989 at 10:00am 
in Chicano Park. 

As you know, 19 years ago on August 29th, 20,000 Chicano Mexicanos in East 
L.A. marched demanding an end to the Viet Nam War and that concrete action be 
taken on a wide variety of social, economic and political issues. A pre-
meditated attack on the peaceful event by thousands of policemen resulted in 
three Raza deaths, where hundreds were injured and over a thousand Raza were 
arrested. Our Raza fought back, injuring dozens of police and burning many 
outside owned businesses. This monumental event sent a message to the system: 

"YA BASTA!" and merits a yearly commemoration as a "Chicano Memorial Day" 
honoring those that have sacrificed much for the advancement of our Gente. 

This yearly commemoration is an opportunity to press our present agenda on 
the sistema and to motivate our Raza to involve themselves in the Movimiento. 
We do not only want to build the Moratorium Commemoration, we want to build a 
coalition that will work on a year—round basis addressing issues and serving as 
a focal point for coordinated organizing and consciousness—raising efforts in 
our community. Chile en Lucha, COmite Civico Popular, East County Latino Assoc-
iation, Law and Justice Coalition, Partido de la Raza Unida, Uni6n de Trabaja-
dores Agricolas Fronterizo, and Uni6n del Barrio are the organizations presently 
affiliated with the Coalition. 

This call for unity is essential to the well—being of our Gente. 	Our 
problems in education, employment, health, housing, immigration, law enforcement, 
drugs, Barrio violence, etc., are well documented and make clear that without a 
strong coalition confronting these issues and independently representing our best 
interests, the sistema will continue to roll over us. 	This coalition will put 
the so—called San Diego "decision—makers" on notice that the status quo and lip 
service is no longer acceptable and that solutions to our problems will be 
self—determined by the Raza community. 

In this spirit of unity and action, we invite your organization to send a 
representative(s) to the weekly Friday night meetings of the coalition at 7:00 
pm at Centro Aztl‘n, 2803 B st. in San Diego. The agenda and decision making 
process is open to all participants. Organizations participating in the coalition 
will keep their autonomy and organizational focus. Coordination of work will be 
done by working committees that will take into account areas of expertise of the 
member organizations. 

The Commemoration of the National Chicano Moratorium is our first project 
and requires great personal commitment from the member organizations and indiv-
iduals. We would appreciate any monetary and physical support your organization 
can offer. 	If you have any questions or need more information, please call us, 
at any of the phone numbers listed on this provisional letterhead. Taken one by 
one, our organizations are too weak to effectively address the reversal of condi-
tions affecting our Gente. Together, however, we can accomplish much to advance 
a Raza agenda across a great number of fronts. 

Sinceramente, 
The membership of the Coalicicin Pro—Derechos de la Raza 
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